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Abstract

Since the late 1950's when the first man-made satellite was launched into space, there
has been a keen interest to inspect these orbiting spacecraft. In the past, there have
been employed a variety of inspection methods which primarily consisted of different
ground observation facilities. Unfortunately, ground-based sensors are often limited
to the weather conditions and the particular flight path of the satellite. To overcome
these and other obstacles, the inspection sensors can be moved from the ground and
placed on spacecraft in orbit dedicated for satellite inspections. Is it possible for a
miniaturized satellite to perform these inspections while on orbit? In this thesis, a
small inspection satellite concept is developed and then verified using a high-fidelity
6 degree-of-freedom simulation. A detailed angles-only navigation analysis and Av
performance analysis of three different inspection trajectories are performed. The
results of this analysis show the feasibility of angles-only rendezvous navigation and
the over-all inspection satellite concept while validating the implemented flight algo-
rithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The fundamental purpose of this research is to explore the thesis that a simple, low

power, low mass inspection satellite can accurately navigate and successfully perform

a variety of inspection strategies using angles-only navigation. Using a high fidelity

simulation, different inspection trajectories are analyzed to evaluate the navigation

and Av performancel of a pico-sat sized inspector. This chapter introduces the

motivation behind inspection satellites, provides a brief description of research already

done in the area, specifies the inspection satellite concept and scope for this research,

and outlines the remaining topics discussed in the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

As space becomes more accessible for commercial, military, and government purposes,

there is a renewed interest to perform inspections on other space objects which in-

cludes both cooperative and uncooperative space vehicles. The idea of an inspection

satellite is not new and initially captured the military's interest. With the launch of

Sputnik in the late 1950's space no longer was the home to natural celestial bodies,

but artificial satellites. These space vehicles not only served as scientific instruments,

'In navigation, the term Av refers to a needed velocity change to perform a maneuver where
"A" indicates a change and "v" stands for velocity. Note that it is not just a speed change, but a
velocity change which implies a change in the velocity vector. Indirectly, this key term describes the
amount of energy (or fuel) need to perform various maneuvers.
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but politically, they acted as a symbol of power and dominance, especially when

containing possible weapons of mass destruction. This created a fear that was only

fueled by the political Cold War between the United States and Russia. The political

feud spurred both nations to become extremely interested in satellite inspection as

a means to diffuse the fear of the unknown [7]. However, several years later treaties

were signed that outlawed countries from storing weapons in orbit, apparently diffus-

ing the fear, and diminishing the urgent need for satellite inspections. Almost a half

century has passed since Sputnik, and there are new demands requiring inspection

satellites, which include commercial, military, and governmental projects.

The commercial industry's greatest assets in space are currently communication

satellites. Often times, satellite communication systems require large constellations

of satellites that contain very sophisticated and expensive equipment. To extend the

mission life of these satellites and reduce costs, attention is being placed on inspection

satellites that can trouble shoot, repair, and even refuel existing satellites. Another

rising possibility for the space commercial industry is space tourism. Though they

don't exist yet, future space hotels and resorts are no longer fantasies or imaginations.

Now that several space tourists have paid significant amounts to visit the International

Space Station, it is not unreasonable to speculate that in the not-so-distant future,

space hotels could be in service. Undoubtedly there will be a need to inspect these

orbiting resorts for both maintenance and safety purposes.

The military still has several motivations for desiring inspection satellites even

though treaties have discouraged countries from having weapons in space. Now that

laws are in place, how can they be enforced? How can the international community

ensure these laws are being followed? Inspection satellites may provide a solution

to verifying that the space laws are not being violated. Also, compared to the early

1960's, the military now has extensive resources in space which includes the GPS

constellation, MILSTAR, and a variety of other satellites. To ensure the safety of such

assets, the military needs a way to inspect suspected unfriendly satellites. To fulfill

this need to inspect space objects, the military has created ground observation stations

that use optical, radar, and infrared sensors. However, as pointed out in reference

18



[7], these ground-based sensors are limited by atmosphere conditions, distance to

the space object, and the location of the space objects relative to the ground-based

sensors. It's noted that ground-based sensors have very little application for imaging

beyond low earth orbit and can be hampered by weather and lighting conditions.

Again, inspection satellites can conceivably play an important role.

NASA, a research arm of the government, continues to demand tools to inspect

space vehicles and satellites while in orbit. From the first shuttle flight, there has been

a keen interest to inspect the shuttle tiles to ensure the safety of the flight vehicle. In

fact, during the first space shuttle mission, NASA tried to use ground-based sensors

to inspect the tiles but due to weather problems, never succeeded. Given the current

events with the Columbia accident, greater attention is given to on-orbit inspection.

Inspection satellites may be a solution. Second, the International Space Station is

susceptible to collisions with space debris and inspection satellites may be the future

for external surveillance. Currently, at the NASA Johnson Space Center, a program

is underway known as the Autonomous Extravehicular Robotic Camera (AERCam),

that is developing a small, free flying vehicle capable of performing inspections and

monitoring external activity on the International Space Station [17]. Third, as rovers

and humans extend their exploration to other celestial bodies, inevitably there will

come a need to rendezvous and dock two space vehicles beyond low earth orbit.

Prior to docking, a thorough inspection may be required to ensure the systems are in

working order. A safe, efficient inspection strategy will be desired. The list of possible

scenarios requiring inspection satellites along with optimal inspection trajectories has

a growing demand including the inspection of malfunctioning space telescopes, large

deployable structures, or even asteroids.

1.2 Background

Though rendezvous and docking have become important topics since the 1960's, there

has not been a lot of published research in the area of satellite inspection discussing

possible inspection strategies and their associated advantages and disadvantages. Per-

19



haps there could be two causes for the lack of literature: either the majority of this

research was done by the military and has not been released to the public or there

hasn't been a significant need for satellite inspection until recently.

For example, in 1970 members of the Apollo Guidance, Navigation and Control

division at the MIT Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, D. Gustafson and B. Kriegs-

man, presented a technique for station-keeping in near-earth orbit. They developed a

guidance policy and a navigation filter and demonstrated key tradeoffs. Their focus

was to maintain a vehicle in the vicinity of another vehicle, not to inspect it [8].

The earliest published document found by the author that researched inspection

satellites, came in 1986 when Harold D. Getzelman was working on his Masters Thesis

at the Air Force Institute of Technology. He described the historical background for

inspection satellites and explored inspection satellites from a systems engineering ap-

proach. He wanted to answer the questions, "What type of orbital inspection satellite

would be the most effective space inspection system? Is current hardware adequate?

What are the requirements?" Getzelman focused on the design of the satellite itself,

not on the possible orbital trajectories or the type of navigation strategies that could

be used for inspection [7].

Over a decade later in 1999, Shinichi Kumura from the Communications Re-

search Laboratory in Tokyo, Japan along with several others introduced and discussed

the micro-OLIVe (Orbital-maintenance-system Light Inspection Vehicle) which they

claimed would be the first space experiment for remote inspection. The mission,

planned to be launched in 2002, was to support space systems by inspecting satel-

lites, de-orbiting useless satellites, and repairing satellites in orbit. They focused

mainly on mission objectives and discussed the equipment to be used. Again, no

detailed analysis of the possible inspection strategies was introduced or suggested

[10].

Within a few years, Mitsushige Oda and Noriyasu Inaba wrote an article dis-

cussing NASDA's ETS-VII (Engineering Test Satellite 7) mission that conducted

several in-orbit satellite services including rendezvous docking, visual inspection of

onboard equipment, simulated refueling, and capturing another satellite by a robot
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arm. Even though inspection was part of the mission, the focus was on docking with

the target and using a robotic arm, not manipulating the orbital path to get the

desired inspection view [13]. Besides a recently published article describing the AER-

Cam project being developed at the Johnson Space Center, there is limited public

literature discussing in detail the methods, feasibility, and performance analysis of a

satellite inspection concept.

1.3 Inspection Satellite Concept and Scope

The purpose of this study is to analyze and compare the navigation and Av per-

formance of different inspection strategies for an on-orbit inspection satellite. The

vision of the satellite inspector is a pico-satellite, which implies a very simple and

compact concept for the vehicle (i.e no special features such as robotic arms or dock-

ing capabilities). This research does not stem from a specific mission, so several

general assumptions were made about the functionality and the overall basic concept

of the inspector. First, the sensors and actuators are limited in number, size, and

power consumption. Second, inspection operations are selected to minimize fuel con-

sumption and ensure passive collision avoidance capability for safety. Beyond these

fundamental assumptions, engineering judgment was used in selecting the attitude

control configuration (3-axis stabilized versus spin stabilized), actuators, sensors, and

inspection operations used for this research.

The assumed satellite concept is a 3-axis stabilized vehicle that uses momentum

wheels for torque control, a body mounted thruster for translational movement, a

fixed navigation camera that measures the relative azimuth and elevation angles to the

Target, and Draper's Inertial Stellar Compass for attitude reference. By having only

one single axis thruster, the vehicle must turn-to-burn or rotate for every translational

maneuver. Though rotations are required for each burn, this option has the appealing

element of simplicity compared to the other possible concepts using multiple thrusters

or a moveable thruster. An assumption that will not be addressed in this thesis

but deserves time and consideration, is that the navigation camera can detect the
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Target's center of mass to a certain level of accuracy from it's images. Complex

image processing algorithms and a prior knowledge of the Target vehicle and mission

must be used to accurately deduce the center of mass of the Target when effects such

as sun lighting, the shape of the vehicle, and rotational dynamics are present.

Unfortunately, the entire inspection mission from launch to end-of-mission life

is not modeled and analyzed in this research. Instead, this study focuses on the

stage of the mission where the inspector, frequently referred to as the Chaser or

Chaser vehicle, is in the vicinity of the object being inspected, known as the Target

or Target vehicle. For some currently planned applications, the inspection satellite

is initially attached to the target vehicle and is later released to perform inspections

(i.e. space shuttle, space station, or other launch vehicles). For other envisioned

scenarios, the inspector must track down the target and travel to it. Both situations

Altitude

...................................... ......................................................................................... . .........

Il" Chaser

1 km

Target

Downrange

Figure 1-1: Chaser on Co-Elliptic Approach

are equally viable, but this research assumes the Chaser is initially 10 km away closing

on the Target from a kilometer above as shown in Fig 1-1. Once the Chaser is near

the Target, several different inspection maneuvers are performed and later analyzed.

These inspections must not only perform the desired observations, but also optimize

fuel usage. Optimization Theory will not be used to derive the optimal trajectories,

but rather intuition will guide the selection process. Using concepts from orbital

mechanics, there are several inspection methods that require very limited amounts

of fuel by taking advantage of the natural relative motion trajectories. The term
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natural implies that the principle force governing the Chaser's motion relative to the

Target is the Earth's gravitational force and not the force due to frequent maneuver

burns from the thruster. Instead, the Chaser follows the desired relative pattern

using short, infrequent, abrupt thruster burns. Also, it is assumed that there is no

communication or cooperation between the two vehicles. This stand-alone approach

has merit for inspecting both friendly and unfriendly targets. In either case, the

design of the target vehicle did not incorporate any additional features to help the

inspection process. The design considerations for the inspection mission are entirely

encapsulated with the inspecting vehicle. Concerning the Target vehicle, it is also

assumed that a good estimate of the Target's position and velocity is available and

that the Target is not performing active maneuvers to alter it's natural orbital motion.

Lastly, when considering the analysis of an inspection vehicle, it is logical to as-

sume there is a way to measure or quantify the quality of an inspection. A metric

which gauges the coverage performance of a particular trajectory such as image reso-

lution, maximum visit time (MVT), average visit time (AVT), maximum re-visit time

(MRT), or average re-visit time (ART) would be critical to the analysis. However,

in this analysis, it will not be covered. The reason is not a lack of desire or vision,

but a lack of the specifics. Coverage performance is very mission specific. It depends

on what needs to be observed and the dynamics of the target. For example, does

the inspector satellite want to monitor the entire satellite for general observations or

does it just need one perfect picture that captures a particular area of interest? If a

selected region is of interest, what happens if the target is rotating about a peculiar

axis at a unique rate? Without being given these mission specific constraints, unlim-

ited possibilities exist making the idea of measuring coverage performance virtually

impossible.

1.4 Project Overview

The desire to inspect another orbiting body requires a basic understanding of the

orbital relative motion in order to design and analyze possible inspection trajectories.
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Unlike the relative motion between two cars travelling at high speeds on a flat road,

the relative dynamics of two or more orbiting spacecraft poses a significant challenge.

Chapter 2 introduces the developed theory governing relative motion in space flight.

In addition, this chapter introduces a basis of fundamental relative maneuvers that

are applied to form the different inspection trajectories. Using these fundamental

concepts, specific inspection missions are selected and developed. This chapter also

derives the expected Av requirements to perform each desired trajectory using the

fundamental equations of relative motion theory.

One of the main objectives of this thesis is to show that an inspection satellite

can navigate using angles only navigation for a variety of inspection scenarios and

imposed lighting constraints. Chapter 3 introduces the concept of navigation and

Kalman Filtering and shows how the Kalman Filter can be implemented for orbital

rendezvous navigation.

Once the general concepts of relative motion and navigation have been expanded,

the groundwork is now in place to describe the high fidelity simulation models and

flight algorithms used to analyze and compare each inspection mission. Chapter 4

provides an in-depth description of the simulation models which includes the non-

linear vehicle dynamics, sensors, actuators, and space environment. The actual flight

algorithms used to carry out the inspection are outlined in Chapter 5. These algo-

rithms control both the translational and rotational motion of the Chaser vehicle.

Chapter 6 lays down the metrics by which each mission is analyzed and reveals

the results. Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes the analysis, makes a conclusion about the

feasibility of the satellite inspection concept, and briefly discusses future extensions

related to this project.
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Chapter 2

Relative Motion Analysis

For a variety of space applications ranging from rendezvous and docking, to satellite

formation flying, to inspection missions, it is often important to know a vehicle's

position relative to a point other than the Earth. Often times this other reference

point is the target vehicle, as is applied in this research, but it can be any arbitrary

point such as the center of mass of a formation cluster. Regardless, the inevitable

question still arises, "How does the relative motion of two or more orbiting vehicles

behave?" This question regarding the relative position of orbiting spacecraft has at-

tracted much attention in the past several decades, and has produced a wealth of

fundamental concepts and equations. Many of these ideas will be applied to under-

stand and analyze different inspection trajectories. This chapter begins by defining

the relative equations of motion, then proposes a basis of relative maneuvers used

to form pseudo-optimal inspection maneuvers and how the shape of these relative

maneuvers are affected by the magnitude and direction of the Av burn, and then the

chapter concludes by applying these concepts to generate three possible inspection

trajectories and deriving the expected Av needed to perform them.

2.1 Relative Equations of Motion

The equations of motion between two orbiting vehicles are complex and do not, in

general, have a closed form solution without making several basic assumptions. For-
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tunately, these assumptions simplify the problem and produce a closed-form solution

that applies sufficiently well for a variety of space missions. It is not the objective of

this section to derive these equations step by step, but it is the intent to lay a foun-

dation explaining the basic underlying concepts and limitations. These fundamental

concepts include the reference frame used to describe the relative equations of motion

along with the conditions of when these equations are applicable

The relative reference frame is a rotating reference frame with the Target vehicle

acting as the origin as shown in Fig 2-1. The adopted relative coordinate system,

Inertial Ch LVLH

Altitude

e.

Cross-Track

Target Chaser

ee

r 
Target Downrange

Figure 2-1: Rotating Reference Frame

known as the Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH), has three orthogonal basis

vectors - {ex ey ez} - defined approximately by the velocity, orbital angular velocity,

and position of the Target respectively. The es-axis points along the radial direction

from the Earth to the Target vehicle. Since this axis describes the altitude of the

Chaser with respect to the Target, it is referred to as the altitude component. The

ey-axis is perpendicular to the Target vehicle's orbital plane in the direction of the

Target's orbital angular velocity. This out-of-plane motion is commonly known as the

cross-track motion of the Chaser. The ex-axis is defined as the cross-product of the
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other two axes, and is generally along the velocity vector of the Target. It describes

how far downrange the Chaser is from the target. For these two reasons, this axis

is called the v-bar or downrange direction. Each of these axes has the following

mathematical definition,

Downrange:

Cross-Track:

Altitude:

where the Target's angular velocity is

and velocity vector.

ex =e. x ez

ey = Target

WjTarget
(2.1)

he r Target

r Target

the cross product between its position vector

Target Target (2.2)
et I rT2

Using this relative coordinate system, the Chaser's relative position, p, can be com-

pletely described,

p = xex + yey + zez (2.3)

where x, y, and z are the downrange, cross-track, and altitude components of the

relative position respectively. If two assumptions are made about the Target/Chaser

system, a simple set of equations describing the relative motion emerges. First, the

Target vehicle is assumed to be in a near circular orbit, so the angular velocity of the

relative reference frame is equivalent to the Target's orbital rate, O = WTarget. Under

these conditions, the angular rate is constant and a function of the Target's radial

distance.

a3 rea- Target

(2.4)

Second, both the Chaser and Target must be relatively close to one another such that,

(2.5)I« TTarget I
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Under these conditions and assuming a spherical Earth, a set of differential equations,

known as Hill's equations, emerge that describe the relative motion. These equations,

also known as the Clohesy-Wiltshire or CW equations, are completely derived in

Ref [16].

Downrange: ax = z + 2wi

Cross-Track: ay = Q+ W 2y (2.6)

Altitude: a, = - 2wz - 3w 2 z

The terms - ax ay a, - represent accelerations due to forces other than the force

of gravity. These forces may include thruster burns, solar pressure, drag from the

atmosphere, or any other possible external force acting on the vehicle.

By making the previously mentioned assumptions, Hill's equations have a closed-

form solution. Though it is not the intent to derive these solutions, it is hopeful that

a brief example proves beneficial to see the methodology employed to solve them. For

this purpose, the derivation of the cross-track position, y(t), is illustrated. As given

in Eqn 2.6, the differential equation describing the cross-track motion with no forcing

accelerations is similar to a mass-spring system.

#+w 2 y = 0 (2.7)

The solution to this equation can be computed by converting the differential equation

into it's corresponding Laplace Transform,

[s2 Y(s) - syo - yo] + w2 Y(s) = 0 (2.8)

where yo and yo are the initial conditions for the cross-track components of the

Chaser's relative position and velocity. Combining like terms and solving for Y(s)

yields the solution in the s-domain or frequency domain.

Y(s) = yo2 + - (2.9)
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Taking the inverse Laplace Transform gives the closed-form solution that describes

the cross-track component of the Chaser's position at any period of time. 1

y(t) = cos(wt)yo + sin(t)- (2.10)
W

Using a similar methodology, David A. Vallodo [16] derives the closed-form solution

describing the Chaser's downrange, cross-track, and altitude positions and rates as a

function of time.

4:50 2zo 2 o
x(t) = 6zo + sin (wt) + cos (wt) - (6wzo + &o) t + Ko - -

ww
y (t) = yo Cos (Wt) + -o sin (wt)

so 2o 20
z(t) = -sin (Wt) - 3zo + cos (Wt) + 4zo +

z(t) = (6wzo + 4to) cos (wt) - 2io sin (wt) - (6wzo + 3 o)

y(t) = -yow sin (wt) + yo cos (wt)

n(t) = io cos (wt) + (3wzo + 2±o) sin (wt)

2.2 Fundamental Relative Maneuvers

Due to the dynamics of two orbiting vehicles, it turns out that there are natural

relative trajectories or patterns that are often very useful for rendezvous and inspec-

tion. The engineering strategy is to structure different inspection scenarios around

these relative motion patterns to optimize fuel usage. In this way, the natural forces

of gravity provide the energy to perform the inspection. Of course there are infi-

nite inspection trajectories that could be achieved for a particular mission. In many

The Laplace Transform of cos(wt) and sin(wt) are,

cos (Wt) 4 [2 w2 sin (wt) e [2 + w2
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instances, there must be a trade-off between fuel consumption and possible relative

trajectories. This research does not focus on powered flight methods, but takes ad-

vantage of the natural relative motion and only performs infrequent, periodic, abrupt

maneuvers to enter into these specific trajectories. Since the Chaser vehicle is as-

sumed to be a pico-satellite, this type of mission would logically favor limited fuel

consumption over unlimited trajectory performance. On this premise, the inspection

missions utilize four fundamental relative trajectory patterns: football, oscillating,

hop, and co-elliptic. This section first introduces the conditions for repeating rela-

tive motion and then concludes with a detailed description of these four fundamental

relative motion patterns and their dependence on specific velocity changes.

2.2.1 Theory of Repeating Relative Motion

A desirable attribute of any inspection trajectory is to have the inspector's relative

motion to naturally repeat near the Target. Once in this relative periodic motion,

several inspection rounds can be observed without expending fuel for an extended

period of time. Do such conditions occur naturally and under what circumstances?

The answer to this question is yes and it occurs when the Chaser and Target have the

same orbital period. Imagine, if both vehicles have the same orbital rates, then after

each revolution, they will return to the same location and consequently have the same

relative position. This concept reveals the possibility of repeating relative motion and

shows that the repeating frequency is directly related to the orbital period.

The condition of matched orbital periods is one circumstance when repeating

relative motion occurs. The orbital period, P, is a function of the semi-major axis, a.

P=27r (2.11)

The semi-major axis also defines the orbital energy, E.

E = - (2.12)
2a
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V.
Chaser

Target

Figure 2-2: Velocity Changes Affecting Direction, Not Magnitude

Combining these observations implies that if the orbital energy of each vehicle is the

same, the Chaser's motion relative to the Target will be periodic. Extending this idea

one step further, the orbital energy is also a function of the velocity magnitude and

radial distance of the vehicle.
v2

-V 2 
L

e =(2.13)
2 r

If the Chaser and Target vehicles have the same velocity magnitude and radial

distance2 , then this natural inspection mode of repeating relative motion can be

achieved. This leads to a key result. Assume that both vehicles are in a circular orbit

as shown in Fig 2-2 such that the Chaser is some distance downrange from the Target.

Changing the Chaser's velocity such that only the direction of the velocity and not

the magnitude is altered causes the Chaser's orbital energy to remain equivalent to

the Target's. However, this velocity change will cause the Chaser to enter a periodic

relative trajectory with respect to the Target. Velocity changes that do not alter a

satellite's orbital energy do not affect the orbital semi-major axis, a, but modify the

orbital shape and/or the orbital plane.
2A simple example is when both the Chaser and Target are in the same circular orbit
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1. Orbital Shape: Eccentricity (e) and argument of perigee (wP)

2a

Initial Orbit

Figure 2-3: Changes in Orbital Shape due to Av

2. Orbital Plane: Inclination (i) and longitude of the ascending node (Q)

Final Orbit

Figure 2-4: Changes in Orbital Plane due to Av

Continue to assume that the Target and Chaser vehicles are in the same circular

orbit as previously explained. In the LVLH frame, the velocity of the Chaser vehicle

is along the v-bar. In near Earth orbit, the Chaser is travelling at approximately
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7,880 -. During the inspection mission, the change of velocity due to a thruster

burn is generally less then 1 - . An interesting observation reveals that a Av burn

perpendicular to the current velocity vector essentially rotates the vector without

changing it's magnitude. Looking at Fig 2-5, Av burns that have only components

Altitude

Chasar VCs.

Target VDownrange

Figure 2-5: Change of Velocity

in the radial (altitude) or cross-track directions cause repeating relative maneuvers.

A Av that has a component in the downrange or v-bar direction will change the

velocity magnitude and hence a change in orbital energy causing a non-repeating

relative motion. These simple ideas will help introduce the four fundamental relative

maneuvers presented below.

2.2.2 Football Orbit

The football orbit is an example of repeating relative motion and is viewed pictorially

in Fig 2-6. This unique elliptical relative motion is often employed to keep the Chaser

in a holding pattern downrange from the target for station keeping, but it is also used

to have the Chaser circumnavigate or orbit about the target for inspections. Although

several mathematical derivations will be employed to show the relationship between

velocity changes and the size and shape of the football trajectory, it is hoped that a

practical intuition emerges from a satisfactory conceptual explanation.

One way to illustrate this relative motion is using the repeating relative motion

concept and the vis-viva equation. Assume once again that both vehicles are in the

same circular orbit with the Chaser downrange. If a thruster burn is applied in the

altitude (or radial) direction, the Chaser begins to increase in altitude. Remember,
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Figure 2-6: Football Orbit - Inertial and LVLH Views

this velocity maneuver does not change the magnitude of the Chaser's velocity vector,

just its direction. As a consequence, the Chaser maintains the same semi-major axis

and orbital period, but the shape of the orbit changes. In fact, the eccentricity of

the Chaser's orbit is increased causing apogee 3 to increase and perigee 4 to decrease

as shown in Fig 2-6. This change in apogee and perigee causes the football shaped

relative trajectory. As the Chaser begins to increase in altitude its radial distance

from the Earth increases. According to the vis-viva equation, an increase in radial

distance causes a decrease in the velocity.

v 2 = A - - -- (2.14)
(r a

The relative effect is to have the Chaser arch upward and then slowly drift back.

When the Chaser reaches apogee and begins to head towards perigee, its radial dis-

tance decreases and its velocity increases. In fact, as it approaches perigee, its radial

distance is less then the target, causing it to move at a faster speed underneath the

Target. Since the velocity change due to the thruster never changes the semi-major

axis of the Chaser, its orbital period remains the same causing it to return to is initial

relative position prior to the burn.

3 Apogee is the point on the orbit that has the furthest distance from the Earth
4Perigee is the point on the orbit that has the shortest distance from the Earth
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Looking at this scenario more closely using Hill's Equations reveals an interesting

relationship between the size of the football and the magnitude of the radial Av burn.

Given that the Chaser is some distance downrange, xo, of the Target on the v-bar,

implies that the Chaser's relative altitude is zero, zo = 0. Also, to enter in this

relative football pattern from the v-bar, it was shown that the Av could not have any

downrange component, zo = 0. Hill's Equation describing the Chaser's downrange

position, x(t), as a function of time is restated.

4 -- 2 o 2zo
x(t) = 6zo + -- sin (wt) + - cos (wt) - (6wzo + 3zo) t + -o - -

Given the constraints that, zo = 0 and ±o = 0, then the downrange equation reduces

to reveal that the Chaser oscillates in the v-bar direction with an initial offset, xo.

2io
x(t) = W [cos (Wt) - 1] + X0  (2.15)

Remember, after a quarter period (t = P/4) when the Chaser is at the peak of the

football, Eqn 2.15 simplifies even further 5.

x -- =xo + xo (2.16)
4 w

The semi-major axis of the relative football trajectory is the magnitude of this down-

range change after a quarter revolution. Given that the Av is only in the radial (or

altitude) direction (Av, = %o), then the semi-major axis of the football, aFootballI is

simply twice the velocity change over the orbital rate, w.

a Football =2(Avz) (2.17)

The value of the football semi-minor axis, bFootball, can be computed in a similar

5Note that the orbital angular rate, w, is inversely related to the period, P.

27r
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Figure 2-7: Football Trajectory Size and Shape

fashion using Hill's equation for the Chaser's relative altitude, z(t), to the Target.

z(t) = sin (ct) - 3zo +
W

cos (Wt) +

Again, substituting the initial conditions, zo = 0 and zo = 0, into the above equation

shows that the Chaser's motion in the altitude direction is also cyclic.

z(t) = 5 sin (Wt)
W

(2.18)

Note that the semi-minor axis of the relative football trajectory is the altitude of the

Chaser at the peak of the football, which occurs after a quarter of a period.

z --
\ 4 J w

(2.19)

So the semi-minor axis is simply the ratio of the Av over the orbital angular rate, w.

bFootball
Avz

Uw
(2.20)
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In conclusion, the shape of the relative football trajectory is an ellipse with a 2:1

ratio of the semi-major axis to the semi-minor axis, where the size of the football is

directly proportional to the magnitude of the change in the radial velocity, Avz, as

shown in Fig 2-7.

a Football __ 2 ( z 2 (2.21)
bFootball ( V

2.2.3 Oscillating Orbit

The oscillating orbit is the next fundamental orbit, and it too has repeating relative

motion. All other periodic relative motion patterns are a combination of either the

football orbit or the oscillating orbit. Assuming once again that the Chaser is initially

Inertial LVLH
Croxss,-Track

Downrange

Figure 2-8: Oscillating Orbit - Inertial and LVLH Views

downrange from the Target on the same circular orbit. A Av in the cross-track

direction will change the orbital inclination causing the Chaser to have a relative

yo-yo affect along the cross-track. From Hills equations the motion in the cross-track

direction, y(t), is completely de-coupled from the other relative axes.

y(t) = yo cos (wt) + Y- sin (wt)

Given the assumption that the Chaser is initially on the v-bar, then the initial out-

of-plane component is zero (yo = 0) and the cross-track equation can be simplified.

y(t) = - sin (wt) (2.22)
WU
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Suppose it is desired to know the maximum out-of-plane distance, Ay, the Chaser

travels given a Av burn in the cross-track direction (Avy = yo). Using Eqn 2.22, the

answer is simply the magnitude of the velocity change divided by the orbital rate, w.

Ady = "
W (2.23)

Hence, the Av required to travel Ay meters out-of-plane relative to the Target is

AvY = LAy.

2.2.4 Hop Trajectory

The previous two maneuvers occurred when the Av was perpendicular to the velocity

vector of the Chaser. If Av is added in the direction of the velocity vector, it generates

the hop trajectory as shown in Fig 2-9. Since the magnitude of the Chaser's velocity

Inertial LVLH

o

Altitude
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Downrange

Figure 2-9: Hopping Orbit - Inertial and LVLH Views

was changed, and not just its direction, the energy of the orbit has also changed.

This change in energy produces a change in the period of the Chaser's orbit causing

the Chaser to hop up and over the target as the target moves forward and under

the Chaser. The actual relative size and distance of the hop can be computed as

a function of the Av along the v-bar. Once again, refer to Hill's explicit solution
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describing the altitude, z(t), of the Chaser vehicle.

z(t) = sin (wt) - (3zo +
2Wo0)

cos (wt) + (4zo

Taking a similar approach to the analysis of the football orbit, the initial altitude is

zero (zo = 0) and there is no velocity change in the altitude direction, zo = 0. With

these new constraints, the closed-form solution reduces to,

z(t) = (1 - cos (wt))W
(2.24)

At a half a period (t = (), the Chaser reaches the peak of the hop, which is the

Chaser's maximum relative altitude.

(P) 4±O
z - =W

\2 w
(2.25)

From this equation, the maximum relative altitude or height, Ah, is four times the

velocity change divided by the orbital rate, w.

Ah = 4 ( ""x (2.26)

Now, given this same velocity change, how far downrange does the Chaser travel after

one orbital period? The answer to this question can also be answered by analyzing

Hill's explicit equation for the Chaser's downrange, x(t).

x(t) = (6zo + 4- o sin (wt) + 2-o cos (wt) - (6wzo + 3±o) t + zo

Applying the scenario constraints, zo = 0 and zo = 0, simplifies the above equation.

x(t) = 4o sin (wt) - 3zot + xo
W
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The question wants to know how far downrange the Chaser travels after one orbital

period, so let t = P.

x(P) = x0 - 3±0 P (2.28)

Noting that the orbital period is inversely related to the orbital rate, P = 2, the

distance downrange the Chaser travels every orbital period, x,, is -67r times the

Av/orbital rate ratio.

X, = -67 (AX) (2.29)

By substituting Eqn 2.26 for Av2, the downrange distance can be expressed as a

function of the change in height, Ah.

37r
xP = -27h ~

2
5Ah (2.30)

The relationship between the applied Av along the v-bar (Avx) and the size of the

hop is shown pictorially in Fig 2-10.

Ah = 4(Av/w)

= 61r(AV/W)

= 31r/2 Ah

AV

Downrange, x(t)

Figure 2-10: Hop Trajectory Size
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2.2.5 Co-Elliptic Orbit

The co-elliptic orbit serves a useful trajectory to either approach or move away from

the Target. Relatively, it appears as if the Chaser vehicle approaches and then flies

directly over (or under) the Target at a constant altitude. Using Fig 2-11 as a guide,

the co-elliptic approach requires the Chaser vehicle to be in a co-elliptic (or co-centric)

orbit with the Target. Since they each have different radial distances, one vehicle will

travel faster than the other causing the Chaser vehicle to either approach or move

away from the Target at a constant altitude. Depending on the altitude, zo, of the

Inertial T)
LVLH

"A"ltudo

@

Downrange

Figure 2-11: Co-Elliptic Orbit - Inertial and LVLH Views

Chaser with respect to the target, the required approach velocity can be determined

by analyzing Hill's equation of motion for the altitude rate, i(t).

:(t) = so cos (wt) + (3wzo + 2io) sin (wt)

For the Chaser to maintain a constant altitude above the Target, the altitude rate

of change, s(t), must be zero. Notice that this condition occurs if the initial altitude

rate, so, equals zero and the term (3wzo + 2±o) is also equal to zero.

zo = 0

3
zo = -oo
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Thus, if the Chaser's velocity in the altitude and downrange directions meet the

above requirements, then the Chaser will be on a co-elliptic approach with an initial

altitude, zo.

Often times the question arises, how far downrange does the Chaser travel in

one orbital period? or half period? Again, by applying the specific constraints to

Hill's equations, a simple relationship is produced that relates the downrange distance

travelled in one orbital period, x,, to the initial height, zo. The equation describing

the downrange motion of the Chaser, x(t), is repeated.

x(t) = 6zo + -- sin (wt) + - cos (wt) - (6wzo + 3 5o) t + -

Knowing that the orbital rate is inversely proportion to the orbital period, W =
the value of x(t) after one period, t = P, reduces to

x(P) = -127rzo + 350P + xo (2.33)

Now, since the Chaser is on a co-elliptic orbit, then specific information is known

about its downrange rate, zo, from Eqn 2.32. Using this value for the initial downrange

rate, zo, the downrange location after one orbit is

x(P) = -37rzo + Xo (2.34)

In one orbital period, the Chaser will travel downrange precisely, xp, given the initial

co-elliptic altitude of zo.

xP = -37rzo ~ -10zo (2.35)

Note that this result is independent of the orbital period! Whether the two satellites

are in a geosynchronous orbit or a low earth orbit (LEO) or orbiting around the Earth

or any other planet, the distance travelled downrange on the co-elliptic is the same

given the same relative height, zo.
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2.2.6 Relative Trajectory Equations Summary

Below is a summary of the relationship between the specific velocity changes and the

dimensions of the different relative trajectories assuming the Chaser is initially on the

v-bar. It is interesting to note that the size or dimension of each inspection trajectory

is directly proportional to the ratio between the Av and the orbital rate.

Relative Trajectory Trajectory Dimensions Av Direction

Football Orbit Radial, AzV

Semi-major axis aFootball 2 (.vz)

Semi-minor axis bFootball

Oscillating Orbit Cross-Track, AvY

Increased Out-Of-Plane Ay = 1

Hop Trajectory Downrange, Av,

Maximum Relative Height Ah =4

Downrange per period xP = 32 Ah

Co-Elliptic

Downrange per period x = -37rzo

Table 2.1: Relative Trajectory Equations

2.3 Inspection Strategies

Using the maneuvers and the natural relative motion described in the previous section,

there are endless combinations of possible inspection strategies. The imagination is

the limit. If powered-flight maneuvers were considered, the possibilities only grow.

The selection of a particular inspection trajectory is highly dependent on the specifics

of a mission. Given the dynamics of the target along with the particular inspection
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requirements, an optimal inspection scenario may be appropriately selected. However,

to demonstrate the feasibility and measure the performance of a small pico-sat type

inspector, three basic scenarios are selected and analyzed. These inspection strategies

include the rotating football, tear drop, and stationary probe scenarios.

As mentioned in the introduction and redrawn in Fig 2-12, it is assumed that the

Chaser is on a 1 km high co-elliptic approaching the Target starting approximately

10 km downrange. Once the Chaser passes directly overhead, the Chaser formally

Altitude

10 km

Chaser
Chaser Enters

Maneuver

I kin

Target Downrange

Figure 2-12: Chaser Approach and Inspection Entrance

enters into one of the three specified inspection modes. The remainder of this section

is dedicated to describing each of the three inspection strategies and deriving the

required Av to both enter and perform each inspection mode.

2.3.1 Rotating Football

The rotating football inspection strategy is ideally suited for scenarios when the target

must be viewed from many different angles. The football orbit not only allows the

Chaser to circumnavigate the target, but plane change maneuvers can rotate the

relative orbit. This additional out-of-plane motion allows the Chaser to survey all

possible sides of the target as shown in Fig 2-13. Notice that the football rotates

about the altitude axis. This circumstance occurs when the cross-track maneuver

takes place at either the top or bottom of the football orbit. It should be noted that
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Figure 2-13: Rotating Football Inspection Mode

the football orbit can also rotate about the downrange axis, but the passive collision

avoidance capability is jeopardized! Both of these maneuvers allows the Chaser to

perform an all-around inspection.

Theoretically, for this inspection only two types of Av burns need to be executed;

an entrance Av that transfers the Chaser from the co-elliptic approach to the football

orbit and an out-of-plane maneuver to rotate the football. The required Av to enter

the football orbit from the co-elliptic is derived first followed by a brief derivation for

the out-of-plane Av maneuver.

Football Entrance Av Inertially, to change from a co-elliptic to a football trajec-

tory requires the Chaser's circular orbit to change to a slightly elliptical orbit with a

new semi-major axis, aC , equivalent to the Target's semi-major axis. Both of these

orbits and the transition point from the one orbit to the other is shown in Fig 2-14. In

Section 2.2.1 the concept of repeating relative motion was introduced and applied to

formulate the football and out-of-plane trajectories. These repeating relative patterns

required both the Chaser and Target vehicles to have the same orbital energy, e, and
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Circular
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Figure 2-14: Co-Elliptic to Football Trajectory Transformation

consequently the same semi-major axes.

2a Chaser -aTarget2a -> a

How can the semi-major axis of both vehicles be matched? They can't, unless there

is a change in the magnitude of the Chaser's velocity. This necessary change in

velocity is the difference between the Chaser's circular velocity, vChaser = -I E, and

the Chaser's new velocity, v*h. The required new velocity can be computed exactly

using the vis-viva equation. According to the vis-viva equation, the velocity of an

orbiting vehicle is a function of its radial distance, r, and semi-major axis, a.

v = p - -) (2.36)
(r a

Looking at Fig 2-14, a Av burn must transfer the Chaser from it's initial circular orbit

to the new elliptical orbit that enters the Chaser in a relative football trajectory about

the target. Assume this maneuver was executed correctly. The Chaser's velocity on

this new orbit at the point of execution can be computed using the vis-viva equation
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stated in Eqn 2.36.

vChaser rcr-a
cr Chaser

In order to be in a repeating football trajectory, the Chaser's new semi-major axis

must equal the Target's semi-major axis.

a* aare (2.38)
aChaser Target 23

Substituting this equality into Eqn 2.37, gives the Chaser's required new velocity.

* (2 1_
V Chaser= (

C YTcir aTarget)

As mentioned earlier, the difference between the Chaser's initial velocity on the co-

elliptic, vChaer, and the new required velocity magnitude, vhs defines the required

entrance Av.

VFootball Entrance Chaser Chaser

p2 1
Football Entrance

r. (r.ya gtcircir Target

This velocity change produces a relative football trajectory with a semi-minor axis

equal to the difference between the radial distance of the Chaser's circular orbit and

the semi-major axis of the Target's orbit,

bFootball =Tcir -a Target (2.42)

and a semi-major axis equal to twice the semi-minor axis.

a Football =2Football (2.43)

By rearranging Eqn 2.42, the semi-major axis of the Target can be expressed as the

difference between the Chaser's circular orbit radial distance and the semi-minor axis
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of the relative football trajectory.

a Target = rcir - bFootball (2.44)

Substituting the expression for the Target's semi-major axis derived in Eqn 2.44 into

Eqn 2.41 and linearizing (see Appendix A), the required Av to enter the football orbit

from the co-elliptic can be approximated as a function of the Target's orbital rate, w,
and the semi-minor axis of the relative football trajectory, bFootball, or the semi-major

axis, aFootball, (see Eqn A.11).

AV r w bFootball __ w aFootball (2.45)Football Entrance4

Football Out-Of-Plane Av The required out-of-plane Av to rotate the football

can be computed by using Eqn 2.23, that relates the increased out-of-plane distance,

Ay, to the out-of-plane velocity change, Avy, and the orbital rate, w.

AVy = W Ay (2.46)

2.3.2 Tear Drop

The tear drop relative maneuver has been studied extensively in the past [8] and

used recently for an autonomous on-orbit docking strategy [3]. As shown in Fig 2-15,

it allows the Chaser to hover either above or below the target for a top or bottom

inspection. This maneuver is a section of the hopping orbit where periodic radial

thruster burns maintains the chaser in a tear drop shaped relative orbit near the

target. The period of the tear drop motion is a function of the size of the tear drop,

h, and the minimum altitude of the tear drop, Ymin-

2 6h
Ptear = - +h (2.47)""w 9ymi. + 4h
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LVLH

Downrange

Target

Figure 2-15: Tear Drop Inspection Mode

Tear Drop Entrance Av At this point, there is no closed form solution to compute

the entrance Av from the co-elliptic to a specific tear drop. However, it can be solved

numerically by taking the difference between the Chaser's velocity on the co-elliptic,

' Chaser, and the velocity of the Chaser at the top of the tear drop, V _Tear, while on the

Hop Trajectory.

AVTear Entrance vChaser -VTear (2.48)

AVTear Entrance = Numerical Solution (2.49)

Tear Drop Maintenance Av The required Av to maintain the Chaser in the tear

drop pattern was derived and proven in Ref [8]. The result shows that the required

Av per orbit was a function of time average altitude of the Chaser, y, with respect

to the Target and the orbital rate, w.

= 67rw 1g| (2.50)
orbit
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2.3.3 Stationary Probe

The last inspection strategy analyzed in this research is the stationary case that serves

for an ideal side-view angle. As shown in Fig 2-16, the Chaser vehicles appears to sit

stationary downrange from the Target. This idea has been touched on earlier. The

Inertial LVLH

-1 A
W

China.

Altitude

Downrange

Figure 2-16: Stationary Inspection Mode

Chaser enters into this constant relative position when it

as the target with a slight phase in the true anomaly.

this mode of inspection provides a practical solution.

is in the same circular orbit

Although a simple concept,

Stationary Entrance Av For the particular scenario applied in this thesis where

the Chaser approaches the Target on a co-elliptic, the Chaser must make two Av

burns to transfer the Chaser from the co-elliptic to some desired stationary location

on the v-bar. Although any location along the v-bar is attainable, it is assumed

that the desired transfer path is a portion of the football orbit which crosses the

v-bar 2 km opposite downrange. So the desired location is selected to be 2 km

opposite downrange. This idea is shown graphically in Fig 2-17. The first velocity

change, AvFootball Entrance, places the Chaser on the relative football trajectory. Once

the Chaser reaches the desired v-bar position, the second burn, AvFootball-Circ, causes

the Chaser to remain stationary by placing the Chaser in the same circular orbit

as the Target. Ideally, these are the only two velocity changes needed to enter and
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Figure 2-17: Stationary Inspection Transfer Scenario

perform the stationary inspection.

AVStationary Entrance AVFootball Entrance + AVFootball-Circ (2.51)

In Section 2.3.1, the required Av to enter a football orbit from the co-elliptic was

derived for the rotating football (see Eqn 2.45).

AV rl w aFootball
Football Entrance oob4

For this scenario, a major obstacle is to compute the change of velocity needed to

transfer the Chaser from the orbit generating the relative football trajectory to a

circular orbit, AvFootball-Circ . At first glance, it may not be realized that this value has

already been computed. When the football orbit was first introduced in Section 2.2.2,

a short section derived the football trajectory dimensions as a function of the velocity

change made in the altitude direction (see Eqn 2.17).

a Football = 2
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Remember, these calculations assumed the Chaser was on the same circular orbit as

the Target. The current problem can be solved using this equation in the reverse

order. Instead of computing the size of the football orbit for a given Av, compute

the Av required for a particular football orbit size, (i.e. a Football = 2 ki).

(2.52)AVFotbal+Ci- wa Football

2

Perhaps this idea can be explained better graphically. Using Fig 2-18 as a guide, it

was shown previously that a burn, Avz, in the radial direction caused the Chaser

to enter an orbit that caused the Chaser to relatively orbit about the Target in a

football-like trajectory. Now, imagine a half period later the same maneuver was

A~VInertial

Chaser
Football Orbit

Chaser -
Circular Orbit

Av

Figure 2-18: Football to Circular Orbit

performed, using the same magnitude and in the same relative direction (altitude

direction). This change of velocity will cause the Chaser to re-enter its previous

circular orbit. The magnitude of this velocity change is described in Eqn 2.52. So,
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the total Av required to enter the Stationary Probe is

SStationary Entrance = A~VFootball Entrance + AVFootball-Circ

Football Football

4 2

3 w a Football

4

Stationary Maintenance Av Theoretically, once the Chaser is in the same circu-

lar orbit as the Target, no additional maneuvers need to be performed. Thus, ideally

the Av to perform the actual stationary probe is zero.

VStationary = 0 (2.54)

2.3.4 Inspection Av Summary

From the previous sections, the expected Av needed to perform each mission can

theoretically be predicted. Table 2.2 summarizes the expected velocity changes to

both enter and perform each inspection trajectory.

Inspection Av Summary

Rotating Football Entrance Av = w aFootball

4

Maneuver (Av/orbit) Av = w Ay

Tear Drop Entrance Av = Numerical Solution

Maneuver (Av/orbit) Av = 67rw 1g|

Stationary Probe Entrance Av = 3 w aFootball
4

Maneuver (Av/orbit) Av = 0

Table 2.2: Inspection Av Summary
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Chapter 3

Navigation and Kalman Filtering

Generally, the primary objective of navigation, and consequently the navigation fil-

ter, is to provide the best possible estimate of a vehicle's position and velocity given

noisy sensor measurements, limited dynamics models, and uncertain initial condi-

tions. Of course there are generally a variety of other key parameters that may be

estimated such as another vehicle's position and velocity, attitude uncertainty, biases,

etc. All these elements are often referred to as the states of the system. This term

is frequently used not only to describe the position and velocity variables, but all the

other possible variables of interest. The logic behind a navigation filter is to minimize

the error between the estimated state and the true state by weighting information

from the sensors and the dynamic model predictions. If the sensors provide accu-

rate measurements while the predictions from the dynamic model are inadequate,

the navigation filter uses the information from both sources, depending heavily upon

the measurements in estimating the states. On the other hand, if a very detailed

model of the system's dynamics has been developed, while very crude sensors are

used, the navigation filter favors the information provided by the dynamics model in

it's estimation of the vehicle's state. Both the sensors and dynamic models provide

information that the filter must combine to provide the optimal estimate.
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The actual technique or method proven to provide the best estimate for a dynamic

system is commonly known as Kalman Filtering. The connection between naviga-

tion and Kalman Filtering is developed in this chapter using more well known stan-

dard estimation techniques (Least Squares, Weighted Least Squares, Recursive Least

Squares) to solve a classical navigation problem. Once this connection is shown, the

basic equations associated with the Kalman Filter are outlined. Lastly, the Kalman

Filtering techniques are applied to create a navigation filter for an orbital rendezvous

mission.

3.1 The Optimal Estimator

The Kalman Filter is a proven optimal linear estimation technique because it takes

into account the performance statistics of both the measurement instruments, the dy-

namics of the system, and knowledge of the given initial conditions. The fundamental

concept and ideas of the Kalman filter may be explained best by comparing different

estimation techniques to solve a simple problem. The techniques of Least Squares,

Weighted Least Squares, Best Weighted Least Squares, and Recursive Least Squares

illustrated in the following example help lay the foundation to the fundamental con-

cepts employed in the Kalman Filter.

Suppose a sailor was lost at sea in the darkness of night. Wanting to

know his position, he began taking star measurements and noting the

time. Each of his measurements placed him in a slightly different position

since he had problems holding the instrument still and his instrument

wasn't very accurate. He wanted to find the best estimate of his stationary

position, x, from the collection of noisy measurements, m. Each time he

estimated his position, X, he plotted the result as shown in Fig 3-1. What

is the best estimate of his position?
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Figure 3-1: Measurements of Position

Assume the star measurements, ni, are a linear function of the sailor's position', xi,

plus an error term, vi, due to limitations of the sensor and the sailor's tendency to

not hold perfectly still.

mi = h(xi) = aix + /3zy + v/i (3.1)

The sailor's collection of measurements can be expressed as a collection of linear

equations.

mi = iX+ 3y+ i

'M2  a 2x+#32y+ V2

mn = anX+#/3ny+v

'The elevation angle measurement to the north star is a measurement of latitude. The measure-

ment of the hour angle of stars is related to longitude. If the time each angle measurement is known,
the linear equations between star measurements and position are,

mi = Lat + v

n 2 = Lon + (k x time) + v2
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These equations are written in a more compact form, that allows the sailor to use

matrices.

mij ai #1 Vi

a2 2 X + .2 (3.2)

To be even more compact, the sailor groups the a and /3 parameters associated with

each measurement into a vector array, Hi = [ai /3] 2 This simplification produces

mi1  H1  vi

.2 H2  X + .2 (3.3)

In his last effort to simplify the mathematical expression, the sailor groups his collec-

tion of measurements as the vector m, defines the matrix of a and / parameters as

H, assigns his latitude and longitude positions as x, and puts all the error terms in

the vector, v.

m = HX + v (3.4)

It is noted that the calculation of the matrix, H, is extremely important in navigation.

It is referred to as the Measurement Sensitivity Matrix or the Measurement Partials

Matrix. Typically, the relationship between the states (i.e. position) and measure-

ments are not linearly related and are often highly non-linear. As a consequence, this

requires an approximation by linearizing the non-linear function. So generally, the a

and 3 terms are partials of the measurements with respect to the states as a result of

linearizing the measurement equation. For this purpose, the H matrix is called the

Measurement Partials.

2Depending on the number of different measurements (i.e. measuring azimuth and elevation
angles versus only the elevation angle), this vector array actually becomes a matrix.
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The object of any estimator is to provide the best possible estimate given imperfect

measurements. The term best is defined as minimizing the errors between the true

and estimated states, ei = x - 2i. The Least Squares method provides the position

estimate that minimizes the sum of the squared errors, E e?. Assuming that each

measurement was taken with the same instrument, the best estimate according to

Least Squares is [15],

S=(HITI H-I HTm (3.5)

Now suppose the sailor had two instruments, a good and a bad senor, where some

of the measurements where made with the crude sensor and others with the very

expensive and accurate sensor. Depending on the reliability of the measurement, it

is logical to assume each one should be weighted differently. This method of favor-

ing or weighting measurements when calculating the estimated position is known as

Weighted Least Squares. Supposing that the weights were stored in a matrix, W,

then the best estimate according to the Weighted Least Squares is [15],

x = (HTWH) 1 H TWm (3.6)

Initially the quality of sensor measurements, W, was based on the sailor's intu-

ition and observation. It turns out that the sailor has the owner's manual of each

star telescope and they contain the precise information about their performance

accuracy. So, instead of guessing, he wants a more precise method to determine

this weighting matrix, W. Is there a best weighting matrix? There is, and it

uses a matrix describing the accuracy of the sensor measurements, known as the

Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix, Q. This matrix represents the error associ-

ated with each measurement. The larger the terms in Q, the larger the error. By using

the inverse, those measurements with larger errors are weighted less and the accurate

measurements are given a higher weighting. The Best Weighted Least Squares uses

this optimal weighting matrix, W = Q-1 , which is the inverse of the Measurement
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Noise Covariance Matrix, [15].

i = (HTQ-1Hl) HTQ-lm (3.7)

After taking position measurements for several hours, the sailor begins to run out of

room to store new measurements. Besides, with so many measurements it is begin-

ning to take him too long to perform all the calculations. Is there a way to update

the position estimate with a new measurement without needing all the previous ones?

If such a method existed, calculations could be performed quickly and there would

no longer be a storage problem. The idea of generating an estimate based only on

the most recent measurement and the previous estimate is the basis of Recursive

Least Squares. Instead of using all the previous measurements, only the most recent

estimate and the statistics of the most recently estimated state are used to calculate

the new estimate. This method introduces a new concept, measuring the accuracy of

the current state estimate. Up to this point, the statistics of the actual estimate was

never needed because all the previous measurements were kept and used to calculate

each new updated estimate. Now that all the measurements are no longer kept, there

needs to be a way to quantify the accuracy of the estimate after each measurement.

This idea introduces the State Covariance Matrix, C. This special matrix contains

all the information describing the quality of the current estimate. After each mea-

surement, the State Covariance Matrix is updated, Cn, to provide the most current

statistics of the state estimate [15].

C = (HTQ-1H) 1  (3.8)

According to the recursive least squares, the updated covariance matrix and state

estimates are defined by the equations below.

in+1 = -n + K (mn+1 - Hn+1 in) (3.9)

Cn+1 = (C- 1 + H T+1 Q n Hn+1) (3.10)
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where K is commonly referred to as the Kalman Gain Matrix.

K = C,+ 1 Hnj+1 Qn 1  (3.11)

This matrix plays a key role in determining the extent that the measurements influ-

ence the new estimate. The Kalman Gain Matrix is the heart of the navigation filter.

It serves as the filter's weights-and-balance. Should the navigation filter weight the

predictions more or the sensor measurement estimates? The Kalman Gain Matrix

uses the statistics of the current estimate and the accuracy of the measurements to

optimally update the state estimates. The two equations, Eqn 3.9 and Eqn 3.10, are

the essence of the the recursive least squares estimation technique, and central to

Kalman Filtering.

3.2 Extended Kalman Filter

Up to now, each one of the mentioned estimation methods measured the same quan-

tity, the fixed position. What if the sailor's position was changing? How does the

estimator account for the change in position? It appears that it wasn't until the

1960's with the advancement in computers and a space initiative that demanded the

estimation of a dynamics system, that this concern was seriously addressed. The

method of estimating the states of a dynamic system based both on noisy measure-

ments and on the dynamics that govern the change in the state, is formally credited

to R.E. Kalman, and is known as Kalman Filtering. The Kalman Filter is a two step

process as shown in Fig 3-2. It not only updates the state estimate and statistical

properties with measurements, but it also predicts or propagates the states using a

system dynamics model. Typically, the first step is to propagate or predict the esti-

mated states and statistics to the time that the measurements are taken. Then, the

state and statistics are updated using the measurements. The equations and ideas

associated with these two important processes is discussed in more detail.
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Figure 3-2: The Kalman Filter Process

3.2.1 State and Covariance Propagation

Unlike the stationary sailor who was interested in estimating his position by taking

multiple measurements over a period of time, many applications require the state

estimation of a dynamic system. In order to use the concepts of the Recursive Least

Squares, the previous estimate must be propagated forward. Why? Since the system

is dynamic, the states are consequently changing between measurements. No longer

does the previous estimate and the current measurement represent the same thing (i.e.

the sailor's static position). Rather, the measurement observes the changed system

while the previous estimate describes the past unchanged system. If the dynamics

of the system are known, the previous estimate can be used to accurately predict

the states at some future time, such as the time of the next measurement. Once

the measurement and the estimated state are time synchronized, the state can be

updated with the new information from the measurements. This section describes the

equations used to propagate both the states and covariance matrix in the navigation

filter.
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Typically, the states and covariance matrix are propagated forward using the state

transition matrix, 4'. Using the state transition matrix implies the system is linear,

or a non-linear system has been linearized about some nominal state.

i = ii-1 (3.12)

Another approach of predicting the state at some future time is to integrate the

non-linear dynamics.

Sf [x(t), t] (3.13)

This technique provides a more accurate model for propagating the estimated states.

If the filter uses this approach rather than the state transition matrix, then it is

considered to be an Extended Kalman Filter.

C= j f [x(T), T]dr + ii_1 (3.14)

As mentioned previously, the accuracy of the state estimate is characterized by the

Covariance Matrix, C. This matrix is mathematically defined as

C = E[(x - i)(x - X)T] (3.15)

where,

x = true state vector

. = estimated state vector

When new measurements are received, the covariance matrix must be propagated

forward in time so the filter knows the accuracy of the propagated states. For a

filter with an accurate system dynamics model, the covariance matrix is propagated

forward using the state transition matrix, 4'.

CT = (bCZ_1T (3.16)
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Often times, the dynamics of the system are so complicated that the linear system

model in the filter does not exactly represent the true dynamics. This discrepancy be-

tween the actual dynamics and the modeled dynamics is captured in the State Process

Noise Covariance Matrix, S. Many of the unmodeled dynamics include accelerations

due to venting forces, drag, and higher order gravity terms. These additional errors

are reflected in the propagated Covariance Matrix by including the State Process

Noise Covariance Matrix.

Cz = kC-1( T + S (3.17)

Additionally, if translational maneuvers are performed, typically the thruster burns

aren't known exactly and errors arise due to sensor misalignment and attitude un-

certainty. These errors reduce the accuracy of the Chaser's estimated velocity and

are described by the Thruster Error Matrix, D. During translational maneuvers, the

State Covariance Matrix is propagated forward accounting for this additional error.

C7 = ICj_1p + S + D (3.18)

3.2.2 State and Covariance Update

The process of updating the estimated states and covariance matrix is actually apply-

ing the recursive least squares technique. Similar to the sailor updating his estimated

position, when measurements are taken, both the estimated states and covariance

matrix of the dynamic system are updated depending on the accuracy of the mea-

surements. Remember, the updated estimate is always a balance between the values

observed by the sensor measurements and the predicted values of the system dynamic

model. The Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix, Q, and the State Covariance Ma-

trix, C, determine the weights placed on each estimate. The equations employed to

update the states and covariance matrix are essentially the same as recursive least
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squares in Eqn 3.9 and Eqn 3.10.

= +K (mj - Hi ')

C[(= (-C ) + HI Q- 1 Hi]

A slightly different approach to update the state estimate which is a little more accu-

rate, estimates the new measurement, mhi using the non-linear measurement function

and the propagated state, -,

ni = h(.-)

instead of the linearized estimate, (hi -). This new approach updates the state

estimate with the following equation,

i+ = ,l + Ki(mi - i) (3.19)

where mi is the actual sensor measurements and rij is the predicted measurements.

The covariance matrix update equation3 is

C = C- - KjHjC; (3.20)

where, K, is the optimal Kalman Gain Matrix,

Ki = C;-H(HC;-H[ + Q)-1 (3.21)

Hi is the Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, Qj is the Measurement Noise Covariance

Matrix, and C7 is the Covariance Matrix prior to update.

3This update equation for the covariance matrix is exactly the same as the update equation used
for recursive least squares. This can be proven using the matrix inversion lemma which states

(C- )~ + H[ Q-1 Hi 1 C- - C-H(HiC HT + Qi)~HiC-
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Equation Summary In summary, the basic flow of the navigation filter is modeled

in the flow chart shown in Fig 3-3. Starting with the initial conditions, the states

and covariance matrix are propagated forward to the time the first measurements

are taken. Using the sensor measurements, the estimated states are updated and

the filter outputs these values as the actual estimate for that time period. Now the

cycle continues. The states are propagated forward to the next time period when the

second measurements are taken. Again the states and covariance matrix are updated

with the new measurements. These values become the Kalman Filter's estimate of

the states at the second time interval. This flow repeats until the estimation process

ends.

to ti t 2

Figure 3-3: Kalman Filter Flow Chart Summary
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3.3 Application: Orbital Rendezvous Navigation

Since the development of the Kalman Filter, it has been applied to countless areas

ranging from finances to engineering to the sciences. One particular application that

is directly related to this thesis is using the Kalman Filter for orbital rendezvous

navigation. The problem is to estimate the inertial position and velocity of two

orbiting spacecraft to determine the relative motion. It is assumed that the only

available sensors are a navigation camera for tracking the target and an assembly of

a star camera and gyros for attitude information. For this Extended Kalman Filter

application, there are 26 states of interest which are

* (1-6) Inertial Position and Velocity of the Target: r Target VTarget

* (7-12) Inertial Position and Velocity of the Chaser: rChaser V Chaser

* (13-14) Constant Azimuth and Elevation measurement biases: bQ, be

* (15-17) Body-Fixed Static Alignment Error of the navigation camera: eb

* (18-20) Body-Frame Dynamic Alignment errors of the navigation camera: Eb

" (21-23) Inertial attitude uncertainty: 6

* (24-26) Gyro bias: d

Even though the equations for the Kalman Filter apply to any application, for

each new application, the challenge is to determine the different matrices involved

with propagating and updating the states and covariance matrix in the Kalman Filter.

The remainder of this section is devoted to developing the system dynamics of the

orbital rendezvous problem, followed by the formation of the state transition matrix,

<b, the Covariance Matrix, C, the State Process Noise Covariance Matrix, S, the

Thruster Error Matrix, D, the Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, H, and and lastly

the Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix, Q.
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State Dynamics The equations of motion governing the position and velocity of

both the Chaser and Target are derived from the two-body problem with a J2 gravity

model 4 . The dynamic model also includes accelerations due to thruster burns for

translational maneuvers for the Chaser vehicle only.

S= ±--r+ aJ2  aThruster (3.22)

The elevation and azimuth biases, the static alignment errors and the dynamic

alignment errors represent errors in the navigation camera measurements due to in-

ternal camera biases, mounting errors, and possible errors due to the bending of the

structure in the extreme environments of space. The angle biases represent manufac-

turing limitation built into the camera that are inherent with the particular device.

The static alignment errors represent the inability to precisely mount navigation cam-

era according to specifications. Although these errors tend to be small, they are still

considered. Lastly, the dynamic alignment errors describe the change of the naviga-

tion camera position due to structural bending and expansion. The source of change

could be the material, the shape of the structure, and how the vehicle responds to the

extreme temperatures of space. Typically, the navigation sensors are mounted such

that structural bending is a very small factor, but it is also included in the analysis.

The equations governing theses three effects are modeled after a 1st Order Markov

processes, also known as an Exponentially Correlated Random Variables (ECRV). In

a 1 st Order Markov process only the most recent state effects the statistics of the

current state. These random variables are characterized with the following dynamics

1
1 E + W (3.23)

where r is the time constant associated with the process, E, and w is the process noise.

Each process may have a different time constant, T, depending on its dynamics. A

small value of r means a rapidly changing random variable and a large value of r

signifies a more slowly changing random variable.

4 See Section 4.4 for two-body problem derivation.
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The attitude dynamics of the inertial attitude uncertainty, 6, and the gyro drift,

d, are closely related. The rate of change of the inertial attitude error equals the

gyro drift where the gyro drift is in body coordinates, and TBI is the body to inertial

coordinate transformation.

6 = TB-I d (3.24)

The gyro drift is considered to be constant so it's rate of change is consequently zero.

d = 0 (3.25)

State Transition Matrix, <b For a linear system (or a non-linear system that

has been linearized), the state transition matrix is what it's name implies. It is a

matrix form of the solution to the state dynamics. This idea becomes clear when

applied to the current state dynamics. For example, the state transition matrix

for this application is a combination of the position and velocity state transition

matrix for both the Target and Chaser vehicles (bTarget (6x6), Chaser (6x6)) the Markov

Process transition matrix for the eight first order Markov states (<pMarkov (8x8)), and

the attitude uncertainty transition matrix for the attitude error and gyro drift states,

4bAttitude (6x6)'

(Target (6x6) 0 0 0

0 4Chaser (6x6) 0 0

(3.26)
0 0 Markov (8x8) 0

0 0 0 <bAttitude (6x6)

For the position and velocity of both the Target and Chaser vehicles, the transition

matrix is based on a fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator of the orbital dynamics,

where the orbital dynamics model is a point mass plus the J2 gravity model.

a Gravity J2(r) = -- r+ J2
0 2(.7
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Using this dynamics equation, William Lear [12] derives the following state transition

matrix, 4Satellite (6x6) for an orbiting spacecraft that applies to both the Target and

Chaser vehicle state transition matrix.

At 2  At 4

I+T 1 +T24
6 24

At
(T1 +T2) -

6
At3

+ (T3+T4) 12
12

At3
It+Ai+.5

6

At 2

I+T 2 6
At4

24

T, = Ai + 2Ai+0.5

T 2 = 2Ai+0.5 + Ai+1

T3 = Ai+0.5 Ai

T4 = Ai+1 Ai+0.5

and Ai = Gravity J2 (r)

and B r

The First Order Markov Process has the dynamics outlined in Eqn 3.23. The

transition matrix for the Markov Process is obtained directly from the solution to

Eqn 3.23.
AT

xi+1 = e rj zi (3.29)

Apply this equation to the azimuth and elevation angle measurement biases (b = be

and be), the static alignment error (Eb), and the dynamic alignment error, Eb, and

in matrix form it equals the following.

AT
e 'const bias 12x2

0

0

0
AT

e 'stat g 3x3

0

01

0

AT

e- Tdyn algn 3x3 j

As mentioned earlier, for a constant bias or static process, the time constant, T, is
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where

(3.28)

feb i+1

Ob ii+1 .[ bi

6 i

EOb.

(3.30)



very large causing the exponential to equal one. The state transition matrix for the

eight Markov Process reduces to

Markov (8x8)
[I 2x2 00 1 3

0 0

0

0
AT

e Tdyn algn I3x3

(3.31)

The transition matrix for the attitude errors and gyro drift states is obtained directly

from the solutions to Eqn 3.24 and Eqn 3.25.

0i+1 = 6 + di AT (3.32)

(3.33)

Once again by placing the solution to the attitude dynamics in matrix form, the

transition matrix evolves.

[6e+1di+1I
where

I3x3

Attitude (6x6)

0

i]
x) di

A T I3x

I3x3

(3.34)

(3.35)

Covariance Matrix, C The initial covariance matrix for the navigation filter has

four main partitions: the covariance matrix of both the Target and Chaser vehicle's

position and velocity, C Vehicle; the covariance matrix of the Markov Processes, CMarkov;
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and the attitude covariance matrix, C .Attitude

C,,, ,, 0 0 0CTarget (6x6) 000

0 C Che, (6x6) 0 0

CO = (3.36)
0 0 C Mark, (8x8) 0

0 0 0 CAttitude (6x6)

It is often convenient to initialize the covariance matrix of the Target and Chaser's

position and velocity in the LVLH coordinate system and then transform it to the

inertial coordinates. For this purpose, the 6x6 position and velocity covariance matrix

of both vehicles, is initially defined in the LVLH frame, CLVLH, and then transformed

to the inertial frame, C1 . So what does this LVLH covariance matrix look like? From

the relative motion analysis in Chapter 2, the downrange (x), cross-track (y), and

altitude(z) positions were represented with the coordinate system, (ex ey ez), shown

in Fig 2-1. Now let the position and velocity of a vehicle in LVLH coordinates be

defined as

XLVLH=[XyZ (3.37)

Assuming that there is no correlation between the various components, the covariance

matrix would be a diagonal 6x6 matrix with the downrange (o- ), cross-track (o2),

altitude (o), downrange rate (o-), cross-track rate (os), and altitude rate (o?) vari-

ances along the main diagonals. These variances represent how accurate the initial

position and velocity of the vehicle is known along these three particular axes. Is

the assumption true that there are no correlations between the various uncertainties?

For many of the components, this holds true, but there is actually a strong negative

correlation between the altitude position uncertainty to the downrange velocity un-

certainty, and also between the downrange position and altitude velocity. This can be

seen using orbital mechanics. From Fig 3-4, notice that a positive downrange error

produces a negative velocity error in the altitude direction. Conversely, a positive

altitude position error results in a negative downrange velocity error. This depen-
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Altitude Rate
Error

vtrue I

Altitude and
Downrange Rate Vest 

6
V

Downrange Rate
Error

Vtrue

46 rtrue True Position Srest Estimated Position

Figure 3-4: Correlation Between Downrange and Altitude Position and Velocity

dence between downrange uncertainty and altitude velocity uncertainty (or the cross

correlation, f oso-2) along with the correlation between altitude uncertainty and down-

range rate error (f o-coz), is quantified by the correlation coefficient, f. The value of

the correlation coefficient ranges between a positive and negative one (-1 < f < 1).

For strongly correlated terms, the magnitude approaches one, and for non-correlated

terms (i.e. independent from one another) the value approaches zero. In the par-

ticular case of relative position and velocity, the correlation coefficient reflects the

strong negative correlation between the initial

velocities, f= -0.9. So, the LVLH Covariance

CLVLH

ax
0 2
0

0

0

0

f U7Xo-i

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

(T2

0

0

downrange and altitude positions and

Matrix is initialized as

0

0

f or or,

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0ag

0

f axar

0

0

0

0

2-?

(3.38)

Once the different variances for each relative position and velocity are defined for the

specific mission scenario, the covariance for both the Target and Chaser are obtained
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by taking the transformation.

CTarget (6x6> = TLVLH-+I LVLH Target LVLH-I

CChaser (6x6)

(3.39)

LVLH-*I LVLH Chaser LVLH-*I 40)

where TLVLH-+I is the LVLH to Inertial Transformation Matrix.

The initial covariance matrix for the Markov Process consists of the camera's

internal measurement bias variance, o- 2  the static alignment variance, o-2 , and

the dynamic alignment variance, oynamic Algn . The bias variance depends on the camera

manufacturer and model. Typically this bias is very small. The static alignment

variance depends on the actual satellite manufacture that mounts the various sensors

to the spacecraft bus. Generally, this can be done accurately so the static alignment

variance is almost negligible. Lastly, the dynamic alignment variance can fluctuate

from mission to mission. If the camera's are mounted on large deployable structures,

the variance may be large. Often times the navigation camera along with all the other

navigation instruments are mounted on solid plate so the dynamic mis-alignment can

be neglected. Based on these principles, the initial Markov Covariance Matrix is

as
2  

2
Bias 2x2

C =x

0

Static Algn 3x3

0 0

Attitude uncertainty and the drift rate are results

tracker and gyro sensors. The attitude uncertainty

in the star camera measurements and the gyro drift

o .* So, the covariance matrix for both attitudeGyro Drift

2 12

Attitude 33

CAttitude (6 x 6 ) 0

0

0

a2  I
Dynamic Algn 3x3

(3.41)

from the limitations of the star

variance, o , is the error

variance is the gyro drift rate,

uncertainty and gyro drift is

0

Gyro Drift 13x3
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State Process Noise Covariance Matrix, S This matrix characterizes the un-

certainty in the state predictions due to an incomplete model of the system dynamics

for the motion of both vehicles, the Markov Processes, and attitude errors.

STarget

0

0

0

0 0

0

SMarkov

0

SChaser

0

0

0

0

0

SAttitude

(3.43)

The greatest source of error in propagating the position and velocity states are unmod-

eled accelerations such as solar pressure, drag, venting forces, etc. The affect these

small, yet influential, accelerations have on the model accuracy is clearly explained

and documented by William Lear [12]. He shows that the State Noise Covariance

Matrix for the position and velocity states of a vehicle, SVehicleI is

SVehicle
I (3.44)

where the variable, k, represents the strength or power of the random accelerations.

m 2
k ~" 3

see3
(3.45)

For example, if a satellite has a large surface area and is in a low orbit such that the

drag forces are relatively high and difficult to model, then k is set to a large value.

Instead of modeling each minute detail, all the smaller external forces excluded from

the system model are represented by k. According to Lear, the value for k is actually

computed by trial and error. The actual process noise matrices used for the position
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and velocity states of the Target and Chaser vehicles are

STarget =kTarget[

SChaser kChaser

At3  3
4J3x34

'At2 
1X

32)

At(

4

At2 
1X

2

LA t2  13 1( J3x32)

(,At) I 3 x 3

At2 13-3

2( )

(At)I133 
3

The state noise covariance matrix for Markov Processes is developed by William

Lear [12]. Applying these ideas to the current example and remembering that the

time constants for both the biases and static alignment errors are considered to be

large, then the Markov State Process Noise Covariance Matrix is

SBias

SMarkov

0

SBias

SStatic Algn

S Dynamic Algn

0

SStatic Algn

0

0

0

S Dynamic Algn

At

Bias ~ Bia ) 2x2

= St Algn t Algn ) 3x3 
0

2x2

yn Algn TDynAn 13x3

It is assumed that the errors due to unmodeled dynamics do not affect the attitude

or gyro drift.

SAttitude 06x6 (3.49)

Thruster Burn Covariance Matrix, D Each time the thrusters are activated,

there is a discrepancy between the navigation filter's predicted change of velocity
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(3.47)

where

(3.48)
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and the actual change in velocity. Generally, there are errors in predicting both the

magnitude and direction of the thrust. Assume that the magnitude of the thruster

burn is known precisely and that the only discrepancy is accurately predicting the

direction of the thruster burn. When the Chaser aligns the thruster to point in the

desired Av direction, it doesn't do so precisely, due to uncertainty in the Chaser's

attitude. This uncertainty translates to errors in the Chaser's velocity. The new

uncertainty in the Chaser's velocity after the burn, 6vh , is equal to the uncertainty

before the burn, 6 V Cher , plus the uncertainty of the burn, 6Av.

6V Chase + 6Av
Chaser Chaser

(3.50)

The error in the thruster burn, 6Av, is the difference between the actual change of

velocity, Av Actual and the commanded velocity change, AVCmd -

6Av = Av Actual - AV Cmd (3.51)

Actually, this error is related to the inertial attitude uncertainty, 6, that is visually

represented in Fig 3-5. Another way to express this error mathematically, is to use

9

AVActual

Figure 3-5: Error in Thruster Burn Direction
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the cross product between the attitude error and the commanded Av.

6Ae = 6 x Av Cmda

JAv = - (VCmd x 6)

6AV = - (V& 6)

where AV(& is the skew

vector.

symmetric cross product matrix of the commanded Av

0 -AVcmd. AVcmdy

V® AVcmd, 0 -AVcmdx

-AVcmdy AVcmdx 0

The covariance matrix of the Chaser's velocity after a maneuver is defined as the

expected value of the velocity uncertainty after the burn times its transpose.

C- = E[ (6v hase Chr )T (3.55)

Substituting Eqn 3.50 for the term 6vh into the above equation yields,Chaser

C = E[ (6vch + v) (C6vh + 6 ]V)T
Chaser-velChsrhae (3.56)

This equation can be expanded and then reduced to the following expression by noting

the cross term, E[ (6 v -haser) 6(Av) ], is zero. This term is zero because there is no

correlation between the uncertainty in the Chaser's velocity before the burn and the

uncertainty in the burn.

C+ = E[ (6v-h )(6vCh )T ] + E[ 6(Av)6(AV)T]
Chaser-velChsr hae (3.57)

Remember that the covariance matrix of the Chaser's velocity before the burn is

defined as, C-as = E[ (vhaser )(
6

VChaser )T ]. Using this fact and substituting
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Eqn 3.54 for 6Av this expression can be simplified.

C = Ch + E[ (-V® 6) (-V 6 )T ] (3.58)

By noting that the expected value of a constant is a constant and rearranging the

terms yields a compact expression for the Chaser velocity covariance after a maneuver

execution.

C+ ±v c VT (3.59)
Chaser-vel Chaser- + Ve Cl V.

So after a thruster burn, this additional uncertainty to the state covariance matrix,

DChaserVel (3x3), is the main element of the Thruster Burn Covariance Matrix, D.

DChaserVel (3x3) d (3.60)

The misalignment in the maneuver does not obviously affect the Target vehicle's

position and velocity, and initially it does not affect the Chaser's position or other

states. Given these observations, the Thruster Burn Covariance is initialized with the

following matrix,

0 Target (6x6) 0 0 0 0

0 0
ChaserPos (3x3) 0 0 0

D = 0 0 DChaserVel (3x3) 0 0 (3.61)

0 0 0 0
Marko (88) 0

0 0 0 0 0
Attitude (6x6)

Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, H How can azimuth and elevation readings

from a sensor determine the position and velocity of both the Target and Chaser

vehicles? In fact, how do these measurements relate to all the states of the naviga-

tion filter? The Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, also known as the Partial Matrix,

provides a linear relation between the measurement perturbations and the state per-

turbations. Before more is said about this important matrix, the link connecting the
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angle measurements to the states of interest will be created. This link is found in

the filter's camera model, which will be fundamental to developing the Measurement

Sensitivity Matrix.

Zcam

Target

P1

Camera

P' Ycain

t4rue

Xcam

Figure 3-6: Azimuth and Elevation Angle Measurements

The camera model is based on the following principles. If the Target vehicle is

in the field-of-view of the navigation camera, then the camera measures the relative

azimuth and elevation angles to the Target as shown in Fig 3-6. The actual measure-

ments, a and e, are equal to the true angles, atrue and etrue,, plus sensor biases.

Azimuth: a = atrue + b,
(3.62)

Elevation: e = etrue + be

The relative position of the Target with respect to the camera reference frame, p', is

equivalent to the line-of-sight unit vector, i , multiplied by the magnitude of the

relative distance.

[LOS
PC = P = P =s I (3.63)

LLOS J

This line-of-sight unit vector is actually the critical link between the angle measure-

ments and the states. Looking closely at Fig 3-7, the elements of this line-of-sight
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t

Camera

X LOS

Z LOS

C LOS

Figure 3-7: Angle Measurements and Line-Of-Sight Vector

vector are trigonometric functions of the angle measurements.

cos(otrue)

sin(atrue)

sin (etrue)

LOS

cos(etrue)

C
YLOS

cos (etrue)

Sz C
LOS

IC
LOS

>- yLOS

z C
LOS

= coS(erue) cOS(arue)

sin(etru,) sin(atru,) (3.64)

= sin(etrue)

With these observations, notice that the line-of-sight unit vector, i , can now be

expressed in terms of the true azimuth and elevation angles.

o =
LOS=[

cos(etrue) cos(atrue)

cos(e true) sin(atrue)

sin(etrue ) I (3.65)

By expressing the true azimuth and elevation angles in terms of the actual angle

measurements and their associated biases (see Eqn 3.62), the line-of-sight unit vector

becomes,

i F
LOS [cos(e - be) cos(a - b,)

cos(e - be) sin(a - b,)

sin(e - be)
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The connection between the angle measurements and the states, particularly the

inertial position vectors of both vehicles, is becoming clearer. The line-of-sight unit

vector in the inertial frame, il is the difference of the Chaser's inertial position

from the Target's inertial position divided by the magnitude of this difference.

os rarget r Chaser (3.67)
LOS rTarget - r Chaser

Through a series of coordinate transformations, this inertial line-of-sight unit vector

can be converted to the camera frame, which provides the crucial link between the

states and the angle measurements.

io [Tc _T T _TiT,.1 i' (3.68)Los - b--4c b-~b IbIiLOS

The coordinate transformation matrices used to convert the line-of-sight vector from

the inertial frame to the camera frame are one of two different types of transformation

matrices. The first type is the standard coordinate transformation matrix, TA-BI
which transforms a vector from coordinate system A to coordinate system B. The

second type of transformation, T A, represents small angle rotations used for small

realignments. These transformation matrices can be approximated rather accurately

as follows,

1 A 3  -A 2

T = -A 3  1 A1 (I - A®) (3.69)

A 2  -A 1  1

where A1, A2, and A3 represent the small angles of rotation and the symbol o repre-

sents the cross-product operator.

The first transformation in Eqn 3.68 is the transformation from the true inertial

frame to the estimated inertial frame, T 1 . The difference between the two coordinate

systems is a result of the inertial attitude error, 6, produced by the star tracker and

gyros. This matrix is represented using the small angle approximation.

T1 i = (I - 6g) (3.70)
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The next transformation is the standard coordinate transformation from the iner-

tial coordinate frame to the body-fixed frame, T ,,. For certain applications, due

to thermal expansion or other factors, there are dynamic changes to the structure.

These changes cause small differences between the actual body-fixed frame and the

altered body frame, Eb. The transformation matrix, Tb , accounts for this possible

structural change.

T = (I - 6b) (3.71)

Often times the coordinate system attached to the camera is not the same as the

body coordinate system. The transformation matrix, T , represents the standard

transformation between these two coordinate systems. Lastly, there are typically

misalignments errors, Eb of the navigation camera due to limitations in mounting the

camera to the structure of the spacecraft. The transformation matrix, T , accounts

for this small angle error.

T = (I-E ) (3.72)

With these transformation matrices, just about each state of the 26-state vector is

used to describe the line-of-sight unit vector as observed from the camera.

i [(I - e) (I - Target Chaser
LO)T~C E

1
b~ )Tr -r-el(-3

LOS S, (9 ~b I Target rChaserI)

By equating Eqn 3.73 and Eqn 3.66, the equation bridging the camera angle mea-

surements and the states is derived. In fact, by manipulating the elements of the

line-of-sight unit vector, the non-linear equation relating the states to the actual

measurements evolves.

F tan- ( YLOS )+ b1
m = [LOS + (3.74)

[ sin-- (zces) + be . Ve

As seen in this example, in most applications the actual measurements, mi, are a
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non-linear function of the states, h(xi), plus sensor noise, vi.

Mi = h(xi) + vi (3.75)

By linearizing the above equation (Eqn 3.75), the Measurement Sensitivity Matrix

emerges. For example, using a Taylor series expansion of the non-linear function, the

measurements can be expressed as a sum of different ordered terms of the function

such as first order terms, second order terms, and so forth.

mi= h(i-i) + (xi - si) + higher order terms + vi (3.76)

By neglecting the higher order terms, the predicted measurement error,

omi = mi - h(- i)

can be approximated as a linear combination of the state error.

3mi = [xi + vi (3.77)

The partial derivative is the Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, H.

~[Bh 1
H, [ x (3.78)

Since this particular application uses only azimuth, a, and elevation measurements,

e, the Partial Matrix is defined to be

9e 1
x

HjOa (3.79)

L x J

The 26-states of interest are the inertial position and velocity of the target and chaser

vehicles (r r, rChaserI VChaserI VChaer), the angular measurement biases (be, be), the
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body-fixed static alignment error (Cb), the body frame dynamic alignment error (06),

the inertial attitude error (6), and the gyro drift (d). Using these quantities, the

Partial Matrix becomes

Be a e __e De De De De De 9e Oe
rTarget rChaser V Target V Chaser be ba Eb 9 b 0 d

Hi = (3.80)
19a 19a Ba 9 Ba Da Da Da Ba Ba a

"Target rChaser VTarget VChaser be ba Eb ob - d

In general, the computation of this partial matrix is critical for each navigation filter,

but is also a very tedious and cumbersome task. For simplicity, the results will be

given, but the actual derivation can be found in the previously mentioned references

[5] and [9]. The actual Measurement Sensitivity Matrix implemented in the navigation

filter is

~ PI' PI T
e a

|pI p|cos2 (e)

0 0

PI PI

|p| Ip| cos2 (e)

0 0

1 0
Hj = 1(3.81)

PC X i
PC XjC a LOS

e LOS Cos 2 (e)

PC x i<
eXia LOS

e LOS Cos, (e)

P' Xi' PaX LOSe LOS Cos 2 (e)

0 0

XiI

where i 05 is the line-of-sight unit vector in the camera reference frame, iLOS is the

same vector expressed in the inertial frame, P' and P' are unit vectors representing

the partials of ic with respect to the elevation and azimuth measurements respec-LOS
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tively, and the partials, PI and PI, are the inertial representation of the previous

partials.

P C

P C
Pe

- sin (e - be) cos (a - ba)

- sin (e - be) sin (a - b0 )

cos (e - be)

- sin (a - ba) cos (e - be)

cos (a - b,) cos (e - be)

0

Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix, Q The last matrix needed for the

Kalman Filter equations is the Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix. This matrix

defines the accuracy of the navigation camera angle measurements which includes the

azimuth, a, and elevation, e, angles to the target vehicle as shown in Fig 3-6.

(3.82)
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Chapter 4

Simulation Models

For space applications, computer simulations become critical tools to test the feasi-

bility and measure the performance for any proposed mission. Due to the expense

and limited access to space, it is very rare and uncommon to have the opportunity to

test flight a spacecraft. Generally, it gets one chance, and that is the actual mission

itself. Under these circumstances, the majority of testing is performed through com-

puter simulations which typically require detailed modeling of the system. In order

to ensure mission success, especially for critical missions, much attention and effort is

focused on generating models that simulate the performance of the actual system. For

the on-orbit satellite inspection mission analysis, a high fidelity, 6 degree-of-freedom

(DOF), non-linear simulation has been created in MATLAB, Simulink, and C-code

to model the closed-loop dynamics of the inspection mission. As outlined in Fig 4-1,

the simulation consists of two major components: the simulation models and the

flight software. This chapter describes in detail the simulation models and the follow-

ing chapter addresses the flight algorithms used to navigate and control the actual

inspection mission.

The simulation models include two orbiting spacecraft, the space environment,

and the Chaser's sensors and actuators. The two spacecraft, the Chaser and Tar-

get vehicles, are in near circular orbits about the Earth and remain relative close to

one another during the inspection mission. All the external activity that influences

these two orbiting vehicles is encapsulated in the space environment, which in general
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Measurements4

Simulation Models

Figure 4-1: Closed-Loop Simulation

includes gravity, atmospheric drag, solar radiation, thermal heating, solar pressure,

magnetic fields, and a host of other critical conditions the space environment imposes

on a spacecraft. The sensors serve as measurement devices that help navigate the

Chaser and determine it's orientation during the mission while the actuators provide

the necessary forces and torques to move or re-orient the vehicle. This chapter devel-

ops the equations of motion governing each vehicle's dynamics, describes the space

environment models, and explains the different sensors and actuators used on the

Chaser vehicle.
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4.1 Vehicle Dynamics

If the assumption that the two orbiting spacecraft could be considered as point masses,

then Newton's Laws of Motion would provide a relatively accurate model describing

the motion of these two objects. These laws state:

1. An object in motion tends to remain in motion unless acted upon by an external
force. An object at rest tends to remain at rest unless acted upon by an outside
force.

2. The force, F, acting on a particle of mass m equals the mass of the particle
times the acceleration of the particle, F = ma.

3. For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.

Now assume that each spacecraft isn't a particle with some specified mass, but a

rigid body that can both translate and rotate. The laws governing the motion of

rigid bodies are known as Euler's Laws which state:

1. The total force, F, applied to a rigid body equals the rate of change of linear
momentum of the body, 5.

F=p (4.1)

2. The moments (torques), M, applied to a rigid body relative to a fixed point is
equal to the rate of change of angular momentum of the rigid body, H, about
that point.

M = N (4.2)

From these two fundamental laws [14], both the translational and rotational equations

of motion are developed. This section now introduces the basic non-linear dynamic

modeling of the translational and rotational motion applied in the simulation.

Translational Dynamics The translational dynamics include the acceleration, ve-

locity, and position of each vehicle's center of mass. The accelerations of both vehicles,

along with the velocity and position of each, are derived using Euler's 18' Law which

is essentially Newton's 2n Law for rigid bodies. Expressed in terms of inertial accel-

eration of a body with constant mass, this law states that the total force acting on
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the body equals the mass of the body times the inertial acceleration of its center of

mass, a.

F = = mi = ma (4.3)

The two most influential forces acting on each spacecraft are Earth's gravity and

thrust. However, forces due to drag, solar pressure, venting and gravity fields of

other celestial bodies are also present. Sometimes, these smaller forces are generally

grouped together and incorporated into the simulation as random accelerations. Each

of these forces are taken into consideration when calculating the acceleration of each

vehicle relative to the Earth.

a = aJ2 Gravity Thrust Random

The velocity of the center of mass is obtained by integrating the acceleration using a

4th order Runga-Kutta integrator.

v(t) = a() d-r + vo (4.5)

Integrating the velocity then yields the position.

r (t) = Jv(r) dr + ro (4.6)

Rotational Dynamics The angular acceleration, angular velocity, and ultimately

the angular position (orientation) of the spacecraft or any rigid body are governed by

Euler's Equations of Motion. In particular, Euler's 2 nd Law describes the relationship

between torques acting on a rigid body, and its angular motion. Remember, this law

states that the moments (or torques) applied to a rigid body relative to any fixed

point, including the body's center of mass, equals the rate of change (with respect to

an inertial frame) of angular momentum of the rigid body about that point.

M = h (4.7)
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Generally, the forces acting on the orbiting body also influence the rotational dynam-

ics in the form of torques and moments. These unintended sources of torques, such

as gravity gradient torques and torques caused by an offset in the thrusters, are not

implemented in the simulation. For simplicity, it is assumed that the only torques

imparted on the Chaser vehicle are caused by the inspector's momentum wheels.

M = -r Wheels (4.8)

How does the rate of change of angular momentum, H, relate to the spacecraft's

orientation? If the problem is set-up correctly, a very simple and practical equation

emerges that relates angular momentum to angular velocity and angular acceleration.

Let the origin of the body reference frame be at the body's center of mass and

express its angular velocity in body coordinates. Then the angular momentum in

body coordinates is simply the inertia matrix, I, times the angular velocity, w.

H = IW (4.9)

Using the derivative ruleland assuming the inertia matrix doesn't change with time

(i.e. shape or mass is a constant), then the rate of change of angular momentum

expressed in body coordinates becomes:

k = It; + W x IW (4.10)

Equating this expression for H with the moments, M, acting on the Chaser vehicle, a

very simple and practical engineering equation emerges that relates torques to angular

motion,

7rWheels =Ia+WXlW (4.11)

'To be more accurate, the derivative rule does not apply to matrices. Typically, this relationship
is described using tensors where the angular momentum, H, equals the inertia tensor, I dotted with
the angular velocity, w.

H =I-w

For this equation, the derivative rule applies and the following equations can then be derived
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where a = L;. From this non-linear equation of motion, the angular acceleration is

becomes a function of the momentum wheel torques and the current angular velocity

of the body.

a = I- (-rWheels - w ) (4.12)

Integrating the angular acceleration determines the angular velocity.

w(t) = act(r) dr + wo (4.13)

The angular position, or the orientation of the spacecraft, is expressed as a quaternion,

q. In particular, it is expressed as a right-handed quaternion with the scaler part

as the fourth element. Quaternions and quaternion algebra are used extensively to

describe the attitude of both vehicles. Unfortunately, neither of these topics can

be adequately presented at this time. For a thorough derivation and explanation of

quaternions and their associated algebra, please see [18], [2], [1], [20], and [19].

To show how quaternions relate to the orientation of the spacecraft, a brief de-

scription is provided. A quaternion has a vector part, q, and a scaler part, qo.

q =(4.14)

Each of these components contain information about the vehicle's orientation with

respect to a given reference frame. Euler showed that the rotation of any rigid body

can be described by rotating the rigid body about a single axis, u, through a specified

angle, 4, as shown in Fig 4-2. This same concept can also be applied to rotating

reference frames. For example, by rotating the inertial frame, {X Y Z,}, with the

right-hand about the u axis through 4 degrees, then the inertial frame will be aligned

with the body frame, {xb Yb Zb}. This axis and angle of rotation define the inertial

to body quaternion, q,,b.

sin( ) u

qI-b COS' (4.15)

L 2 _
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Once this quaternion is known, any vector can be rotated or transformed from one

reference frame to another. It's noted that the quaternion derivative is directly related

V),

Z,

* Y,

Yh

u

Figure 4-2: Axis and Angle of Rotation

to the angular velocity of the spacecraft. The dynamic equations of motion of the

quaternion are a function of the angular velocity [18].

1 1
q,, x@q_, ®qs (4.16)

where 0 indicates quaternion multiplication and,

0 Wz -Wy Wx

-Wz 0 ox WY

WY -Wx 0

4X -Wy

oz

-4Z 0

Finally, the spacecraft's angular position or orientation with respect to the inertial
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reference frame is computed by integrating Eqn 4.16.

q(t) Jq() d + qo (4.17)

4.2 Sensors

The inspection satellite has three major sensing components: navigation camera,

star camera, and gyros. The star camera and gyros are integrated into one package,

Draper's Inertial Stellar Compass (ISC). The information from these sensors is pro-

cessed by a navigation filter to estimate the spacecraft's position and velocity. The

remainder of this section describes the models implemented to simulate the perfor-

mance of both the navigation camera and the Inertial Stellar Compass.

Navigation Camera The navigation camera is a fixed camera mounted to the

Chaser vehicle with the camera's field-of-view (FOV) pointing along the body x-axis

as shown in Fig 4-3. If the target is in the field-of-view of the navigation camera, the

camera measures the azimuth and elevation angles to the centroid of the target. The

Zb
A

Target
Chaser

~-. Yb

Xb A

Figure 4-3: Navigation Camera Measurements
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azimuth and elevation measurements, a and e respectively, are computed from the

relative position vector, pb, expressed in body coordinates, between the Chaser and

Target vehicles.

Pb = TAlign Error TI b P T Align Error TIb (Target - rChaser (4.18)

where TI-b is the inertial to body coordinate transformation and TAlign Error represents

the coordinate transformation from the nominal camera alignment to the actual align-

ment. The direction of the relative position vector is called the line-of-sight vector,

iLOS, which is the unit vector pointing in the direction of the Target. In body coor-

dinates, this is

i, = (4.19)LOS Ipb1

[b

iLO ib (4.20)

ib

Analyzing Fig 4-4 reveals that the elements of the line-of-site vector are simply

trigonometric functions of the azimuth and elevation angles. These functions provide

a non-linear relationship between the known relative position and the measurement

angles.

ib
tan (a) = (b (4.21)

sin(e) = iz (4.22)
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From these relationships, the azimuth and elevation measurements are computed

respectively as:

a = tan- 1 )+ va (4.23)

e = sin- (ib) + ve (4.24)

where v, and ve are random measurement errors. The accuracy of the camera mea-

surements depends on the camera's field-of-view and the number of pixels. The mea-

surements are obtained from the image of the Target. After the image is processed,

the location of the Target's centroid is expressed as a pixel on the image as shown in

Fig 4-5.

Zb

t LOS

------ *Yb

Xb

Figure 4-4: Line-Of-Site Vector and Angle Measurements

Due to the finite number of pixels in the image, the azimuth and elevation mea-

surements are limited in their accuracy. The error due to pixel resolution is the ratio

of the field-of-view divided by the number of pixels. The navigation camera isn't a

particular model, so there are no exact performance parameters to simulate. However,

a typical navigation camera has a field-of-view of 1Ox1O deg and the image is about

1000x1OOO pixels. With these assumed characteristics, the standard deviation or lim-

itation of the angle measurements is the error due to pixel resolution. The navigation
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camera's specifications modeled in the simulation are outlined in Table 4.1.

FOV _10 deg
3oAngle = =o - 1000 = 0.01 deg

Age # of Pixels 1000 (4.25)

For the navigation camera model, there are three conditions when the camera does not

generate angle measurements. First, if the target vehicle is in an eclipse, the camera is

Navigation Camera

Field of View (FOV) 10 deg

Number of Pixels 1000

Angle 3o- 0.01 deg

Angle Bias 3c- 0.01 deg

Table 4.1: Navigation Camera Specifications

unable to detect the target and measurements can not be taken. Second, if the target

is outside the camera's field-of-view no measurements are made. Lastly, if the sun

is within 30 degrees of the camera's boresight it is assumed that any measurements

taken are corrupted by scattered sun light.

Centroid of
Target Image

FOV 4 # of Pixels

j
dO

Figure 4-5: Image Pixels and Angle Measurement Relationship
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Inertial Stellar Compass The Inertial Stellar Compass (ISC) is part of NASA's

New Millennium Program to develop a new type of spacecraft attitude sensor. Cur-

rent attitude determination systems - consisting of a star tracker, gyros, computer

processor, and customized algorithms - are heavy, bulky, power hungry, and expen-

sive. According to reference [4], the estimated mass, power, cost, and performance

estimates for the current attitude determination systems are:

Mass

Power

= 12 kg

= 33 W

Cost ~$2- M

Accuracy < 0.010

Draper's ISC packages a star camera, MEMS gyros, computer processor, and data

Data MEMS Gyros
Processing
Assembly

Star Camera

Camera Gyro Assembly

Figure 4-6: Inertial Stellar Compass Assembly

processing algorithms all in a low mass, low power, low cost bolt-on attitude deter-
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mination system as shown in Fig 4-6.

Mass = 2.9 kg

Power = 3.5 W

Cost ~ $650k

Accuracy < 0.10

The star camera used in the Inertial Stellar Compass outputs an absolute inertial

fix, qTraker once every 30 sec - 1 min. In the simulation, this attitude estimate is

modeled using the true inertial to body quaternion, q1,,' contaminated with star

camera noise, biases and alignment errors, qStar Camera Error'

qTracker = I->b ® qStar Camera Error (4.26)

In between the star camera updates, the angular velocity measured by the MEMS

gyros, wGyros, is integrated to estimate the spacecraft's attitude. The angular velocity

measured is simulated using the true body angular rate, w, plus drift and sensor noise

(non-calibrated errors, orientation errors, data precision errors, and white noise).

WGyros = w + drift + noise (4.27)

Even though the MEMS gyros don't perform to the standards of more traditional

gyros, the frequent updates from the star camera along with algorithms that com-

pensate for the high gyro drift rates yields a high performing attitude determination

system. For the simulation, the star camera updates the attitude every minute for the

entire mission. Initially, it may seem unreasonable that the star camera can provide an

inertial fix every minute when considering it may be obstructed by the Earth, blinded

by the Sun, or limited by other bright sources. Generally, there are several possible

ways to solve this problem depending on the mission. First, rotational maneuvers

can be performed such that the star camera is always directed towards the star fields.
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If this is not an option, additional cameras may be used or even mirrors may be im-

plemented to ensure the star camera is not obstructed. Lastly, even under the worse

case scenario where the star camera can not take measurements, the MEMS gyros,

even with their relatively poor drift rate, can compensate for the loss of camera data.

The assumption that the star camera updates the attitude reference every minute

regardless of the camera orientation represents a reasonable approximation. Unlike

the navigation camera, the ISC represents a specific sensor that has known physical

properties observed from testing. Still under development, the current specifications

along with other model parameters are listed in Table 4.2.

MEMS Gyros (3-)

Bias (Drift)

Scale Factor Matrix (Non-calibrated error)

Non Orthogonal Matrix (Orientation error)

Quantization (Precision of gyro data)
Markov tau (Correlation time constant)
Markov Variance

Random Walk Variance (White noise)

3 deg/hr

200 ppm (parts per million)

0.2 mrad

1 p rad/sec

100 sec

5-10 deg/hr

0.1 deg/V/'

Star Camera (3-)

Standard Deviation 0.1 deg/axis

Biases 20 arcsec/axis

Update Rate Once every minute

Alignment Error 20 arcsec/axis

Table 4.2: Inertial Stellar Compass Specifications

4.3 Actuators

There are only two actuators on the inspection satellite to influence it's motion: a

thruster and momentum wheels. The thrusters generate a thrust by expelling pro-

pellant. This actuator can be used for attitude control, but for the current inspection

scenario, it is assumed to only alter the translational motion and not rotational mo-

tion of the inspection satellite. Momentum wheels are used for attitude control. A
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momentum wheel is a rotating disk that stores angular momentum. If several mo-

mentum wheels are oriented along orthogonal axis, the satellite can be rotated by

changing the angular momentum or spin rate of each wheel. Since the orientation of

the satellite is controlled by the spin rate, momentum wheels generally allow accu-

rate pointing precision. Compared to the sensor models, the thruster and momentum

wheel models are relatively basic and capture only the core functionality of each

device. This section will describe the niodels of each.

Yz

d6

Xb

AVdesired

Figure 4-7: Thruster Configuration

Thruster The thruster is mounted to the body of the Chaser vehicle such that it

provides a thrust along the body x-axis. When the Chaser vehicles needs to perform

a translational maneuver, the thruster applies a force in the direction of the body

x-axis of the Chaser

FThust = M ix (4.28)

where Av is the desired change in velocity and At is 10 seconds, the basic simulation

time-step. Ideally the vehicle is pointed in the correct orientation to perform the

maneuver, but due to attitude uncertainties, there are errors in the direction of the

thrust. For the model, the thrust magnitude has no errors, but the direction of the
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thrust is contaminated. This is graphically depicted in 4-7.

Another important aspect to consider is the duration of the thruster burn. The

computed Av from the targeting algorithm assumes an instantaneous change in ve-

locity. For computations this this a reasonable assumption, but practically, this is

unrealizable and the burn usually spans a brief time interval. The thrust controller

takes this into account and spreads the thruster burns over a 10 second period as

shown in Fig 4-8.

Accumulated Av

TIG
Thurster Thruster

On Off

Figure 4-8: Thruster Timing Spread

Momentum Wheels The momentum wheel model is not a high fidelity model of

the actual system performance. It is assumed that the momentum wheels impart the

exact torque as requested from the attitude controller (the attitude controller will

be discussed further in Section 5.2.3). This ideal momentum wheel has no delays,

limitations or errors in either the magnitude or direction of the generated torque.

1~Wheels Commanded (4.29)

4.4 Space Environment

Great efforts have been made to understand the extreme environment of space and

their affects on current space hardware. Although there are many facets of space that

directly affect any mission, for the analysis of the satellite inspection mission, only
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two space environment factors are modeled in the simulation: external forces and

lighting conditions.

External Forces By far, the most influential external force acting on the orbit-

ing vehicles is the force due to Earth's gravity. For spherically symmetric planets,

the force, FGravity, between a planet of mass M and another object of mass m is

proportional to the inverse square of the distance between them,

F0 e - (Gn r (4.30)

where G is Newton's Gravitational Constant. Understanding the motion of a space-

craft about a planet due to the forces of an inverse-square gravity law has become

known as the two-body problem. The results are widely known, but they are quickly

re-derived to show their basic origins. Using Fig 4-9 as a guide, the acceleration of

m

Rm r
ZI

M

RM

YI

XI

Figure 4-9: Two-Body Problem

the planet and spacecraft due to gravitational forces is computed separately using
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Newton's Law, F = ma.

Planet: MRM = + GM) r

)(4.31)
Spacecraft: mkm = - (GM) r

r3

Assuming the only force acting on these two vehicles is the gravitational attraction,

then the equation of motion for this two-body problem can be derived from these two

equations. By pre-multiplying the first equation by m and the second by M and then

subtracting the first equation for the planet's acceleration from the second equation,

the two equations simplify to one.

GMm(M + m) (4.32)
mM(m -RNu) =- 3 r

r3

By observing that the relative acceleration, ;, is the difference between Rm and Rm,

the equation simplifies to
G(M+m) r ()

r3

The parameter, G(M + m) ~ GM, is given a special name and symbol. It is called

the gravitational parameter of the two-body system and is denoted by the symbol,

p. Using this term, the acceleration of the spacecraft relative due to gravity of a

spherical planet is

ravity= = --Er (4.34)

Since the Earth isn't perfectly spherical, more accurate gravity models exist that

take into account the Earth's irregular shape. One irregularity that has a significant

influence on space missions is the Earth's bulge at the equator. This phenomenon is

captured in the J2 gravity model.

aJ2 Gravity Gravity J2 (4.35)

The derivation of this additional gravity term is beyond the scope of this research,
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but is found in a variety of sources including [2] and [1]. The results as explained by

William Lear [12] are given. Assuming that the z-axis is along the Earth's axis of

rotation, the additional acceleration is computed as follows:

p- 2 2

rJ2  20yr

pzzj r2

where req is the radius of Earth at the equator equal to 6,378, 139 meters, J2 is the

second gravity expansion term equal to 0.0010826258 for the Earth, and I is the

gravitational parameter of the two-body system equal to 3.9860044 x 1014 m3/s 2 for

Earth applications.

Smaller forces due to the gravity fields of other planets, drag from the Earth's

atmosphere, solar pressure, or venting also perturb the satellite's motion. These

forces are grouped together and modeled as zero mean normally distributed random

variable.

a random ~ N(0, o2) (4.36)

The variance, o , is based on an engineering judgement and trial and error. For the

simulation, the two values used for the Chaser and Target vehicles are

0- 21 X 10-1 0 m 2 /s 4

a, Chaser

2 = 1 x 10-10 m2/s4
a, Target

Lighting There are two lighting conditions that have significant affects on the per-

formance of the inspection mission: when the target is an an eclipse and when the

navigation camera is pointed towards the sun. In order to model both of these sce-

narios, knowledge of the sun's relative position to the two vehicles is required. An

algorithm developed by JPL generates planetary ephemeris data relative to the solar
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Sun Lclps

Figure 4-10: Eclipse Lighting Conditions

system barycenter. From this algorithm, the sun-to-earth vector is pre-computed and

stored in reference tables for the time period of interest and are used through out

the simulation. Knowing this vector, along with the radius of planet, both lighting

conditions can be modeled.

The eclipse lighting is simulated as an on-off relationship. Either the target vehicle

is in an eclipse or it is illuminated by the sun. The condition when the satellite is

in the penumbra region is not modeled. The eclipse region is shown graphically in

Target 
XXb

00a Chaser

OLIII _rlrsma2chaser A

rSun2Earth

Earth

Figure 4-11: Lighting Conditions
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Fig 4-10. Mathematically, the target vehicle is considered to be in an eclipse if both

of the following conditions are met.

b > 0 b = arg- r"2Earth

\ Sun2Earth

h < REarth h =

Typically, most optical sensors are sensitive to scattered sunlight. For the naviga-

tion camera, this occurs when the sun is within 30 degrees of the camera's boresight.

This unfavorable condition is modeled mathematically by taking the dot product be-

tween the inertial direction of the body x-axis with the line-of-sight vector between

the sun and Chaser as shown in Fig 4-11. If 0 is less than 30 degrees, measurements

are unavailable.
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Chapter 5

Flight Control System Models

The flight software acts as the brains of the spacecraft, and is perhaps the most

crucial code of software on the vehicle in terms of mission success. It must accurately

determine the spacecraft's location and orientation during the entire mission, and

depending on its logic, ensure the spacecraft is in the desired position and pointing

in the proper direction. Flight algorithms for both the translational and rotational

control of the satellite have been implemented for the inspector satellite and are

discussed in detail in the remaining sections of this chapter.

5.1 Translational Control System

The translational control system isn't a traditional closed-loop control system where

the controller continuously directs the motion of the vehicle along some nominal or

desired trajectory. Instead, occasional maneuvers are executed at pre-designated time

intervals based on the current estimated position and velocity of the two spacecraft.

The maneuvers are infrequent and target some final end condition, compared to a

control system with frequent maneuvers that drives the Chaser to follow some desired

path. However, by specifying a few parameters such as when the maneuvers will take

place, the desired end location, and the allowable flight time, the actual trajectory

caused by the infrequent maneuvers can be predicted and manipulated. This unique

set-up proves to be a simple yet adequate method for analysis purposes. As shown in
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Figure 5-1, the translational control system consists of three major components: the

navigation filter, the inspection logic, and the targeting algorithms. The navigation

filter uses azimuth, a, and elevation, e, measurements along with ISC measurements,

qestimate, to estimate the inertial position and velocity of both vehicles; the inspection

logic identifies the desired location of the Chaser with respect to the target during

critical phases of the inspection mission; and the targeting algorithm calculates the

required Av to perform the different inspection maneuvers.

Inspetion Rel Chaser-Desired A

In~peti~n TIG
L2ogic Trnfrim TIG

Target-Estimate Simulation
VTarget-Estimate Models
rChaser-Estimate

VChaser-Estimate

Figure 5-1: Translational Control System

Prior to any given mission (or simulation) an inspection strategy is selected. De-

tailed pre-mission planning defines the desired location of the Chaser at key time

intervals along with the correlated maneuver times and their duration. This infor-

mation is stored in the inspection logic and serves as the road map for the entire

inspection mission. Three minutes prior to a required translational maneuver, the

targeting algorithm uses the current estimated states, propagates them three minutes

into the future, and calculates the required Av for the upcoming burn. The Chaser

vehicle then re-orients itself to point the mounted thruster in the desired direction. At

the allotted time, the thruster fires, accelerating the Chaser vehicle along the desired

trajectory. After the maneuver is performed, the Chaser resumes tracking the Target

in the prescribed inspection mode until a future maneuver command is issued. This

process continues throughout the entire mission. This section provides an in-depth
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description of the translational control system's core modules, which includes the

navigation filter, inspection logic, and targeting algorithms.

5.1.1 Angles-Only Navigation Filter

For the on-orbit satellite inspection mission, the navigation filter must estimate the

inertial position and velocity of two orbiting spacecraft using angle measurements

from a navigation camera and attitude measurements from the Inertial Stellar Com-

pass (star camera and gyros) to determine the relative motion. The navigation filter

must take into account the following effects:

" Navigation camera measurement errors

" Instrument mounting uncertainties

" Thermo-mechanical effects (bending)

" Inertial attitude uncertainties

" Unmodeled accelerations (solar pressure, drag, and higher order gravity terms)

To fulfill these navigation requirements, a 26-State Continuous-Discrete Extended

Kalman Filter is implemented identical to the one developed in Section 3.3. The

26-States include the position and velocity of both the Target and Chaser vehicles

(r Target, VTargetI r Chaser V Chaser ), two constant azimuth and elevation measurement biases

(ba, be), three static alignment errors (Eb), and three dynamic alignment errors (8),

inertial attitude uncertainty (0), and gyro drift (d).

x = [rTarget VTarget rChaser VChaser be ba b eb 0 d] (5.1)

It is considered continuous-discrete because the estimates of a continuous system are

updated by measurements taken in discrete time intervals. The term extended indi-

cates the filter propagates the states forward by integrating the non-linear dynamics

rather than using a linear model of the system dynamics and the filter estimates the
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measurements by evaluating the non-linear measurement equation instead of using a

linearized measurement equation.

The fundamental concepts and equations of the Kalman Filter were developed

in Chapter 3 and are only referenced in this section. Although these ideas were

developed previously, it is recognized that these important equations were not actually

derived. This is done intentionally because there are ample resources that cover this

important topic [15], [6]. For the navigation filter, the equations implemented to

propagate and update the state estimates and the covariance matrix were previously

stated in equations 3.14, 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20. They are restated again for clarity

where x is the state vector, C is the State Covariance Matrix, f[x(t), t] is the non-

linear state dynamics, <D is the state transition matrix, S is the State Process Noise

Covariance Matrix, D Thruster Error Covariance Matrix, K is the Kalman Gain

Matrix, H is the Measurement Partials Matrix, and Q is the Measurement Noise

Covariance Matrix.

State and Covariance Propagation Equations

State Propagation = ft f[x(r), r]dr + xs_1
4-1

Covariance Propagation Ct = <kCZ_1 1 T + S + D

State and Covariance Update Equations

State Update ik = i- + Ki(mi - in)

Covariance Update C+ = C- - KjHjC-

Ki = C-H[(HiC7H[ + Qi)

Table 5.1: Navigation Filter Equation Summary

Each of these important matrices required for the orbital rendezvous navigation

filter have been previously developed for a set of general parameters whose specific

values depend on the particular mission requirements. These parameters include the

initial relative position and velocity uncertainties for both the Chaser and Target ve-
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hicles, (Or, o-Y, uz, us, Up, oi), the magnitude of the expected unmodeled accelerations

of both vehicles due to random forces, (kTarget, kChaser), the Markov Process standard

deviations and time constants associated with the navigation camera internal biases,

anticipated mounting errors, and the predicted alignment errors due to the dynamic

changes of the structure during space flight, (OBias' UStat Algn' Dyn Algn I TBias I Stat Algn'

TDyn Algn), the consequent attitude uncertainties due to the specific star camera and

gyro sensors, (JAtt I Gyro Drift ), and the angle measurement errors due to the pixel res-

olution of the navigation camera, (Ge, Ua). These parameters influence the formation

of one, if not more, of the following matrices: the Covariance Matrix, C, the State

Process Noise Covariance Matrix, S, and the Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix,

Q. The specific values employed for the on-orbit satellite inspection missions are now

defined and explained.

Covariance Matrix Parameters The relative position and velocity uncertainties

for both the Chaser and Target vehicles are assumed to be equivalent. This is not

always the case, but for many Earth orbiting vehicles, what ever method is used to

determine the orbit of each vehicle, such as ground tracking systems, should be able to

identify the position and velocity of both vehicles equally. Since the method of orbit

determination is unknown and not a significant focus for this analysis, the downrange,

cross-track, and altitude uncertainties are given reasonable values. For example,

typically the altitude (radial direction) can be accurately determined compared to

the other two directions. Also, downrange errors tend to grow with time while errors

in the cross-track and altitude directions typically do not grow. Based on these ideas

and engineering judgement, the position uncertainties are defined as

Downrange Position Error: a. = 100 m

Cross-Track Position Error: UY = 50 m (5.2)

Altitude Position Error: UZ = 10 m

The relative velocity errors are closely related to the position errors scaled by a

factor equal to the orbital rate, w. As mentioned earlier, there is a strong correlation
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between altitude position errors and downrange velocity errors and the downrange

position errors with altitude velocity errors (see Sec 3.3 ). The velocity errors for the

given initial position errors and orbital rate, (w ~ 0.001 rad/sec), for the Chaser and

Target are defined as follows.

Downrange Velocity Error: o-, = Woz = 0.01 m/s

Cross-Track Velocity Error: Up = woaY = 0.05 m/s (5.3)

Altitude Velocity Error: 01 = wO = 0.1 m/s

The Markov Process uncertainties representing different aspects of the navigation

camera have assumed values based on an experienced approximation. The camera

bias inherited from the sensor manufacturer is assumed to be a tenth of a fraction of

the pixel resolution and the pixel resolution of the navigation camera is 0.01 degrees

(see Sec 4.2 ). Thus, the bias uncertainty modeled in the navigation filter is

0Bias = (0.001/3) deg (5.4)

Current mounting procedures exist that can ensure the camera is mounted to a space-

craft with an alignment accuracy within 0.01 degrees. Based on this observation, the

static alignment uncertainty is defined.

U Stat Algn = (0.01/3) deg (5.5)

Lastly, camera alignment errors due to the structural changes of the spacecraft

throughout the mission vary from mission to mission. It is assumed for this inspec-

tor satellite, that the navigation camera is mounted such that there are no dynamic

alignment errors.

o-Dyn Algn = (0/3) deg (5.6)

The initial inertial attitude uncertainties are directly related to the accuracy limi-

tations of the star camera and gyros. The star camera has a 0.1 degree measurement

error and the MEMS gyros of the Inertial Stellar Compass have a drift rate of 3
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deg/hr. Using these values, the uncertainty in the attitude and bias drift in the filter

are

-7Attitude = (0.1/3) deg (5.7)

aGyro Drift = (3/3) deg/hr (5.8)

In summary, the numerical values specific to the on-orbit navigation filter are repre-

sented in Table 5.2.

Covariance Matrix Parameters, C

Relative Pos/Vel 3a Markov Process 3u Att Uncert 3o-

Downrange (3o,) 300 m Camera Bias 0.001 deg Inertial Att 0.1 deg

Cross-Track (3o.) 150 m (30Bias) (3aAtt)

Altitude (3uz) 30 m Static Algn 0.01 deg Gyro Drift 3 deg/hr

Dn Rng Rate (3ue) 0.03 m/s (3Ustat Alg,) (3acyr Drift)

Crs Tr Rate (3a ) 0.15 m/s Dynamic Algn 0 deg

Alt Rate (3o0) 0.3 m/s (3oDyn Algn )

Table 5.2: Filter Parameters for Covariance Matrix

State Process Noise Parameters, S In perhaps an over-simplified, yet practical

method in modeling the often unknown forces due to spacecraft venting, solar pres-

sure, atmospheric drag, gravity forces of other planets, and the irregular shape of

the Earth - a random variable is created that represents the effect of these difficult-

to-model forces on the two orbiting bodies. The strength of this grouped force is

characterized by the variable, k, which has the units m2/ss. What is an appropriate

value of k that accurately represents the accelerations of the vehicles as a consequence

of these unmodeled forces? This answer varies greatly depending on a wide variety

of parameters ranging from the size, shape, and structural material of the spacecraft,

to the actual orbit of the mission, to even the location and circumstances of other

planets during the mission epoch. Assume that by neglecting these additional forces
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from the models, it causes a downrange error, Ex, per orbit in both the Target and

Chaser positions.

Once the expected downrange error per orbit, Ex, is known, the value of k can be

computed by trial and error using the following method. Remove all sources of error

including initial position and velocity uncertainties, attitude errors, etc., so the filter

mimics the truth models precisely. Also, in the filter do not allow any measurements to

be processed. Under these circumstances where the state estimate is equivalent to the

actual state, the covariance matrix should be zero throughout the entire simulation.

Now add the unmodeled acceleration terms into both the filter and simulation by

giving the strength variable an initial value, ko (for example, let ko = 1 x 10-1), and

observe the average error of the downrange position, so, per orbit indicated by the

covariance matrix, C. If the average error is not the expected downrange error for

the particular mission, adjust the value of k and continue this trial and error process

until the proper value is obtained. A formula to predict the value of k using only one

trial run is

)2k = ko E (5.9)

The values of k for both the Target and Chaser vehicles are in Table 5.3 which pro-

duces approximately a 70 meter 3c- downrange error per orbit.

State Process Noise Parameters, S

Unmodeled Accelerations Markov Process Time Constants

Target (kTarget) 1 x 10-10 m2/s 3 Navigation Camera Bias (TBias) 1 x 106 sec

Chaser (kChaser) 1 X 1010 m2/S 3  Static Alignment (rStat Algn) 1 X 106 sec

Dynamic Alignment (TDyn Algn) 3000 sec

Table 5.3: Filter Parameters for State Noise

The time constants associated with each Markov Process vary. For a constant

bias, the time constant is extremely large (r = oc), and for white noise the time

constant is zero, (T = 0). It is assumed that the angle measurement biases and

the static alignment errors are constant biases and consequently have large time
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constants. On the other hand, the dynamic alignment error has a time constant

roughly equal to half the orbital period. The exact time constants implemented in

the filter are shown in Table 5.3. (Note: As a consequence of the time constants

and the assumed uncertainty parameters, the State Noise Covariance Matrices for

the Markov Processes are zero, SBias SStat Algn - SDyn Algn =0.)

Measurement Noise, Q The measurement noise in the navigation camera is a

direct result of the pixel resolution. The assumed camera model has a 10 degree field-

of-view with 1000 pixels per side to represent each image, which gives an angular

width of 0.01 degrees per pixel (see Sec 4.2 ). This accuracy limitation on the camera

is used to model the measurement uncertainties contained in the Measurement Noise

Covariance Matrix shown in Table 5.4.

Measurement Noise Parameters, Q

Camera Measurement Angles 3o-

Elevation (3-er) 0.01 deg

Azimuth (3o-,) 0.01 deg

Table 5.4: Filter Parameters for Measurement Noise
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5.1.2 Inspection Logic

As mentioned previously, the inspection logic consists of pre-mission planning of ma-

neuver times, transfer times, and desired positions of the Chaser relative to the Target

vehicle. Each of these parameters is stored in a library of data arrays that are later

referenced to guide the Chaser along the desired inspection trajectory. The maneu-

Maneuver Times: M = [M1 , M 2 , ... , Mn]

Transfer Times: T = [T1 , T2 , ... ,T

LVLH Positions: P = [P1, P2, ... , Pn]

ver time array, M, represents when a predetermined maneuver will take place (i.e.

time-of-ignition). The flight time or transfer time array, T, denotes the time inter-

val between thruster ignition and the time of arrival. For this research, the transfer

time is the time interval between maneuvers. The desired LVLH position array, P,

describes the desired relative position of the Chaser to the Target after the transfer

Altitude
LVLH

t = M, t= t

...............

P
Downrange

Target

M,1 = Maneuver Time
T,= Transfer Time

2 km P, = Desired Position

Figure 5-2: Inspection Logic Flow Chart

has occurred. These desired positions are expressed in the LVLH coordinate system

where each element, P, defines the desired downrange, cross-track, and altitude po-

sitions, P = (downrange, cross-track, altitude) . Each maneuver for the simulation

is planned and stored in these three data arrays for later reference. The graphical
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interpretation of these data arrays is outlined in Fig 5-2.

The current set-up is not limited to any particular inspection mission. Virtually

any desired trajectory can be mapped out in the data arrays and then simulated.

However, by mapping out the inspection trajectory prior to the mission, the maneu-

vers are inherently triggered on the time in the simulation and not on the actual

relative location of the Chaser with respect to the Target. This requires the Chaser's

relative motion to be predictable so the maneuver sequence and time intervals can

be planned. When the maneuvers are based on the natural relative patterns, the

pre-planning approach is rather effective.

To compare the performance of different inspections, this research assumes a basic

mission scenario and scope. It assumes that the Chaser is on a 1 km high co-elliptic

approach heading towards the target. While travelling along this approach trajectory,

the Chaser will execute maneuvers to ensure it is over the target at the scheduled time

for the entrance maneuver. Once the Chaser is directly over-head, another maneuver

is performed and the Chaser enters one of the three chosen inspection scenarios: a

rotating football, tear drop, or v-bar inspection. This section describes the basic

pre-planned guidance logic for each of the three inspection trajectories.

Rotating Football Inspection Logic

The rotating football inspection is a 1 km x 2 km football orbit with an out-of-plane

component. For this particular mission, the out-of-plane component is increased with

each orbital period. In particular, the maximum out-of-plane distance is increased

by 200 meters each revolution. For example, when the chaser approaches the target

and is over top, an entrance maneuver puts the chaser on a football trajectory with

no out-of-plane motion. After one revolution, when the Chaser returns to the top of

the football, another maneuver is performed that increases the out-of-plane motion

by 200 meters. This cycle continues for five additional revolutions.

The football maneuver is sensitive to the location where the maneuver is per-

formed. To generate this out-of-plane motion, the Chaser is ideally at the top of the

football (apogee) or the bottom of the football (perigee). Unfortunately, the guidance
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Figure 5-3: Football Inspection Logic

logic triggers maneuvers based on the time of the mission, and not the location of the

Chaser. This method, if not adjusted for, will cause the football trajectory to drift

and eventually go unstable. To account for this sensitivity, maintenance maneuvers

are performed every 1 period to ensure the Chaser is in the appropriate place at the

time of the out-of-plane maneuver. These ideas are shown graphically in Fig 5-3. The

maneuver time array accounts for these maintenance maneuvers. The first maneu-

ver after one orbital period, P, when the Chaser is directly over the Target. All the

remaining maneuvers, including the maintenance and out-of-plane maneuvers, occur

every quarter period there after.

M [(P), (P + -), (P 2) . , (P + ) (5.10)
4 4 4

The transition period is the time between each maneuver. This implies for every

maneuver, the transfer period is a quarter period.

P P P P
T =(5.11)

4' 4'1 4' 4

Theoretically, since the football is a repeating orbit, once the Chaser is in the proper

trajectory, no additional thrust is needed. Only when a plane change is desired must

a maneuver be performed. The apriori knowledge of a rotating football trajectory

is used to map out the desired LVLH positions of the chaser. Starting at the top
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of the football orbit, the first burn must put the Chaser -2000 m downrange, add

-200 m cross-track, and should have no altitude 1 period later. This maneuver alone4

should ensure the Chaser is in a rotating football orbit with 200 m out-of-plane. Due

to limitations with the maneuver execution, the next three maintenance maneuvers

are designed to maintain the chaser on this trajectory. Once the Chaser returns to

the top, another maneuver is performed to increase the out-of-plane motion by 200

addition meters, and the cycle continues. This approach uses the following position

array.

P = [ (-2000, -200, 0), (0, 0, -1000), (2000, 200, 0), (0, 0, 1000),

(-2000, -400, 0), (0, 0, -1000), (2000, 400, 0), (0, 0, 1000), (5.12)

Tear Drop Inspection Logic

For the tear drop inspection, a maneuver must be performed once every tear drop

period, Ptear, when the Chaser is at the peak of the tear drop. This criteria alone

ultimately defines the maneuver times, transfer times, and the desired resulting po-

sition. As shown in the previous chapter, the period of the tear drop is a function of

its height, h, the minimum distance from the target, ymin, and the orbital rate, w.

2 6h
Ptear = ~ + 4 20.58min (5.13)

W i9ymi~n + 4h

Although any dimensions could be used, the selected tear drop has a height of 500 m

and a minimum distance to the target of 500 m. From these parameters, the tear

drop period is approximately 20 minutes. In order to maintain a repeating tear drop

pattern, a thruster burn downward must occur every tear drop period. With this

requirement, the maneuver time array is defined as

M = [ (P), (P + Ptear), (P + 2Ptear), ... , (P+ nPtear) ] (5.14)
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Figure 5-4: Tear Drop Inspection Logic

The transfer times, the interval between ignition and arriving at the desired location,

is simply the tear drop period.

(5.15)

Lastly, it is desired that the Chaser returns to the tip of the tear drop once every

tear drop revolution. So the desired LVLH position relative to the Target is zero

cross-track, zero downrange, and 1000 meters altitude.

P = [ (0, 0, 1000), (0, 0, 1000), ... , (0, 0, 1000) ]
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V-bar Inspection Logic

The v-bar inspection logic is conceptually the simplest to understand. The basic idea

is to place the Chaser in the same circular orbit as the Target with a slight shift in

the true anomaly. Since the Chaser is initially on a co-elliptic orbit, it must transfer

from this approach trajectory to some distance downrange from the Target on the

v-bar. There are infinite possible transfer trajectories, but for this specific scenario,

it is assumed that the transfer path is part of the relative football trajectory. This

implies that the duration from the co-elliptic orbit to the desired stationary inspection

position will last a quarter of a period. Theoretically, once the Chaser is settled

downrange from the Target, it will maintain a constant distance from the Target

and will have no relative motion. Again, due to the time based approach versus

the a position based approach, the guidance logic causes small maneuver execution

errors. These minor errors require minute, yet observable, maintenance maneuvers.

With this background, the ignition times are once every ot minutes after the entrance

maneuver at time, P.

M = [ (P), (P + P/4), (5P/4 + t), ... , (5P/4 + not) ] (5.17)

Similar to the previous transfer times, the v-bar transfer time is the time interval

between maneuvers, it.

T= [P/4, 3t, 6t, ... , at] (5.18)

Lastly, the desired position is the same location on the v-bar, which was selected to

be 2000 meters opposite downrange.

P = [ (-2000,0,0), (-2000,0,0), ... , (-2000, 0, 0)] (5.19)
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5.1.3 Lambert Av Targeting Controller

The Targeting Controller calculates the required change in velocity, Av, to transfer

the Chaser vehicle from its current position to the desired location in the specified

time interval. The heart of the targeting algorithm is computing the unique velocity

vector that will transfer the Chaser vehicle to its desired destination given the specified

constraints. Once this velocity vector is computed, the needed Av is simply the

difference between the Chaser's velocity at the time of the maneuver and the required

velocity. The problem of transferring a spacecraft from one location in orbit to another

desirable future position within a specified flight time is known as the Lambert's

Targeting Problem. The basic fundamentals of the targeting controller are are based

on a Lambert targeting algorithm which in turn is based on the Orbital Boundary

Value Problem, Lambert's Theorem, and Lagrange's Time Equation.

The orbital boundary value problem, clearly illustrated by Richard Battin [1] and

redrawn in Fig 5-5, shows there are a variety of possible velocity vectors that will

transport a vehicle from its current position, P1, to some desired position, P 2. In

P 2 - Loci of Velocity Vectors

F P1

- - - Hyperbolic Trajectories

-- Eliptical Trajectories

0 Parabolic Trajectories

Figure 5-5: Orbital Boundary Value Problem
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fact, the desired position, P2, can be reached as long as the vehicle at P1 has the

required velocity, vi,

Vi = ocic + Vr ir (5.20)

where the unit vector, ic, is along the chord, c; the unit vector, i,, points in the radial

direction while v, and yr 1 are the respective velocity magnitudes 1. An interesting

observation is that this locus of velocity vectors lie on a hyperbola which becomes

apparent when multiplying the velocity magnitudes, v, and Vr, together 2.

puc 2 1ocor = sec - = constant (5.21)
vvl-2rir2 2

Note that once the current position, P1, and the desired position, P2 , are known,

all the parameters for the required velocity (ri: the radial distance to the current

position, r2 : the radial distance to the desired position, 0: the transfer angle, c: the

chord length, and pi: the gravitational parameter) are inherently defined except p,

the orbital parameter. This is a key observation. Even though there are an infinite

number of possible velocity vectors lying on the loci - given a desired flight time,

flight path, or energy constraint - there is only one unique solution. The orbital

parameter, p, marks the special velocity vector that fulfills the constraints 3. The

orbital parameter, p, defines the desired orbital path (or trajectory) that will transfer

the vehicle to its desired destination. This parameter is closely related to the semi-

'The velocity magnitudes derived by Prof. Richard Battin have the following values

c/Vip = P (1 - cos)
r1 r 2 sin6 1 p sin 0

2As a reminder, the equation for a hyperbola is

zy = constant

3For a minimum energy transfer, also known as the Hohmann Transfer, the orbital parameter,
Pm, is used to calculate the required velocity. In Fig 5-5, this velocity vector is the one closest to
the loci of points from point P1 .

Pm = r (1 - (5.22)
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major axis, a, of this desired orbit '. By specifying the value of either the orbital

parameter or the semi-major axis, the required velocity is consequently defined.

So given a specific flight time, what is the orbital path that will transfer the vehicle

to its desired location? This question was answered by Johann Heinrich Lambert. He

postulated that the desired flight time is a function of the orbital path's semimajor

axis (which is indirectly related to the orbital parameter, p), the sum of the radial

distances of the current position and the desired position, and the chord length.

Flight Time = VIAy (t 2 - ti) = F(a, r1 + r 2 , c) (5.23)

His theorem connected the desired flight time to a specific orbital trajectory. Even-

tually, Lagrange developed Lambert's Theorem into an analytic form that could be

used to solve for the semi-major axis as a function of time 5. With these analytic

equations, the space travel problem was essentially solved. Given any location in

space, a desired destination, and the travel time - the precise path and consequently

the required change in velocity, can be computed. In summary, the methodology to

compute the required Av is a two step process outlined in Fig 5-6. From the con-

straints - flight time, current position, and desired position - determine the required

orbital path using Lambert's theorem. The orbital path has a unique semi-major axis,

a, and orbital parameter, p. The Boundary Value Problem then relates this orbital

parameter to the required velocity of the spacecraft needed for the transfer. As shown

in Fig 5-7, the necessary Av for the maneuver is simply the difference between the

spacecraft's current velocity and the required velocity.

The actual targeting algorithm implemented in the simulation uses a slightly mod-

4The relationship between the orbital parameter, p, and the semi-major axis, a, was also derived
by Prof. Richard Battin.

pr= i(1 - cos )(D ± /D2 - 1) where D =+2 - C os2
- LiD -c ac 2

5Lagrange's analytic equations to Lambert's Theorem

(t 2 - t1 ) = (a - sin a) - (# - sin/3)

2 1 = (r1+r 2 +c) 21 (r1 + r2 - c)s sin 2 = 4a
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Figure 5-6: Flow Chart of Lambert Algorithm

ified version of E.R. Lancaster and R.C. Blanchard's Lambert Algorithm [11] coded

by Stanley W. Shepperd at Draper Laboratory. The core functionality of this algo-

rithm is to compute the required velocity, and ultimately the required Av, to transfer

a spacecraft from an initial inertial position to a final inertial position in a specified

transfer time interval. The modification to the algorithm involves the integration of

the guidance logic data to the required inputs for the algorithm. Specifically, the

Chaser's initial and final inertial position vectors, rc Initial and rC-Final, must be com-

puted given the Chaser's and Target's inertial position and velocity vectors three

minutes prior to the maneuver, (rc 3min VC. 3 min) and (rT-3 n VT 3min), the Chaser's de-

sired relative position with respect to the Target expressed in the LVLH reference

frame, PC-Desired, and the transfer time, AtTansfer *

The Chaser's initial inertial position is computed by propagating the given inertial

position, rC.3min, three minutes to the time of the maneuver. It is assumed that during

this three minute period, the only force acting on the Chaser is gravity.

a = aJ 2 Gravity (5.24)

By double integrating the acceleration, the Chaser's initial inertial position used in
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Figure 5-7: Calculation of Av

the Lambert Targeting algorithm is computed.

r Initial 
to+3min t

to to

a J2 Gravity [r(T)] dT dt + rc_3min

The computation of the final inertial position of the Chaser is a little more compli-

cated. First, the Target's position is propagated forward to the point in time after

the transfer has taken place, tf. This final time is the the current time, to, plus the

three minutes to the maneuver and the transfer time.

tf = to + 3min + Atras, f (5.26)

Just like computing the Chaser's initial position, the Target's final position is also

computed by propagating it's current position forward to the final time.

r T-Final = J2 Gravity [r(T)] dT dt + rT 3 min
to to

(5.27)
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Now that the Target's position is known at the desired time of arrival, the Chaser's

final inertial position can be computed by adding the Chaser's desired relative position

to the Target's final position.

r C-Final r T-Final + TLVLH-I PC-Desired (5.28)

Once the Chaser's initial and final inertial positions are computed, the Lambert Tar-

geting algorithm implements the code developed by Stanley Shepperd.

5.2 Rotational Control System

Unlike the Translational Control System, the Rotational Control System is a tradi-

tional feedback control system. During the inspection mission, the Chaser vehicle

needs to track the Target vehicle for visual inspections and also orient itself to per-

form a variety of thruster burns for different translational maneuvers. These two

tasks are the primary objectives of the Rotational Control System shown in Fig 5-8.

This systems is comprised of three subsystems: the Attitude Determination System,

the Pointing Logic, and the Attitude Control System. The Attitude Determination

System estimates the current attitude, qestimated, and attitude rate, w estimated' based on

data from the the star camera and gyros. This is basically the software side of the

Inertial Stellar Compass. Depending on whether the Chaser is inspecting the Target

or performing a translational maneuver, the Pointing Logic either tracks the Target

using data from the navigation filter or points the body mounted thruster along the

required Av. In both cases, it computes the desired attitude, qsed, and the desired

attitude rate, WdeirdI of the Chaser vehicle. The difference between the estimated

and desired attitude and attitude rate, qe and w_, feeds into the Attitude Con-

trol System which computes the desired torque for the Chaser vehicle. The actual

implementation of each system in the simulation is discussed further.
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Figure 5-8: Rotational Control System

5.2.1 Attitude Determination

Much of the typical difficulties of attitude estimation are eliminated with the assump-

tion of using the inertial stellar compass. Essentially, the inertial stellar compass

contains all the sensors, processors, and computer algorithms required to output the

estimated attitude and attitude rate. This black box approach simplifies the mod-

eling of the attitude determination system. However, the process of estimating the

orientation of the Chaser vehicle by coordinating star camera measurements and gyro

data is simulated. Every 60 seconds, the star camera produces a quaternion which

represents the estimated attitude of the Chaser as shown in Eqn 4.26.

qest - q ,rack, (5.29)

In between these measurements, the angular rate data from the MEMS gyros is used

to update the estimated orientation. This is done using the following method. At a

given time instant, ti, the angular velocity of the chaser is estimated from the gyro
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measurements modeled in Eqn 4.27.

Westi = Wgyrosi (5.30)

From the measured angular velocity and estimated quaternion, the time derivative of

the estimated quaternion is computed [18].

qesti 1 Westi ® q esti

1
qest I 9 est

K 0

-Westz

Westy

Westx

Westz

0

-Westx

-Westy

-Westy

Westx

0

Westx

Westy

Westz

0

(5.31)

(5.32)

The estimated quaternion for the next

grating.

qesti 1 = qesti + /ti+

time interval, ti, is then computed by inte-

(5.33)4est dt

In conclusion, the orientation is estimated directly using the star camera update and

angular rate measurements from the gyros. The gyros provide adequate information

to estimate the orientation in between the camera updates.

5.2.2 Pointing Logic

The desired orientation of the Chaser vehicle varies during the inspection mission.

For the majority of the inspection mission, the pointing logic will be in a mode of

having the inspection camera pointing towards the Target. This mode is referred

to as the Tracking mode. Periodically, translational maneuvers must be performed.

The turn-to-burn approach requires the Chaser to change it's orientation to align the
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body mounted thrusters in the proper direction for the maneuver. Precisely three

minutes prior to each translational maneuver execution, the pointing mode switches

from tracking the Target to aligning the body x-axis with the required Av vector in

preparation of a thruster burn. This new mode is known as the Maneuver Pointing

mode. Once the maneuver is performed, the pointing mode returns to tracking the

Target as shown in Fig 5-9.

LVLH

ManeuverY
kTracking

Z

Tracking Tre

Figure 5-9: Pointing Logic Modes: Targeting and Maneuver

Pointing Fundamentals

Before delving into each mode, a brief overview of the common fundamentals applied

to both scenarios will hopefully prove useful. Each pointing mode provides the desired

orientation and angular velocity of the Chaser vehicle for every time interval. The re-

quired orientation for the Chaser is expressed as a quaternion and the desired angular

rate is computed using the concept of an instantaneous angular velocity. A general

method of deriving the quaternion is introduced and a short derivation validates the

equation for the instantaneous angular velocity.

The desired quaternion (i.e. desired orientation) is calculated from the rotation

matrix or Direction Cosine Matrix representing the desired attitude. The formation
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of the rotation matrix is the key to the pointing logic. The desired rotation matrix is

computed as follows. Let x bdesired, ydesired Zb,desired represent orthogonal unit vectors

describing the desired orientation of the body x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of the Chaser

and Ex, EY, Ez represent the orthogonal unit vectors of a coordinate system in the

inertial reference frame. Each axis of the desired orientation can be expressed in

terms of inertial coordinates.

Xb,desired

Yb,desired

Zb,desired

= xiE2 + X 2 EV + X3 Ez

= y1E2 + y 2Ey + y3 Ez

= zi E, + z 2 Ey + z 3 Ez

The desired inertial to body rotation matrix is given by

Xb,desired EY

Yb,desired .E Y

zb,desired EY

X, ,desired - E

ybdesired Ez

zbd,,, - Ed J
Once the desired rotation

of its elements.

matrix is calculated, the desired quaternion is a function

qdesired = 1b

(Z2 Y3)

S

where,

1
s = -V +X 1 +y 2 + z 32

In summary, the rotation matrix (or DCM) and the quaternion for any desired

orientation is obtained by simply determining the desired direction of each body axis,

Xb,desiredI Ybdesired, Zb desired expressed in the inertial frame. Generally, one particular
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X b,desired -E

Yb,desr, Ex

Z b,desired -E

x1

Y1

zi

X2

Y2

Z2

X3

Y3

Z3

(5.34)

(5.35)



axis is required to point in a fixed direction (i.e. towards the target vehicle or in the

direction of the Av burn). Even though the other two axes can be arbitrarily chosen

to complete the orthogonal set of axes, sometimes they are strategically chosen to

avoid sunlight constraints or to maintain a particular angle with the orbiting plane.

The desired angular velocity of the body varies between the pointing modes. In

the tracking mode, the desired angular velocity is the rate required for the Chaser to

track the Target. In the maneuver pointing mode, the desired rate is zero, so that

the Chaser can point along a fixed inertial direction.

Tracking Mode

When the Chaser vehicle is in the tracking mode, the Chaser is oriented so the

inspection camera is directed towards the Target vehicle as shown in Fig 5-10. Since

the camera is mounted on the body x-axis of the Chaser, the pointing logic aligns the

body x-axis of the Chaser with the line of sight vector to the Target, PT.rge.'

pTarget rChaser - Target (5.36)

For the inspection mission, it is assumed that the body y-axis is in the orbiting plane

and the z-axis is perpendicular to both the x-axis and y-axis (there is an arbitrary

degree of freedom and this assumption can be changed if desired). These two point-

ing requirements define the desired orientation of the body axes. The x-axis points

towards the target, the y-axis is in the orbiting plane, and the z-axis is chosen to

complete the orthogonal basis.

PTarget X X wChaser
|x x WChaser

Target

As mentioned previously, the direction of the body axes expressed in the inertial

coordinates essentially defines the desired rotation matrix and ultimately the desired

quaternion as shown in Eqn 5.34 and Eqn 5.35.

As the Chaser vehicle tracks the Target, it must rotate so the Target remains
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PTarget
rTarget

z

Chaser

Figure 5-10: Target Pointing Mode

within the field of view of the camera. The rate at which the line of sight vector, pget' ,

rotates is the desired angular velocity for the Target pointing mode. Using the concept

of instantaneous angular velocity, the desired angular velocity is proportional to the

cross product of the line of sight vector and the relative velocity, , = VChaser - Target I

and inversely proportional to the square of the relative distance.

PTarget X V
W'esdd 2 (5.37)

pTarget

Maneuver Pointing

Three minutes prior to any translational maneuver, the required Av is passed to the

pointing logic system and the pointing mode switches to maneuver pointing. This

allows ample time for the Chaser to rotate to the desired burn orientation (a 180'

maneuver at 1 deg/sec equals 3 minutes). The Maneuver Pointing mode orients

the vehicle so the body mounted thruster generates thrust in the desired direction.

Instead of pointing the body x-axis towards the target, the Maneuver Pointing mode
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rTarget

rchaser

Figure 5-11: Maneuver Pointing Mode

aligns the body x-axis along the Av vector as shown in Fig 5-11. Similar to the

tracking mode, the y-axis is in-plane and the z-axis completes the orthogonal basis.

X AV, X XWOChae Z X XY
S= I X X wChaserI

The desired rotation matrix and quaternion are then functions of the axes elements

as shown in Eqn 5.34 and Eqn 5.35.

Unlike the Target Pointing mode, during the Maneuver Pointing phase, the body

of the Chaser vehicle should not rotate. It should be pointing in a fixed inertial

direction. So the desired angular velocity for the Maneuver Pointing is zero.

Wdesired = 0 (5.38)

5.2.3 Attitude Controller

Inevitably, through out the inspection mission the orientation of the Chaser vehicle

will not be pointed in the desired direction. Whether it is to inspect the Target or

perform a translational maneuver, the Chaser must re-orient itself constantly by using
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torques from the momentum wheels. What torque is needed to align the Chaser with

the current desired attitude? The Attitude Control System provides the answer by

using a combination of two controllers, a Proportional Derivative or PD Controller

and a Steering Controller, as shown in Fig 5-12. The PD Controller is primarily

Rotation Desired Torque 1

Torque 
L

Switch

Figure 5-12: Attitude Control System

used when small rotations are required, such as tracking the Target. Quite often, in

the transition between tracking the Target and performing maneuvers, the Chaser

vehicle must perform large rotations. During large rotations, a spacecraft typically

has structural or other constraints that limit the maximum allowable angular velocity.

Whatever the driving force may be, it is assumed the Chaser is limited to a specific

rotation rate. For this research, a maximum rotation rate of 10/s was selected. The

Steering Controller ensures the Chaser does not exceed this maximum rate.

PD Controller

For the majority of the mission, the attitude of the spacecraft is controlled using a

PD Controller with the gains computed as a function of the desired natural frequency,

Wn, and the damping ratio, C, of the closed-loop system. The actual PD controller is

shown in Fig 5-13. Perhaps it is sufficient to just state the type of controller and avoid

the effort and writing of describing the controller design process. For those who are

unfamiliar with the process or desire to know the logic behind the current attitude

controller, the design methodology and steps are highlighted. There are a variety of

methods that can be used in designing a controller, but for this particular application,
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the root locus method was implemented. For most controllers, there are common

steps in the design process which include approximating the non-linear system with

linear dynamics, identifying performance requirements, placing the poles, designing

the controller, and ultimately computing the system gains. These same ideas were

implemented for this particular controller.

1. Create the Linear System Dynamics Model, G(s)

Like most systems, the rotational dynamics are non-linear. In order to apply

basic control theory, the rotational dynamics must be approximated as a linear

system. The rotational dynamics of a rigid body are described using Euler's

Equations of Motion.

Ir = Ia + o x IW (5.39)

where I is the inertia matrix, a is the angular acceleration, and w is the angular

velocity. If the angular velocity is small and -r is relatively large, then the non-

linear term, (w x Iw), is assumed to be negligible. The torque is then equal to

the product of the angular acceleration and the inertia matrix,

T = Ia = I6 (5.40)

where 6 represents three small angles describing the orientation of the Chaser

with respect to the desired orientation. Given this relationship, it is desirable to

know how the orientation of the Chaser, 6, is affected by an applied torque, -r.

A ttitude E rror, 0 _ k

+ TorqueK.

Attitude Rate Error,

PD Controller

Figure 5-13: PD Controller
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This relationship is completely described by the system transfer function, G(s).

_ (s)
G(s) = (5.41)

T(s)

By taking the Laplace Transform of the linear dynamics in Eqn 5.40, the transfer

function emerges.

r(S) = I0(s)s2  G(s) = I - ( ) (5.42)

With this transfer function, a link has been created between the input torque

and its affect on the Chaser's orientation.

2. Identify Performance Requirements

The design of the controller depends on the performance requirements for the

system. These requirements are derived by performing trade studies which

relate the overall system performance to costs associated with power consump-

tion, size, weight, and price. For some missions, the spacecraft must have a high

performance which justifies the higher costs. For the inspection mission with

a pico-sat type inspector, the mission favors a low power, simple, miniaturized

system at the expense of performance quality. The performance quality can

be expressed in terms of bandwidth, gain margins, phase margins, rise time,

settling time, etc. Each of these requirements can be translated to a desired

natural frequency, w,,, and the damping ratio, (. For the Chaser, the follow-

ing system performance requirements were arbitrarily selected using engineering

judgement.

27r
-= Hz

30

2

3. Pole Placement

The performance of the closed-loop system is directly related to the placement
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of the poles in the complex plane. Once the system dynamics and requirements

are known, these requirements are translated to desired placement of the poles

in the root locus diagram. Given the natural frequency and damping ratio, the

pole location is defined.

S = o- + jWad (5.43)

The real portion of the pole, o-, and the imaginary component, Wd, are functions

of the given system requirements.

o- = (

Wd = oV/1 -2

Graphically, we see in Fig 5-14 the relationship between pole location and the

system performance. Notice the natural frequency is related to the pole's dis-

Im(s)

0 = sin'(

kD

o-

Re(s)

Figure 5-14: Pole Placement

tance from the origin and the damping ratio is correlated with the angle between

the pole and the imaginary axis. For a very responsive system 6 with little os-

6A responsive system is often characterized by the rise time of the system. Note that the rise
time for a second order system is inversely proportional to the natural frequency, Wn.

1.8
tr = - (5.44)

wn
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cillation, then the pole location should be far from the origin and near the real

axis so the natural frequency is large and the damping ratio is nearly one. On

the other hand, a very slow responding sluggish system will have poles near the

origin and a small angle to the imaginary axis so the natural frequency is small

and the damping ratio is almost zero.

4. Controller Design, K(s)

Now that the relationship between the pole locations and system performance

is seen, the next step is to design a controller to move the poles to the desired

location. For example, if a proportional controller, K(s) = k, is used, the poles

can be moved anywhere along the imaginary axis as shown on the left of Fig

5-15. However, it is desirable to have the poles move off the imaginary axis

and have a specified natural frequency and damping ratio. In order to have

the poles move into the stable left-half plane, the controller must have a zero,

K(s) = k(s + a), that will draw the poles over as shown on the right of Fig

5-15. This controller is called a proportional derivative controller because of the

proportional term, ka, and the derivative term, ks. From root locus theory, it

can be shown that a PD controller can stabilize the system and meet the system

requirements.

5. System Gain Calculations

The last step is to determine the value of k and a, which are called the system

gains. There are several different methods and techniques to compute these

values, but for simplicity, the method of the 2 nd order transfer function is used.

For a general second-order system, the closed loop transfer function has the

form
2

H(s)= " + ±2 (5.45)
S2 +2(Wns +nW

The closed loop transfer function, T(s), for the attitude control system with a

PD Controller, K(s), and the plant,G(s), is also a second order system. Once
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Figure 5-15: Root Locus of Rotational Dynamics

the system transfer function is put in the same form as the general transfer

function, the values of the system gains can be easily computed by equating

like terms. For the closed loop system, the transfer function is defined as

K(s)G(s)T(s) = K_____1 + K(s)G(s)
(5.46)

Knowing the controller is defined as, K(s) = k(s +a), and the transfer function

for the satellite is, G(s) = I- 1 (-), then the transfer function can be simplified

to

I- k(s + a)T(s) = ± lks + ka(

Comparing the denominators of the standard second order form with the system

transfer function and equating like terms,

82 + (I- 1k)s + (I- ka) = s2 + (2(w)s + (oL) (5.48)

the gains of the system, k and a, can be calculated as a function of the natural

frequency and damping ratio.

k = 2(wI
aJn

(5.49)
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The actual PD controller outlined in Fig 5-13 has the gains keys and katt which

are equivalent to k and a respectively. As a consequence, in the simulation, the

system gains k8 y, and katt are defined as

ks = 2(wI ka = (5.50)

So how does the controller compute the required torque? The controller, K(s),

relates the attitude error, 9 err (s), to the required torque.

K(s) = S ksys(s + k.t)
Oerr (S)

Taking the inverse Laplace Transform of the controller gives

TP(t) = ks( OerrW + katt Oerr(t) ) (5.51)

The commanded torque is clearly proportional to the attitude error, ,err and the

attitude error rate (the derivative of the attitude error), err , as it should be for a PD

Control Law.

Steering Controller

As mentioned previously, the steering controller is activated when large rotational

maneuvers are required. It basically limits the maximum allowable rotation rate to

one degree per second. Although this rate isn't driven by a particular requirement, it

does ensure that in the three minute transition period (180 sec) prior to a maneuver,

the Chaser can re-orient itself in any direction (180') for a thruster burn. When a

translational maneuver is performed, the body of the vehicle must re-orient itself to

point the thrusters in the direction of the Av. Generally, this change in attitude

requires a large rotation ( > 50). For such rotation angles, the current design of

the PD controller will generate torques that will cause the angular rate to exceed

the specified limit. Under these circumstances, when the rotation angle is greater

than 5 degrees, the Steering Controller is activated to limit the angular rate. A brief
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explanation shows how the steering control computes the required torque during large

rotational maneuvers.

It is known that the angular acceleration is the rate of change of the angular

velocity, w.
dw _ zw

a - - t
dt At

(5.52)

Substituting this expression for the angular acceleration, a, in Eqn 5.40 the torque

can be re-defined as

r =I t) (5.53)

where I is the inertia matrix, Aw, is the difference between the desired angular

velocity of the body, Wdesired and the current angular velocity of the body, o,

AW= Wdesie-d W (5.54)

and At is the time over which the change in w occurs.

The requirements specify the magnitude of the desired angular rate to be 1 degree

per second, but what is the axis of rotation? Graphically, the axis of rotation is

t U

Figure 5-16: Axis of Rotation for Desired Angular Velocity
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shown in Fig 5-16. If the current and desired orientations are known, there exists

an axis such that if the current satellite configuration is rotated about it, the desired

orientation can be achieved. This axis, known as Euler's axis of rotation, U, is a

component of the vector part of the body to desired body quaternion, qb,cmd-

sin -
2

Cos -
2

U

(5.55)

By forming this quaternion, the axis of rotation can

desired angular velocity magnitude (1 deg/sec) with

the desired angular velocity becomes:

W'desired = desired

be determined. Combining the

the calculated axis of rotation,

(5.56)

Now, the desired torque output of the Steering Controller is

Steering desired U W ) (5.57)
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Chapter 6

Inspector Performance Analysis

Although there are a variety of mission parameters that may be of interest to analyze,

this research primarily focuses on the navigation and Av performance of the inspec-

tion satellite. If the main objective is to measure how accurate the spacecraft can

estimate its position and velocity and perform the desired translational maneuvers,

often times only a 3 degree-of-freedom simulation and analysis is needed. However,

for the inspection satellite concept, the rotational dynamics of the inspector play an

important role and influence the overall inspection performance. As a consequence,

a 6 degree-of-freedom simulation has been employed and highlights of the rotational

performance are mentioned to support the navigation and Av performance analysis.

Trying to predict the overall performance envelop of a dynamic system such as a

spacecraft given several sources of uncertainty (i.e. initial condition estimates, sensor

precision, actuator performance, etc.) is not a new challenge. Typically, two common

methods are used: Monte Carlo Analysis and Linear Covariance Analysis (LINCOV).

The fundamental concept behind the Monte Carlo approach is to run hundreds if not

thousands of simulations, varying the random variables for each trial. By simulating

a large sample of the possible scenarios, the performance envelop naturally emerges.

For navigation, this approach provides two key pieces of information. First, it reveals

how accurately the navigation filter estimated the states, particularly the position and

velocity. For example, assume a sufficient number of cases were simulated and a sta-

tistical analysis of the resulting errors was performed. From the statistics, a bounded
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3a- region is formed that represents an accurate performance envelop that can be

confidently identified as shown in Fig 6-1. Second, it can show how well the space-

3rr Performance envelope

State Error (Estimate-Truth)

Time

Figure 6-1: 3o- Monte Carlo Performance Envelop

craft follows some desired or nominal trajectory. These two comments may sound

like similar statements, just worded differently. Actually, there is a slight difference

that is important to note. Measuring the errors between the estimated state and the

true state helps identify the uncertainty in the estimates where the second statement

measures the dispersions or the difference between the actual trajectory compared to

the nominal flight path. Monte Carlo Analysis is an accurate deterministic method of

computing the statistics of the navigation and Av performance. The downside is that

it requires a large number of simulations. If one sample or simulation takes hours, if

not days, this approach becomes virtually unrealizable.

Is there a way to capture the performance statistics without having to perform

thousands of simulations? This desire spurred the formation of the Linear Covariance

Analysis technique. Theoretically, it provides the same information as the Monte

Carlo approach, but instead of running numerous simulations, LINCOV needs only

one trial! It simulates or propagates the statistics through the entire trajectory.
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Although this method is considerably faster, it has several limitations. First, as

its name suggests, it requires linearized models and its results typically need to be

verified by some deterministic approach. Lastly, it is difficult to simulate the effects

of rotation dynamics and is therefore often limited to 3 degree-of-freedom analysis.

From an analysis perspective, the primary objective of this study is to determine

the feasibility of the proposed on-orbit inspector. It is not to evaluate or propose a

specific inspection trajectory design for a particular mission. In this context, Monte

Carlo Analysis is over-kill, expending excessive computational time to simply see if

the satellite concept is viable. On the other hand, the Linear Covariance Analysis

approach isn't broad enough to model the interaction between the rotational and

translational dynamics nor the influence of actual sensor models. As a compromise,

the analysis technique taken in this thesis studies the navigation filter performance

and the expended Av using only one trial run with a 6-DOF, non-linear, high fidelity

simulation along with the corresponding flight algorithms. The navigation perfor-

mance is based on the performance of a real navigation filter and the Av performance

is a mere reflection of the actual velocity changes required during the simulation for

the inspection mission.

Navigation Metrics In navigation, one of the first questions to answer is, "How

accurate can the spacecraft estimate its position and velocity during the mission

given uncertain initial conditions, noisy sensor measurements, and limited dynamic

models?" Remember, this question has already been answered indirectly with the

formulation of the navigation filter in Chapter 3. The Covariance Matrix, C, in the

Kalman Filter describes how accurately it thinks it is estimating the states of the

system (i.e. the inertial position and velocity of both the Target and Chaser vehicle).

Assuming the filter properly represents the actual system, then the main diagonals

of this particular matrix identifies how accurately each state can be estimated. To

be more precise, the main diagonals consist of the variances (oa) of each state, which

are the square of the standard deviations (a). Without delving into probability

theory, three standard deviations of a normally distributed random variable (3o)
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represents the quantity where 99.73% of the values will be equal or less than the

3- value. The 3- envelope represents a 99.73% certainty that the actual navigation

performance will be within this boundary. This boundary is basically the performance

envelop a Monte Carlo approach would derive. Even though only one simulation

is actually performed and does not guarantee the navigation results, it sufficiently

demonstrates the feasibility and the expected navigation performance of the inspector

concept. If these results need to be solidified, a Monte Carlo Analysis may warrant

the computation and time cost.

As mentioned earlier, for orbital rendezvous applications it is often convenient to

express the position and velocity uncertainties in the relative frame with respect to the

Target rather than the inertial frame. The relative position and velocity covariance

matrices expressed in and viewed from the relative LVLH reference frame, C'LvLH

and CL>L, can be obtained directly from the State Covariance Matrix, C, which is

derived in Appendix B. Restating the results in Eqn B.13 and Eqn B.22, the relative

position and velocity covariance matrices are computed as follows.

CLvLH = T H CHT TT
rel pos I-LVLH R R I-LVLH

CLvLH = TILVLH HV CH TTLT
rel vel I-VH V V I-LVLH

where T I-LVLH is the Inertial to LVLH coordinate transformation matrix, and the ma-

trices, HR and HV, transform the inertial position and velocity vectors into relative

position and velocity vectors.

HR 1 [- 1io

H, -I -Q

(Note that Q is the skew-symmetric cross product matrix of the Target's orbital an-

gular velocity.) The main diagonals of these two relative covariance matrices describe

how accurately the filter can estimate the Chaser's relative position and velocity.

The navigation performance results are represented by plotting the 3o values for the
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Chaser's relative position and velocity uncertainties in the downrange, cross-track,

and altitude directions at each instant in time during the inspection mission. A typ-

ical navigation performance plot in this thesis includes additional information such

as the actual navigation error (true state - estimated state), eclipse periods , sun

constraints, and the actual thruster burns that help interpret the shape of the per-

formance envelope. An example plot shown in Fig 6-2, defines the various symbols

and marking used throughout this chapter in displaying the results. To stress the

20

10

0 -

-20 -

20 T 3- envelope

a State Error (True - Estimate)

Eclipse
-30 Sun Constraint

O Thruster Burn

-40 I L I L
2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6

Time (hrs)

Figure 6-2: 3c- Navigation Envelop Example

significance of the 3o- envelope, if a Monte Carlo analysis were performed using thou-

sands of trial runs and the actual relative navigation errors for each simulation were

plotted, only 0.27% of the errors would go beyond this bounded region.

Av Metrics Ideally, it would be beneficial to know the expected Av performance

envelop to perform each inspection trajectory given the various uncertain parameters
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previously discussed. This research does not produce such results. Instead, the

results presented show the actual Av performance for a particular simulation along

with the expected velocity change computed from relative motion analysis. The

required velocity changes are broken up into three different phases of the mission: the

Approach Av, the Entrance Av, and Inspection Av. The Approach Av is the required

velocity change that may be needed to ensure the Chaser is directly over the Target

at the appropriate time to enter into the inspection trajectory. For an ideal situation,

this maneuver would not be necessary, but due to initial condition uncertainties, a

correction maneuver is performed. Once the Chaser is directly over the Target, the

Chaser is ready to enter the desired inspection trajectory. The Entrance Av transfers

the Chaser from the co-elliptic orbit to the desired inspection orbit. All the other

maneuvers that are performed after the Chaser has begun the inspection are grouped

together and constitute the required Inspection Av.

Simulation and Navigation Filter Parameters As a reminder, this research

does not model the entire inspection mission from launch to end-of-mission life, but

focuses on the inspection phase where the Chaser is relatively close to the Target.

From start to finish, the simulation models five orbital periods which is approximately

eight hours of the entire mission. Although this is a relatively short amount of time,

it is adequate to determine the feasibility of the inspector concept and determine the

validity of the flight algorithms.

This study begins with the Chaser initially 10 kilometers downrange from the Tar-

get, approaching from above on a 1-kilometer high co-elliptic orbit. The Target vehicle

is in a circular orbit (e= 0) 500 kilometers above the Earth (REarth = 6,378.137 k )

with an inclined orbital plane of 28 degrees. The filter and simulation models are

initialized so the filter assumes both vehicles are precisely in their proper orbits while

the actual initial conditions in the simulation are contaminated with the prescribed

uncertainties. In addition to the initial position and velocity conditions, all the other

uncertain parameters in the simulation and navigation filter (i.e. biases, etc.) are

initialized in an equivalent manner. Their values discussed in previous chapters are
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Simulation T Navigation Filter

Downrange: 3aT, = 300 m

Target and Chaser Cross-Track: 3%y = 150 m

Initial Altitude: 3oz = 30 m

Position and Velocity Downrange Rate: 3%, = 0.03 m/s

Uncertainties Cross-Track Rate: 3a% = 0.15 m/s

Altitude Rate: 3oi = 0.3 m/s

a =6,878,130 m a = 6, 878, 137 m

Target e = 0.00000149 e = 0

Vehicle i = 27.9998423 deg i = 28 deg

f 30.1236667 deg f = 30 deg

w = 29.8751818 deg w = 30 deg

= 119.999654 deg Q = 120 deg

a = 6,879,153 m a =6,879, 137 m

Chaser e = 0.0000103 e = 0

Vehicle i = 27.999680 deg i = 28 deg

f = 33.273725 deg f = 29.219050 deg

w = 26.803218 deg w = 30.859455 deg

Q = 120.00088 deg Q = 120 deg

Process Noise kTarget = 1 X 10-10 M2 /s 3  kTarget = 1 X 10-10 m 2 /s 3

kChase = 1 X 10~10 m 2 /S 3  
kChaser = 1 X 10-10 m 2/S 3

3a = 0.01 (deg) 3oe = 0.01 (deg)

3a = 0.01 (deg) 3u% = 0.01 (deg)

Navigation 3aBias = 0.001 (deg) 3oBias = 0.001 (deg)

Camera 3
UStat Algn =0.01 (deg) 3 oStat Algn = 0.01 (deg)

3oDyn Algn 0 (deg) 3
oDyn Algn = 0 (deg)

TBias =1 X 10-6 (sec) TBia = 1 X 10-6 (sec)

Tstat Algn = 1 X 10-6 (sec) 'TStat Algn = 1 X 10-6 (sec)

TDyn Algn 3000 (sec) TDyn Algn 3000 (sec)

Attitude 30Gyro Drift = 3 (deg/hr) 3aGyro Drift = 3 (deg/hr)

Measurements 3 racker = 0.1 (deg) 3
oTracker 0.1 (deg)

(Star Tracker update once every minute)

Table 6.1: Summary of Simulation and Navigation Filter Parameters
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summarized in Table 6.1. The remainder of this Chapter is dedicated to revealing

and discussing the navigation and Av performance results for the rotating football,

tear drop, and stationary inspection strategies.

6.1 Rotating Football Results

In many respects, the rotating football inspection trajectory provides the largest

number of possible viewing angles for a nadir pointing Target. Just about every

aspect or side of the vehicle can be visually inspected by the Chaser. The actual

trajectory performed by the Chaser using the football inspection logic is illustrated

in Fig 6-3 and represented in both three dimensional and two dimensional plots in

Fig 6-4. As the Chaser begins to advance towards the Target, notice that it is not on

the perfect co-elliptic trajectory with a constant 1-km relative altitude. The bend

Chaser

Target

Relative Trajectory

Figure 6-3: Rotating Football Trajectory

in the flight path is due to the initial condition errors. If no correction maneuver

is performed, the Chaser will be in the wrong location at the wrong time for the

Entrance Av that begins the inspection. A third of a period before the Chaser is to
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arrive, the flight algorithms initiate a corrective maneuver to ensure the Chaser is

directly over the Target at the appropriate time.

Assuming the corrective maneuver was performed properly, the Entrance Av then

transfers the Chaser to a 2x1 relative football trajectory. Between the time of this

entrance maneuver until the Chaser returns to the top of the football, three small

maintenance maneuvers are performed every quarter period to ensure the Chaser is on

course. When the Chaser returns to its position directly above the Target one orbital

period later, an out-of-plane thruster burn inserts an additional 200 meter cross-track

component. Typically, theses out-of-plane Av burns are significantly larger than the

maintenance maneuvers combined, and are the primary sources of fuel consumption.

It is interesting to observe the effect of the lighting conditions on the inspection

process. Due to the orbital period of the relative football trajectory, both vehicles

enter the eclipse period when the Chaser is at the same relative location to the Target

for each orbit. If no changes are made, the Chaser would never be able to observe

the Target from these positions. It is important to remember, approximately half

of the Chaser's trajectory will be unavailable for inspections due to eclipses. Even

though the other inspection scenarios have not been discussed yet, it is interesting

to note that the sun lighting constraints only affects the football inspection process.

For this scenario, the blinding condition occurs while the Chaser vehicle rotates to

perform the various Av burns. Of course this phenomenon doesn't always occur, but

it is noted that for certain inspection trajectories, these sun lighting constraints may

affect the mission.

The remainder of this section is devoted to analyzing the navigation and Av

performance of the Chaser while performing the rotating football inspection. While

discussing these results, several different aspects of the Chaser's rotational dynamics

are discussed to help explain the overall performance.

6.1.1 Navigation Performance

The relative position and velocity errors of the Chaser during the rotating football

inspection are shown in Fig 6-5 and Fig 6-6. By the time the Chaser vehicle reaches
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the Target to begin the inspection process, the navigation uncertainty drops consid-

erably by a factor greater than ten in some cases and slightly under ten in others.

As a result, the errors are plotted twice. The first plot on each figure shows the the

performance envelop for the five orbital periods simulated and the second plot zooms

in on the range of errors experienced during the inspection maneuvers.

There are many different observations that can be made from the shape and

size of the navigation uncertainty boundaries. First, the navigation filter appears to

accurately represents the errors in the system (i.e. the errors are within the 3c- filter

envelope) and can estimate the Chaser's relative position confidently to about a 10

meter accuracy in the downrange direction, 2 meter accuracy in the cross-track, and

within 5 meters in the altitude direction.

The second observation may sound trivial but it is important. The navigation filter

can estimate the inertial position and velocity vectors of both vehicles, and conse-

quently their relative position vectors, well enough to perform the football inspection

mission. It is often difficult to quantify the quality of the navigation performance

envelope. Is a maximum 10 meter downrange error too large, is it marginal, or does

it exceed mission requirements? For different missions, this answer will vary. How-

ever, for the rotating football inspection, the filter estimates the states to a level of

accuracy sufficient enough to perform the needed maneuvers to put the Chaser on

the football trajectory.

Third, it was mentioned that there existed a strong correlation between altitude

position errors and downrange velocity errors along with downrange position errors

with altitude rate errors. Notice the performance envelop for altitude and downrange

velocity. They are practically identical scaled by a factor of the orbital rate. Although

the downrange and altitude rate 3c- envelopes aren't identical, notice that the peaks

and valleys occur at the same time. (Note, the envelopes would have been identical

if the relative position and velocity errors were viewed from the inertial frame, not

the rotating LVLH frame.)

Fourth, the shape of the relative position uncertainty boundaries make sense. For

example, looking at the plot zoomed in on the downrange position errors shows the
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downrange error is at a minimum at the time of the second thruster burn. Remem-

ber, this occurs while the Chaser is directly above the Target entering the inspection

trajectory. When the Chaser is in this relative location to the Target, the angle mea-

surements provide excellent information regarding the Chaser's relative downrange

and cross-track position, but gives very little information regarding it's altitude. As

the Chaser slowly drifts down to the v-bar where it will perform the first mainte-

nance maneuver, the navigation camera angle measurements no longer provide ade-

quate downrange information but they now accurately detect the Chaser's altitude

and cross-track positions. As a consequence, the downrange error boundary expands

while the altitude uncertainty decreases. This pattern continues through out the

entire scenario.

Lastly, during periods of eclipses or sun constraints, navigation measurements

can not be taken. As a consequence, the performance envelop grows to reflect the

increasing uncertainties. However, it is observed from the plots that once both vehicles

come out of an eclipse, the error boundary snaps down reflecting greater accuracy in

the state estimates.

Inertial Attitude Errors The inertial attitude errors have a direct affect on the

navigation performance, particularly on the relative velocity errors. To understand

this relationship, a short discussion describes the modeling of the attitude errors and

the performance envelope of the attitude determination system is developed.

The inertial attitude errors are actually estimated in two different ways. First,

the navigation filter estimates these errors and their uncertainties using the gyro

drift dyanmics. The second method for computing the inertial attitude errors takes

the difference between the true attitude modeled in the simulation and the inertial

attitude estimated by the attitude determination system (in this case, the Inertial

Stellar Compass). The actual attitude errors along with the 3c- performance envelope

modeled by the filter are represented on two different plots in Fig 6-7. The first plot

shows the results for the entire simulation to provide the overall attitude performance

envelope. The second plot focuses in on a short time period to highlight the influence
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of the star tracker updates.

These plots reveal three interesting observations. First, the actual inertial atti-

tude errors have a constant 0.1 degree performance boundary. Second, notice the

navigation filter 3o- attitude error boundary is not a constant envelope at 0.1 degrees.

In fact, during non-eclipse periods it expects a reduction in attitude error, causing

the envelop to shrink and the errors to exceed the 3o- boundary. This occurs because

there is a difference between the way the navigation filter models the attitude errors

and the implementation of the attitude determination system. Instead of implement-

ing a filter to estimate the orientation of the spacecraft in the attitude determination

system, the estimated attitude is modeled as a modification of gyro and star tracker

measurements. Where as, the navigation filter estimates the attitude errors using the

ISC data and also the Target's relative position measurements from the navigation

camera. This difference causes a discrepancy between the actual attitude errors and

the estimated errors expected by the navigation filter. For now, it is noted that the

filter does not accurately represent the attitude errors which eventually affects the

navigation performance as shown in the other inspection scenarios.

6.1.2 Av Performance

Perhaps one of the most important parameters in mission design is the Av required

to perform the mission. Velocity changes translate directly to fuel consumption,

more mass, and ultimately higher costs. The Av performance profile for the rotating

football inspection is plotted in Fig 6-8. These plots represent actual data from the

simulation which vary slightly from one simulation to the next. However, without

ever simulating the inspection scenario, the entire Av profile for this mission can be

predicted. The remainder of this section discusses the actual and predicted Av values

for the various phases of the rotating football inspection mission which includes the

Approach Av, Entrance Av, and the Inspection Av per orbit.

Approach Av As mentioned earlier, theoretically the Approach Av should be zero.

Due to the initial condition uncertainties with the Chaser's initial position and veloc-
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ity vectors, this corrective maneuver is required to ensure the Chaser is in the right

position and the correct time. The actual magnitude and direction of this corrective

Av is completely random and is dependent on the initial position and velocity errors.

For this scenario, the required velocity change was 0.13948 m/s.

Entrance Av The Entrance Av transfers the Chaser from the co-elliptic approach

trajectory to a 2x1 kilometer football trajectory. In Section 2.3.1, the magnitude and

direction of this required velocity change was discussed in detail. It was shown that

the direction of the thruster burn should be opposite the velocity vector or in the

negative downrange direction. The magnitude of the expected Av depends on the

semi-minor axis, bFootballI or semi-major axis, aFootballI of the relative football trajectory

(see Eqn 2.45).

V bFootball - WO aFootball
Football Entrance 2 4

For this application, the semi-minor axis of the football is 1 km and the orbital rate'

equals 0.0011 rad/sec. Using these values, the magnitude of the required velocity

change is expected to be,

vFootball Entrance ~ .55339 m/s (6.1)

Note that in the Av profile for the rotating football inspection in Fig 6-8, the direction

of the Entrance Av is primarily in the negative downrange direction just as predicted

and has a magnitude of 0.64469 m/s which is very similar to the expected value.

Inspection Av/Orbit Once the Chaser is placed in the proper orbit so it circum-

navigates the Target, it will remain in this football trajectory indefinitely with no

additional maneuvers. However, to increase the out-of-plane motion as prescribed

'The orbital rate is defined as the Targets orbital rate.

W= = 0.00110678 rad/sec
Target

where p is the Earth's gravitational constant equal to 3.98600436 x 1014 m3 /s 2 and the Target's
semi-major axis, a 3 is equal to 6,878,130.739 m
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in the inspection logic, additional Av burns must be performed. As discussed in

Section 2.3.1, the magnitude of the velocity change equals the orbital angular rate,

wO, times the desired increase of out-of-plane distance, Ay, as shown in Eqn 2.46.

Av = w LAy

For this particular inspection strategy, it is desired that the out-of-plane motion

increases by 200 meters after each orbital period. Knowing the orbital rate equals

0.0011 rad/sec, then the expected Av per orbit to rotate the football trajectory is,

AV Is = 0.22136 m/s

The direction of the thruster burn is in the cross-track direction. Whether it is pos-

itive or negative depends on the inspection logic. According to the rotating football

inspection logic in Eqn 5.12, the thruster burn should be in the negative cross-track di-

rection. In Fig 6-8 notice the direction of the out-of-plane maneuvers are primarily in

the negative cross-track direction and the magnitudes are approximately 0.22348 m/s,

similar to the expected value.

Av Performance Summary The differences between the actual Av and the ex-

pected Av due to navigation and maneuver execution errors is summarized in Table 6.4.

Maneuver Simulation Av Expected Av
Approach Av 0.13948 m/s 0.00000 m/s

Entrance Av 0.64469 m/s 0.55339 m/s

Inspection Av per orbit 0.24592 m/s 0.22136 m/s

Inspection Av 0.98867 m/s 0.88544 m/s

Total Av 1.77280 m/s 1.43881 m/s

Table 6.2: Football Av Performance Results
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6.1.3 Evaluation of Rotational Maneuvers

The rotational dynamics play a vital role in this particular concept of the inspector

satellite. As a reminder, it is assumed there is one thruster mounted to the Chaser

vehicle such that thrust is generated along the body x-axis. Since the thruster is

fixed to the body, the spacecraft must turn-to-burn. The attitude control system

is constantly switching back and forth between pointing modes. One moment it is

tracking the Target and the next moment it must re-orient itself to prepare for a

Av maneuver. To stress the interaction between the translational and rotational

dynamics, the body angular rate profile is plotted and discussed.

There are several interesting observations that come from studying the body an-

gular rate of the Chaser vehicle. In this section, there are are two body angular rate

plots. The first plot shown in Fig 6-9 shows the angular rate profile along with the

body angular rate components for the entire inspection scenario. The second plot

shown in Fig 6-10 zooms in and highlights the angular rates over a period of two ma-

neuvers to help illustrate the typical interaction between the different pointing modes

and controllers.

In both figures, the maximum angular rate is 1 deg/sec, which is the limit set

as the maximum allowable rate. The close-up profile in Fig 6-10 shows a typical

sequence of events that occurs repeatedly through out the inspection process. When

the time for a translational maneuver arrives, the Chaser rotates to point the thruster

along the desired Av direction. Generally, this implies a large rotation angle so it

uses the maximum allowable rotation rate of 1 deg/sec. Remember, an angular rate

of 1 deg/sec allows the Chaser to rotate 180 degrees in approximately 180 seconds

(or 3 minutes) which is the time interval before the actual translational maneuver.

As the Chaser reaches it's desired orientation for the thruster burn, the angular rate

is reduced until the Chaser is steadily pointing the thruster in the proper direction

for the maneuver. It continues to point the Chaser in this direction until the burn is

completed. Once the Av burn is performed, the Chaser then quickly returns tracking

the Target. For these large rotation angles the steering controller is activated and sets
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the rotation rate to a maximum value. When target tracking resumes, the required

rotation angles are small so the PD controller, not the Steering controller, monitors

and initiates the small rotation maneuvers.

Now is a good time to discuss the impact that turn-to-burn method has on the

translational maneuvers. First, the period of time between Av burns is limited by

how quickly the inspector can rotate between tracking the Target and aligning itself

for the requested thruster burn. Second, adequate time must be given to the inspector

so it can be settled in and pointing in the proper direction for the maneuver. Notice

in Fig 6-10 that when the second Av is performed, the Chaser barely settled into

its proper orientation when the maneuver was executed. For large rotation angles as

was common for the football inspection scenario, a buffer window is needed to ensure

the Chaser is aligned properly prior to the velocity change. If the Chaser can not

get in the proper orientation in time, it becomes obvious that velocity dispersions

will naturally occur. These dispersions are also magnified for large scale maneuvers,

such as those required for the increased out-of-plane motion and can cause significant

navigation errors if not properly accounted for.

6.2 Tear Drop Results

The tear drop trajectory is one possible solution to perform inspections from either

above or below the Target. The size of the tear drop can be arbitrarily selected

depending on the desired objectives. If it is desired to maintain a constant position

above the Target, then making the size of the tear drop relatively small gives the

appearance that the Chaser is constantly hovering above (or below) the Target. On

the other hand, if few maneuvers are desired or if it is beneficial to have a wide range

of viewing angles from above the Target, then designing the size of the tear drop to

be large provides the desired effects. For this particular application, the tear drop

trajectory is designed such that the Chaser is always above the Target where the

bottom of the tear drop is 500 meters above the Target and the size of the tear drop

has a height of 500 meters. The actual simulation results of the Chaser's trajectory
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Figure 6-11: Tear Drop Trajectory

using the tear drop inspection logic is illustrated in Fig 6-11 and plotted in Fig 6-12.

Similar to the football trajectory, the rather large errors in the initial position

and velocity vectors cause the approach trajectory to be distorted. It is not until

the Chaser enters the inspection phase of the mission that the errors are nulled out

and the desired trajectory is followed rather closely. Notice that the sun lighting

constraints do not affect any phase of the mission for this particular set-up. However,

there are a few interesting observations to point out about the effects of the eclipses.

Unlike the football, the period of the tear drop trajectory is not directly proportional

to the orbital period. As a consequence, the eclipse region occurs when the Chaser is

at various locations along the tear drop flight path. This also implies that the Chaser

can eventually view the Target from every possible point along the tear drop flight

path without changing the current set-up. The remainder of this chapter focuses on

the navigation, Av, and rotational performance results.
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6.2.1 Navigation Performance

The relative position and velocity errors of the Chaser during the tear drop inspection

are shown in Fig 6-13 and Fig 6-14. As expected, by the time the Chaser reaches the

Target to begin the inspection process the navigation uncertainties drop considerably.

During the inspection portion of the simulation, the Chaser's relative position can

be accurately estimated within 20 meters downrange, 5 meters in the cross-track

direction, and approximately 15 meters in the altitude direction. These worse case

scenarios occur after the eclipse period. When measurements are available, these

errors are consistently much lower. For example, the downrange uncertainty is not

greater than 1 meter, the cross-track errors are within 1/2 meter, and the altitude

position estimate has a 2 meter accuracy! Since the Chaser remains more or less in the

same relative position, the only source causing the uncertainty envelope to expand is

the inability to take measurements during the eclipses. Notice that once the vehicles

re-enter the "day" portion of the mission, the navigation uncertainties quickly drop

to less than 2 meters. For the majority of the mission, the dominant navigation errors

are in the altitude direction. This phenomenon makes sense considering the Chaser

is hovering above the Target. In this location, the angle measurements accurately

identify the downrange and cross-track positions, but it is not as effective determining

the Chaser's altitude position.

One last interesting observation concerning the navigation performance envelop

deals with the velocity errors. Notice that after each maneuver the relative velocity

uncertainty boundary expands. In some cases, it appears the error envelope doesn't

increase enough to enclose the actual velocity errors. Remember, the velocity errors

associated with Av burns are a consequence of the thruster alignment uncertainty,

which is a result of the inertial attitude errors. The inertial attitude errors for the tear

drop inspection provide an interesting case where the difference between the attitude

errors estimated in the filter and the actual attitude errors observed in the simulation

have a direct affect on the navigation performance envelope. The attitude data plots

for the tear drop scenario are displayed in Fig 6-15. To show this relationship, this
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Velocity Errors
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discussion will primarily focus on Fig 6-15 and the relative navigation error plots in

Fig 6-14.

In figures Fig 6-15 and Fig 6-14, notice the errors at the time of the first two in-

spection maneuvers and their relationship to one another. For the first inspection Av
maneuver (shortly before the 2 hour mark), the attitude errors exceed the boundaries

for both the x-axis and z-axis. What this implies is that the actual attitude errors

are greater than what the filter expects them to be. So how do attitude errors relate

to velocity errors? When the Chaser aligns the thruster to perform each translational

maneuver, due to attitude errors, it can not orient the body perfectly to generate

the Av in the desired direction. Due to this misalignment, it introduces errors in the

velocity for each thruster burn. The filter accounts for this error based on the ex-

pected attitude errors. Since the actual attitude errors exceed the filters expectations

at the time of the burn, it doesn't compensate enough and consequently the veloc-

ity errors exceed the expected performance envelope (see Fig 6-14). This interesting

phenomenon occurs again just shortly after the 6 hour mark. One reason the direct

correlation between attitude errors and velocity errors are observable in this scenario

is that the magnitude of the inspection Av's for the tear drop inspection are rather

large. These errors are not typically influential for small maneuvers, and generally go

unnoticed during corrective or maintenance Av burns.

6.2.2 Av Performance

The Av performance profile for the tear drop inspection is shown in Fig 6-16. Immediately

from this plot, the three types of Av maneuvers are observed. The first is a thruster

burn used in the approach trajectory to ensure the Chaser is above the Target when

the entrance maneuver is performed. The second maneuver, the Entrance Av, trans-

fers the Chaser from the co-elliptic approach to the tear drop portion of the hop

orbit. All the remaining thruster burns are then used to keep the Chaser in the tear

drop shaped trajectory. Predicting the Av performance for this inspection scenario

is much more complicated than the other two proposed inspection strategies. In fact,

most of the formulas and ideas used to predict the required velocity changes refer to
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the research results generated in 1970 by Gustafson and Kriegsman at Draper Labo-

ratory [8]. The rest of this section discusses the actual and available expected velocity

changes required for the different phases of the mission which include the Approach

Av, Entrance Av, and the repeating Inspection Av.

Approach Av The expected Approach Av is zero given ideal initial conditions,

but as observed, a velocity change of 0.13948 m/s was required to ensure the Chaser

was properly positioned for the Entrance Av. Again, it is noted that the magnitude

and direction of the Av depends on the random initial position and velocity errors.

Entrance Av As of now, neither a closed-form or numerical prediction model

has been developed to estimate the Av needed to transfer the Chaser to the tear

drop trajectory. For this particular simulation, a thruster burn with a magnitude of

1.9783 m/s was needed. Compared to the required velocity changes for five orbits

(- 60 m/s), this value is rather insignificant.

Inspection Av/Orbit The inspection maneuvers used to maintain the Chaser in

the tear drop pattern are by far the most expensive and dominate the Av profile. Each

burn is approximately the same in size and magnitude and they occur at 20 minute

intervals. As mentioned previously, this particular trajectory was studied extensively

[8] and a formula was derived that computes the required Av as a function of the

orbital rate, wo, and the magnitude of the time-average altitude of the Chaser, |f1.

ob = 67rw I| (6.2)orbit

The direction of this velocity change should be towards the target in the negative

altitude direction as depicted in Fig 2-15. For the current application, the time-

average altitude of the Chaser is approximately 675 meters. Using this value and the

determined angular rate, the expected Av per orbit is,

= 13.9911 m/s (6.3)
orbit
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The actual velocity change per orbit is 13.7289 m/s. Notice in Fig 6-16 that the

inspection thruster burns are in the negative altitude direction as expected.

Av Performance Summary The differences between the actual Av and the ex-

pected Av due to navigation and maneuver execution errors is summarized in Table 6.3.

Maneuver Simulation Av Expected Av
Approach Av 0.13948 m/s 0.0000 m/s

Entrance Av 1.9783 m/s -- m/s

Inspection Av/Orbit 13.7289 m/s 13.9911 m/s

Total Inspection Av 55.1617 m/s 55.9644 m/s

Total Av 57.2795 m/s --- m/s

Table 6.3: Tear Drop Av Performance Results

6.2.3 Evaluation of Rotational Maneuvers

For the tear drop inspection, the rotational dynamics performed well enough to not

affect the navigation performance greatly, but there are some interesting anomalies

that can be attributed to its limited performance. This section briefly discusses the

body angular rate profile and its affects on the Av maneuvers.

The body angular rate profile of the tear drop simulation is shown in both Fig 6-17

and Fig 6-18. The first figure contains the complete profile. The second scales the

time axis to highlight the typical interactions between the different pointing modes

and controllers during routine maneuver sequences. From the complete profile in

Fig 6-17, the first interesting observation is that the body angular rate never reaches

the maximum limit of 1 deg/sec after the Chaser begins to inspect the Target. This

implies the rotation angles between the Target pointing and maneuver orientations

are small enough to never demand larger rotation rates. Notice in Fig 6-18 after

the second Av burn, the maximum angular rate of the Chaser barely exceeds 0.1

deg/sec. This occurs because the orientation required to perform the Av maneuver
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is practically the same orientation needed to track the Target. As the Chaser reaches

the top of the tear drop, the direction of the required Av is "down" or in the negative

altitude direction which is precisely the same general direction as the Target. So

one interesting feature of the Tear Drop inspection is that the Chaser can track the

Target and perform the various translational maneuvers without needing to perform

large angular rotations.

6.3 Stationary Probe Results

The stationary or v-bar inspection approach is the simplest of the three inspection

concepts studied. The idea is to have the Chaser "sit" on the v-bar some distance

downrange from the Target. From this position, the Chaser can constantly monitor

Figure 6-19: Stationary Probe Trajectory Results

the Target without expending any fuel! The desired observation point was selected

to be 2 kilometers "behind" the Target in the negative downrange direction. This

location was chosen because it can be reached by transferring from the co-elliptic orbit
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to the v-bar by using a football trajectory. By no means is the distance strategically

chosen or the football transfer flight path mandatory. Any arbitrary point and flight

path could have been selected (i.e. the Hohmann transfer orbit). The trajectory of

the Chaser simulated using the stationary inspection logic is illustrated in Fig 6-19

and plotted in Fig 6-20. Similar to the other inspection scenarios, the approach flight

path has a rather large dispersion from the ideal straight-in approach. This distortion

will always exist and it will vary from one trial run to the next depending on the initial

position and velocity errors. Like the tear drop inspection, the stationary inspection

was not affected by the sun lighting constraints. Although it is difficult to see in the

relative plots, the eclipses occur every half period as expected.

6.3.1 Navigation Performance

The relative position and velocity errors of the Chaser during the stationary inspec-

tion are shown in Fig 6-21 and Fig 6-22. As expected, once the Chaser reaches it's

desired location on the v-bar the navigation filter is able to accurately estimate the

Chaser's position in the altitude and cross-track directions. In fact, during non-eclipse

periods, the altitude measurements have an accuracy of 1.5 meters and the cross-track

estimate has an uncertainty of 1 meter. Even during eclipses the cross-track posi-

tion uncertainty remains within 1.5 meters and the altitude error envelope grows to

a maximum of 6 meters. By remaining in the same location downrange from the

Target, the navigation camera measurements are unable to provide the same quality

of information about the Chaser's downrange location. As a result, the downrange

position errors continue to grow with time. When the Chaser transfers from the

co-elliptic enroute to it's desired v-bar position, the Chaser's downrange position is

known within 1.5 meters. As the Chaser settles into its inspection mode, the Chaser's

downrange position estimate is accurate to ± 7 meters. By the end of the 5 orbital

periods simulated, the downrange errors have a 20 meter uncertainty envelope. The

downrange position plot suggest that these errors will continue to grow until the flight

algorithms become unstable. This observation suggests that the Chaser can not re-

main indefinitely on the v-bar without making periodic maneuvers to improve the
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Chaser's downrange position estimate.

Another interesting observation from the navigation performance plots is that the

position and velocity errors clearly remain within the 3- bounds expected by the filter.

Do these results just reflect a "good" run or does this reflect a special feature of the

stationary inspection trajectory? If a different set of values for the various random

parameters were chosen would they produce the straying error results seen in the tear

drop scenario? Typically, the velocity errors, which consequently affect the position

errors, are caused by one of two sources, either the Chaser was unable to rotate into

the proper orientation in time for the Av burn or the actual inertial attitude errors

are greater than those expected by the filter, introducing errors in the direction of

the thruster burn. It is proposed that the excellent navigation performance for the

relative velocity don't simply represent a "good" run, but reflect a special feature of

the stationary inspection. In particular, these favorable results are closely related to

the magnitude of the Av maneuvers along with the associated inertial attitude errors

during these maneuvers.

The inertial attitude errors for the stationary inspection logic are plotted in

Fig 6-23. As mentioned previously, the stationary inspection didn't have the same

anomalies with the relative velocity performances as the tear drop inspection. This

could be due to the pointing accuracy observed from the inertial attitude errors. No-

tice in Fig 6-23 that the errors exceed the performance envelope only once during

a translational maneuver, which happens to occur at the same time as the largest

Av maneuver of the inspection. Looking at Fig 6-22, there is a corresponding spike

in the cross-track relative velocity error at this same .time period. Besides this one

occurrence, the inertial attitude errors never exceed the performance envelope during

a translational maneuver. This could be the reason that the relative velocity errors

never go beyond the navigation performance envelope. However, suppose the attitude

errors did exceed the expected boundary during the inspection phase as in previous

cases. It is very likely these errors would never actually affect the velocity errors be-

cause the magnitude of these maneuvers during the stationary inspection are so small

that they are practically negligible. A large attitude error with a small Av maneuver
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Estimated vs True Inertial Attitude Errors
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typically generates an unnoticeable velocity error in the navigation performance.

6.3.2 Av Performance

The Av profile for the stationary inspection is shown in Fig 6-24. Unlike the previous

two inspection strategies, the stationary approach ideally needs three Av maneuvers

for the entire scenario. In fact, once the Chaser is securely positioned downrange

from the Target, no additional maneuvers are theoretically required. In actuality, if

no maintenance Av burns were performed, the Chaser would slowly drift off course

due to execution errors. Although these correction maneuvers occur every 20 minutes,

the overall magnitude of fuel expended is practically negligible. This section shows

the actual and expected Av results for the approach, entrance, and inspection phases

of the stationary inspection.

Approach Av The actual approach Av, which ensures the Chaser is in the proper

location above the Target at the appointed time for the entrance maneuver, is the

same for all three scenarios. The initial conditions are the same for each inspection

mode, consequently the required velocity change for this phase of the stationary

inspection is 0.13948 m/s. Ideally, the actual Av should be zero.

Entrance Av The entrance Av actually consists of two burns: one to enter a

football trajectory towards the v-bar and another burn to stop the Chaser once it

reaches it's desired destination downrange from the Target. As discussed previously

in Sec 2.3.3, the first burn should be directed in the negative downrange direction

opposite the velocity vector to decrease the Chaser's circular velocity magnitude to

that required for the relative football orbit. The magnitude of this velocity burn is

proportional to the orbital angular rate, w, and the semi-major axis of the relative

football trajectory, aFootball, as derived in Eqn 2.45.

AV u) aFootball
Football Entrance F
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In order to transfer the Chaser from the football trajectory to the Target's circular

orbit, the second thruster burn should be in the radial or altitude direction as depicted

in Fig 2-18. This velocity change requires twice the energy as the first burn. In fact,

the magnitude of this Av maneuver is half the orbital rate times the football semi-

major axis as derived in Eqn 2.52.

A,~.__ aFootball
AVFootball-Circ -

The formula for predicting the total magnitude of the entrance burn is the sum of

these two Av burns (see Eqn 2.53).

AVStationary Entrance AVFootball Entrance FootballCirc

3 w aFootball

4

For this particular application, the size of the football's semi-major axis is 2 kilometers

and the orbital rate is approximately 0.0011 rad/sec. Consequently, the expected

entrance Av is approximately,

AVStationary Entrance 0.55339 m/s + 1.10678 m/s

1.66017 m/s

Notice in Fig 6-24 that the primary direction of the first entrance Av that causes

the Chaser to enter the football trajectory from the co-elliptic is in the negative

downrange direction and has a magnitude of 0.64469 m/s. The second maneuver that

stops the Chaser on the v-bar is mainly in the altitude direction with a magnitude of

1.1014 m/s giving the total entrance Av of 1.74609 m/s. Note that both the direction

and magnitudes of these velocity changes and consequently the entire entrance Av

are very similar to those expected.
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Inspection Av/Orbit If the two entrance maneuvers were performed perfectly,

then once the Chaser reached it's stationary state on the v-bar, no velocity changes

would be needed. In actuality, corrective maneuvers are needed for a total Av of

0.084641 m/s.

Av Performance Summary The differences between the actual Av and the ex-

pected Av due to navigation and maneuver execution errors is summarized in Table 6.4.

Maneuver Simulation Av Expected Av

Approach Av 0.13948 m/s 0.00000 m/s

Entrance Av 1.74609 m/s 1.66017 m/s

Football Av 0.64469 m/s 0.56408 m/s

Stop Av 1.1014 m/s 1.10670 m/s

Inspection Av/Orbit 0.022449 m/s 0.00000 m/s

Total Inspection Av 0.084641 m/s 0.00000 m/s

Total Av 1.97020 m/s 1.66017 m/s

Table 6.4: Stationary Av Performance Results

6.3.3 Evaluation of Rotational Maneuvers

For the stationary inspection, the Chaser's rotational maneuvers are rather routine.

It is able to properly orient itself for the assortment of maneuvers in the allotted time

frame and align itself accurately enough to perform the inspection. The remainder of

this section discusses the angular rate of the Chaser vehicle.

The body angular rate of the Chaser for the entire stationary inspection is shown

in Fig 6-25 and redrawn in Fig 6-26 emphasizing the rotational profile between two

arbitrary maneuvers. By looking at the entire angular rate profile, it becomes

apparent that for each translational maneuter, it generally reaches the maximum

allowable angular rate. This implies that relatively large rotational maneuvers are

being performed. If the actual Av profile is recalled from Fig 6-24, it quickly becomes

apparent that an extensive amount of rotational energy is spent to perform rather
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insignificant thruster burns. Perhaps the corrective maneuvers can be less frequent

to conserve energy without sacrificing the overall inspection performance.

There is an important relationship between the body angular rate, the pointing

logic algorithm, and the various Av maneuvers that occurs in each inspection scenario.

This relationship will finally be discussed here using the stationary inspection scenario

as the main example. Notice in Fig 6-25 and Fig 6-26 that the primary axis of rotation

is the body z-axis of the Chaser. Note that this also occurs for the tear drop inspection

in Fig 6-17. Why does this occur? Recall the discussion in Sec 5.2.2 about the

pointing logic for both tracking the Target and aligning the Chaser for translational

maneuvers. In both the Target and Maneuver Pointing modes, the algorithm points

the body x-axis of the Chaser towards the Target or along the Av vector, the y-

axis always points perpendicular to the orbital angular velocity vector in the orbiting

plane, and the z-axis simply completes the orthogonal set of basis vectors. In cases

where the Chaser has no out-of-plane position component, such as in the stationary

and tear drop inspection scenarios, both the body x-axis and y-axis are defined to be in

the orbital plane. As a consequence, the z-axis is generally perpendicular to this plane.

This is important to note. Since the Chaser primarily rotates about the z-axis, this

implies both the maneuvers and inspection viewing angles are in the orbital plane. If

the components of the Av profile in Fig 6-24 were blown-up, it would become apparent

that once the Chaser is on the v-bar inspecting the Target, all the velocity changes are

primarily in the downrange or altitude direction (in-plane directions). This same idea

is exemplified in Fig 6-16 and Fig 6-17 with the tear drop inspection. In this scenario,

the Av burns are mostly in the altitude direction while the axis of rotation is the body

z-axis. In the rotating football scenario, this phenomenon doesn't occur because there

are significant out-of-plane maneuvers performed to execute this inspection trajectory.

Regardless, this exercise wanted to highlight the close- relationship between the various

Av maneuvers and the rotation axes of the inspector.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Initially, the conception of inspection satellites primarily had a military objective, but

today the areas of application have expanded to not only include the military, but

now consist of the growing commercial industry and the scientific research community.

Is it possible that a "pico-sat" type inspection satellite can adequately navigate and

perform the required maneuvers needed for such applications? This study explored

the thesis that a simple, low power, low mass inspection satellite can accurately

navigate and perform a variety of different inspection maneuvers using an angles-

only navigation technique. Although this research does not take a systems engineering

approach to determine the actual size, power, and structural requirements for such

a bold engineering task, it focuses on a particular area by examining the navigation

and Av performance of a particular inspection satellite concept. This was done by

selecting the sensors and actuators, along with the basic vision of the inspector vehicle

on the basis of designing a small, compact inspection satellite. Of course there are an

infinite amount of design possibilities, but a particular idea was chosen to show the

feasibility of the general on-orbit satellite inspection concept.

A high fidelity, 6 degree-of-freedom simulation was successfully developed and

utilized as the primary tool to test the feasibility of the proposed inspection satellite

along with the various flight algorithms. This simulation included the non-linear rota-

tional and translational dynamics of both Chaser and Target vehicles, sensor models,

actuator models, various aspects of the space environment, and flight algorithms for
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the Chaser's translational and rotational control systems. Using three different in-

spection trajectories, the results suggest that the proposed inspection satellite concept

can adequately navigate and perform the needed maneuvers to successfully implement

an inspection mission using angles-only navigation.

7.1 Summary of Results

For specific missions, or particular phases of a known mission, it often proves benefi-

cial to summarize the results of a detailed performance analysis to show the strengths

and weaknesses of the mission design. Since this research doesn't stem from an exist-

ing or proposed mission, it has a different objective. Instead of coming to a conclusion

about the quality of a particular inspection trajectory design, it's objective is to glean

general insights into on-orbit satellite inspections and determine the feasibility and

performance envelop of the general concept. Although specific inspection trajecto-

ries were selected and analyzed, this summary doesn't focus on each scenario, but

highlights three main areas of interest including the navigation performance, the Av
performance, and the effects the rotational dynamics have on the overall mission per-

formance. Based on the actual results of the three different inspection simulations,

general observations are summarized about the navigation and Av performance of

on-orbit inspection satellites.

7.1.1 Navigation Performance

The navigation performance is typically based on two criteria. First, how well can the

navigation filter represent the actual errors? For example, is the filter properly tuned

so as to not overestimate or underestimate the errors? Second, can the navigation

filter estimate the states well enough to perform the various maneuvers to have the

Chaser follow some nominal trajectory within the prescribed limits 1? In a very brief

response to each of these questions, based on the simulation results, the navigation

1The correct answer to these questions will vary from one mission to the next and are heavily
dependent on mission requirements.
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performance was excellent. For the most part, the navigation filter accurately re-

flected the uncertainty in the state estimate and these estimates were sufficient to

perform the wide range of inspection maneuvers. The quality of navigation perfor-

mance depends greatly on a variety of mission parameters. For the proposed satellite

concept, there are four major factors that influence the navigation performance that

are briefly discussed. These include the type and quality of sensor measurements,

lighting conditions, Av knowledge errors, and the actual inspection trajectory.

Angles-Only Measurements One of primary interests of this thesis was to de-

termine if a simple navigation camera providing only relative angle measurements to

the Target vehicle along with attitude information from the Inertial Stellar Compass

would be sufficient to navigate the inspection satellite. Often times an additional

sensor or image processing provides a range measurement to aid in the navigation

process. Is this necessary or required for on-orbit inspection missions? From each

of the three inspection scenarios, the angles-only navigation approach appears to be

sufficient. In fact, given an initial 3o position uncertainty of 300 meters downrange,

150 meters in the cross-track direction, and 30 meters in the altitude direction, the

navigation filter eventually improves those position estimates to have a worst-case 30-

accuracy of 10-20 meters downrange, 1-5 meters cross-track, and 5-12 meters altitude

during the inspection phase.

Lighting Conditions Another important aspect to on-orbit inspections are the

lighting constraints imposed by eclipses and the blinding conditions caused by the

sun. These unfavorable conditions primarily affect the navigation camera, and limit

the amount of possible angle measurements. In all three scenarios, neither one of these

concerns caused any mission failure scenarios. During eclipses when translational

maneuvers were performed, the relative position error envelope increased no more

than 10 meters in the worse-case scenario and the accuracy sharply improved once

the two vehicles were back in the sunlight. Concerning the blinding conditions, in

only one of the three scenarios was the blinding effects of the sun even observed.
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Obviously there are certain situations where these sun constraints can greatly affect

the mission design, but it appears that it is most likely to be a special case issue,

rather than a normal limiting factor.

Maneuver Execution Errors The inspection satellite concept assumes there is

only one thruster that is fixed to the Chaser, so prior to any thruster burn, it must

rotate to orient itself in the proper position. This turn-to-burn approach has direct

affects on the navigation performance. First, when the Chaser rotates from tracking

the Target to aligning itself for the Av maneuver, it is typically unable to view the

Target with the navigation camera. As a consequence, during this period of time

no measurements can be taken. From the results, the fact that no measurements are

taken during this phase doesn't affect the navigation performance greatly. In fact, it is

almost unnoticeable compared to the impact of the lighting constraints. Second, the

Chaser's pointing accuracy is limited. As it orients itself for a Av maneuver, there are

execution errors due to the inertial attitude errors. For this type of inspection concept,

attitude errors are directly related to the relative velocity navigation performance.

Inspection Trajectory Lastly, the actual inspection trajectory relative to the Tar-

get greatly affects the navigation performance. In fact, if the Chaser remains station-

ary on the v-bar relative to the Target, eventually the navigation filter will be unable

to estimate the relative position properly. In this case, motion relative to the Target

is necessary to maintain precision in all three axes.

7.1.2 Av Performance

The actual Av requirements will vary from mission to mission, and are expected

to play a critical role in determining the actual inspection trajectory. There are a

variety of relative inspection maneuvers that can be performed that expend limited

amounts of fuel and provide a large number of possible viewing angles to the Target.

Also, for many of these relative maneuvers, the expected Av required for many of the

inspection trajectories can be computed precisely using basic orbital mechanics and
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Hill's equations. In fact, several of these relative Av maneuvers have been derived

in this research. Lastly, if frequent powered flight maneuvers are necessary when

employing the "turn-to-burn" concept, it is important to note that the frequency of

the Av burns is limited by the rotation rate of the inspector.

7.2 Future Work

Now that a high fidelity simulation and various flight algorithms have been developed

and used to show the feasibility of a particular on-orbit inspection satellite concept,

the next step is to apply these tools towards a specific mission or proposal. The sample

space for the variety of possible inspection concepts is immeasurable and developing

more complex simulation models or applying more thorough analysis techniques to

confirm performance results may not warrant the effort without a specific purpose.

However, if a particular mission arises that narrows the number of design possibilities,

there are several key areas that could be pursued further.

7.2.1 Modeling Improvement

Since the primary focus of this research was the analyze the navigation performance

of an on-orbit inspection satellite, emphasis placed on the attitude control law and

actuator models (momentum wheels and thrusters) was limited. For example, a

very simple PD control law was implemented that used ideal momentum wheels for

torque control. For the actuators, the thruster model provides the perfect thrust

magnitude and the momentum wheels generate the desired torque instantly. A higher

fidelity actuator models may reveal additional details important to the feasibility of

a particular inspection satellite concept. Lastly, the current flight algorithm used for

the guidance logic is a set of pre-defined data arrays that specify the times the various

maneuvers take place, the desired position of the Chaser after each maneuver, and

the flight duration. This guidance logic can be improved to response in "real time" by

making decisions based on the Chaser's current estimated states. This flight algorithm

could be developed even further to have the capability to compute the desired position
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and velocity to enter any of the major relative motion trajectories at any particular

time, given the Chaser's current relative position and velocity to the Target. This

feature would ideally allow the Chaser to enter any inspection trajectory at any time

and from arbitrary positions.

7.2.2 Analysis Approach

Although the three different inspection results confirm the feasibility of the satellite

inspection concept to a certain degree, how can these results be verified to ensure

that they don't represent some special case scenario? A proven technique is using

Monte Carlo Analysis. If the interest or need justify the expense in computation time

and effort, this method is a very plausible solution. Another possible analysis that

may be of interest is to see the affects of certain parameters such as sensor precision,

unmodeled accelerations, actuator quality, etc. on the overall mission performance.

This analysis could be easily performed with the current tools to help define the

performance requirements for a mission.

7.2.3 Inspection Concepts

In satellite constellation design, several important metrics have been developed to help

measure the coverage of the constellation. These metrics are then used to determine

the orbits of each satellite to form optimal constellation designs. As of now, no such

general performance metrics exist for on-orbit inspection satellites. This could be due

to a variety of factors, but assuming they existed and identified, they could be used

to compute optimal relative trajectories for specific inspection missions.
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Appendix A

Football Av Approximation

For the rotating football inspection trajectory, the Chaser must transfer from the

co-elliptic orbit to the relative football trajectory. The magnitude of the required

velocity change to perform this maneuver was derived in Eqn 2.41.

AV 7 P (2 1
Football Entrance

cir cir Target

This rather complicated expression can be approximated by a very simple expression

using the orbital rate, wo, and the semi-minor axis of the football shaped relative

trajectory, bFootball* From Eqn 2.44, notice that the semi-major axis of the Target

vehicles circular orbit, aTarget, equals the radial distance of the Chaser's circular orbit,

cir minus the magnitude of the football's semi-minor axis (see Fig 2-14). Substituting

this expression for the Target's semi-major axis, the Av burn can be expressed as a

function of the Chaser's radial distance.

AV(bFootball) = 1- p (A.1)
cir. ir cir Football -

This expression can be expressed as a Taylor series expansion and then approximated

by dropping the higher order terms of this expansion.

f(z) = f(zo) + -- 6z + ... (A.2)
Oz zo
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By letting the function f(z) represent the entrance Av function, where z represents

the relative altitude, b, of the Chaser above the Target with an initial relative altitude

of zero (zo = bo = 0) and deviation equal to the magnitude of the semi-minor axis of

the football trajectory (6z = 6b = bFootball), then the required velocity change can be

approximated as,
&Bav(b)Av(b) ~ Av(0) + b Football (A.3)

The last two major steps are to evaluate the Av function when bFootball = 0 and the

derivative of this function. First, compute the value of the function, Av(0).

z/v(0) =- p - 1 (A.4)
rcir rir (rcir - 0)

Av(0) = 0 (A.5)

Now compute the partial derivative of the function evaluated at the point where

bFootball = 0. By performing this operation on Eqn A. 1, the expression becomes,

aAv(b) 1 2 1 1 (A.6)
Ob b=0 2 rcir rcir - b (rcir - b=

Bav(b) 1 p
Bb = 2 r3 (A.7)

b=0 cir

Remember that the orbital angular rate of the Target, w is defined as,

wo = (A.8)

Plugging this value in Eqn A.6 simplifies the derivative of the Av function to one half

the orbital angular rate.
&Av(b) 1

b - 2 o (A.9)

Now that all the individual components for the change of velocity in Eqn A.3 have

been determined, the approximated expression for the entrance Av can be obtained.
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Substituting Eqn A.5 and Eqn A.9 yields,

1
Football football (A.10)2

Cleaning up this expression gives a very simple, yet accurate approximation of the

required velocity change to transfer to a relative football trajectory from the co-elliptic

approach. Noting that the football semi-minor axis is half the football semi-major

axis, the final result is derived.

Aubfootball w afootball (A 11)Football Entrance 2 4
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Appendix B

Relative Covariance Matrix

Since the results for the navigation performance are represented in the relative LVLH

frame, a brief derivation will show how the relative position and velocity uncertainties

are obtained from the inertial Covariance Matrix, CI. The inertial covariance matrix

is defined as

CI = E[(3x') (6x1)T] (B.1)

where 6x' is the error in the states, and for this derivation, the errors in the inertial

position and velocities of the Target and Chaser vehicles.

6x' =

6r'I
Target

Target

6rh
Chaser

6v'
- Chaser-

(B.2)

Relative Position Covariance The covariance of the relative position expressed

in the inertial frame, p', is the expected value of the relative position uncertainties

squared.

(B.3)
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where 6p1 is defined as the difference between the Chaser's inertial position uncer-

tainty and the Target's inertial position uncertainty.

6p has - 6r g
Chaser Target

The relative position uncertainty can be expressed as a function of the inertial position

uncertainty using the transformation matrix, HR.

6p' = H

6rI
Target

6vI
Target

6r,
Chaser

6vI
Chaser

where,

HR = [-I 0 I o]

Using Eqn B.4, the relative position covariance initially defined in Eqn B.3 becomes,

C' = E[(HR 6x') (HR 6xI)Ti (B.5)

Since the expected value of a constant is merely a constant, the transformation matrix,

HR, can be pulled out to yield,

CI = H R 1E[( 6xI) ( 6xI)] H Tr Ps R R (B.6)

By recognizing the definition of the state transition matrix, the relative position

covariance is now a function of the original covariance matrix.

CI = H CI HTi
rel pos R R (B.7)

Remember, the primary objective is to express the relative position of the Chaser with

respect to the Target in the LVLH coordinate system, not the inertial coordinate

system. To now express the relative position covariance in the LVLH coordinates,
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note that the relative uncertainty in the inertial coordinates must be transformed to

the relative LVLH frame via the inertial to LVLH coordinate transformation matrix,

TILVLH'

pLVLH - I-LVLH 6p (B.8)

Applying the definition of the covariance, the relative position covariance expressed

in LVLH coordinates is simply,

CLVLH = E[ (6 pLVLH)( 6 LVLH)T] (B.9)
rel pos

Substituting Eqn B.8 for 6 pLVLH in the above equation yields,

CL;LH - E[ (TILVLH 6p') LVLH 6 I)T] (B.10)

Once again, the expected value of a non-random parameter is the parameter so the

coordinate transformation matrix can be pulled out.

CLVLH - T E[ (6p)(6p 1 )T ] TTLVLH (B.11)
rel pos I-LVLH ILL

Substituting the identity defined in Eqn B.3, this expression simplifies to

CTI-LVLH VCL TT (B.12)
relpos I-LLH rel pos I-LVLH

The last step remaining in the derivation is to substitute the expression for C'
rel pos

found in Eqn B.7. This final equation is the transformation for the relative position

covariance of the Chaser vehicle with respect to the Target in the LVLH coordinate

frame.

Cre Hs I-LVLH HR -R ILVLH (B.13)

Relative Velocity Covariance With the velocity, there are two ways to express

the relative velocity in LVLH coordinates. It can either be expressed as if the observer

was in the inertial frame or as if the observer was in the rotating LVLH frame.
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Depending on the observation point, the actual transformation matrix will vary. For

this thesis, it is desired to express the relative velocity covariance matrix, CLVLH, in
rel

LVLH coordinates and as viewed from the LVLH reference frame.

C -VLH ( 6 VLVLH )( 6 v LVLH )T] (B.14)re vlrel, LVLH rel, LVLH) I

where 6v LVLH represents the relative velocity uncertainty viewed in the rotatingrel, LVLH

LVLH reference frame and expressed in LVLH coordinates. The relative velocity

uncertainty expressed in the inertial coordinates but viewed from the LVLH frame is

VLH = 6 - W X 6p' (B. 15)rel, LVLH rel

where 6vi is the difference between the Target and Chaser inertial velocity uncer-rel

tainty viewed from the inertial frame, WI is the angular rate of the LVLH frame as

viewed from the inertial frame, 6p' is the relative uncertainty in the relative distances

between both vehicles. Using these definitions, this equation becomes,

6vVLH = (6vI -3v 'V IX (6r,1 -6r'Trgt (B. 16)rel, LVLH Chaser Target Chaser arget)

Using the skew symmetric cross product matrix of the angular velocity of the LVLH

frame viewed in the inertial frame, Q, this equation can be expressed as,

-V (6VIhse 6V 5 g~) - Q (
6

"sr, - 6r,5 g~ (B.- 17)ovel, LVLH Chaser Target Chaser Target )( .7

Using Eqn B.2, this expression can be written as,

6r'
Target

rel, LVLH VH 6x' (B.18)
6r'

Chaser

6v'
Chaser .
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where,

-I -Q I

This same vector expressed in the LVLH coordinates can be achieved by transform-

ing 6ve using the Inertial to LVLH coordinate transformation matrix described
rel, LVLH

earlier.

V LVLH I rL
rel, LVLH I-+LVLH rel, LVLH

(B.19)

Substituting Eqn B.18 yields,

6 v LVLH T HV x'
rel, LVLH I LVLH V

(B.20)

Plugging this value into Eqn B.14 gives the desired relative velocity covariance ex-

pressed and viewed in the LVLH coordinates.

C LVLH E[ (TI HV I- H 6XI T
=e EE(T1 ,LVLH H~6'(ILVLH HVxIT (B.21)

Reducing produces the actual transformation implemented for the relative velocity

covariance.

CLvLH = TI H C' HT T T
rel vel I-LVLH VV I-LVLH

(B.22)
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